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1. INTRODUCTION
The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT), District 8-0, in coordination with the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), is proposing the State Route (SR) 0083 Section 078 Dauphin
County, Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project (herein after referred to as SR 0083 Section 078
Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project) to evaluate improvements to the existing interchange with
Interstate 283 (SR 0283). See Figure 1 Project Location Map.

1.1. Project History

This project is one of four transportation projects
identified in PennDOT’s December 2003 I-83 Master
Plan. The plan identified deficiencies and prioritized
multiple projects with logical termini1 and independent
utility2 within the Interstate 83 corridor with the overall
goal of improving traffic flow and safety around the
City of Harrisburg. In other words, each project could
be constructed independently and function adequately
whether or not the other projects were constructed.

What is the I-83 Master Plan?
A long-range transportation planning study
for the section of Interstate 83 from the
junction with Interstate 81 in Dauphin County
to the New Cumberland Interchange in
Cumberland County.

Exhibit 1 - Projects Identified in the I-83 Master Plan
1
2

Logical Termini - rational end points for a transportation improvement and review of the environmental impacts
Independent Utility - be usable and be a reasonable expenditure even if no additional transportation improvements in the
area are made
1
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Background
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 is a federal law that established a national policy for
the environment and requires federal agencies to consider the environmental effects of their proposals and
actions. Agencies then develop their own regulations on how to implement the law. FHWA is the lead federal
agency on this project and PennDOT is the project sponsor. The project must follow the federal regulations,
(23 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 771), as it advances through the preliminary engineering and
environmental review process.
An Environmental Assessment (EA) is a document that is required under NEPA to determine if a proposed
project would have a significant impact on the environment and if an Environmental Impact Statement is
necessary. An EA includes a summary of the design, public outreach and environmental studies that have been
completed as part of the preliminary engineering/ NEPA decision making process. Technical data and files are
not included in this document but are incorporated by reference and maintained in the technical files for the
project.
This EA is being prepared for one of the four projects that were identified in the 2003 Master Plan, East Shore
Section 2, now referred to as the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction project.
The preliminary engineering phase along with the final design, right-of-way (ROW) acquisition, and utility
phases of the project are included in the fiscally constrained Interstate Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP)3. This current TIP includes $10,000,000 for preliminary engineering (PE), $18,000,000 for final design
(FD), $9,000,000 for utilities and $35,000,000 for ROW. PennDOT anticipates state and potential federal
funding for this project, but the extent of federal funding is unknown at this time. The 2019-2030 Twelve Year
Plan (TYP) identifies additional funding for the utility ($12,000,000) and construction ($249,050,000) phases
of the project. The project will be conducted as four separate construction contracts with separate Multimodal
Project Management System (MPMS) numbers, as noted below:
• MPMS 92931 (SR 0083 Sec 078 lead project)
o Construction 2023-2026
o Total cost $282,861,000 (PE, FD, Utilities, ROW and Construction)
• MPMS 113378 (SR 0083 Sec B78)
o Construction 2026-2029
o Total cost $174,425,000 (FD, ROW and Construction)
• MPMS 113380 (SR 0083 Sec C78)
o Construction 2028-2031
o Total cost $159,004,000 (FD, ROW and Construction)
• MPMS 113381 (SR 0083 Sec D78)
o Construction 2030-2034
o Total cost $185,796,000 (FD, ROW and Construction)
3

A glossary of terms and acronyms is included in Appendix I.
3
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Funding to supplement these phases in the future will be included in the 2021-2032 TYP update and identified
in the 2015-2040 Long Range Transportation Plan, which is undergoing its next update and will be adjusted as
the project advances.

1.2 Project Limits and Description
Project Limits
The project limits extend through Lower Paxton Township, Paxtang Borough and Swatara Township in
Dauphin County, Pennsylvania. The northern end of the project begins just south of the SR 3020 (Union
Deposit Road) Interchange and continues south and westward along SR 0083 to the SR 3013 (29th Street)
overpass, south along SR 0283 to the SR 0441 (Lindle Road) interchange and eastward along SR 0322
to just east of the Penhar Interchange. Several interchanges are within the project limits including the
Eisenhower, Paxton Street and Derry Street Interchanges. Logical termini was established for this project in
an Evaluation of Logical Termini4 memo that was prepared and approved by FHWA (see Appendix D Agency
Correspondence) in July 2017.
Existing Conditions
SR 0083 and the Eisenhower Interchange:
Existing SR 0083 consists of two through
lanes with an additional ramp lane in each
direction, divided by a four-foot median with
concrete barrier. Through the Eisenhower
Interchange, the roadway is reduced to one
travel lane in each direction on separate
alignments. SR 0083 is posted at 55 mph with
both directions at a 40 mph advisory speed
through the interchange. The Eisenhower
Interchange connects two interstates (SR 0083
and SR 0283) and one major arterial (SR
0322).

83

322
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lk Sou
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322

283

SR 0083 and Eisenhower Interchange

4

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Memo: Evaluation of Logical Termini, SR 0083-078 MPMS# 92931 and
SR 0083-079 MPMS# 97828, Dauphin County, July 26, 2017.
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Paxton Street Interchange: Access for
Paxton Street is provided via a split
interchange. Entrance and exit ramps
for SR 0083 Northbound (NB) traffic
are located within the Parkway Estates
neighborhood, using South 32nd Street
and Wayne Street to gain access to the
highway.

83
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t
Wayne S

Paxton Street Interchange

An exit ramp for SR 0083
Southbound (SB) traffic
provides access tying in across
from the Harrisburg Mall
entrance to Bass Pro Shops.
There is no direct connection
from Paxton Street to SR 0083
SB. Paxton Street traffic must
use Eisenhower Boulevard for
access to SR 0083 SB.

83

Paxton Street

SR 0083 SB Exit Ramp

Derry Street Interchange:
Local access from SR 3012
(Derry Street) to SR 0083 NB is
provided via ramps. Connections
from Derry Street to SR 0083 SB
or SR 0283 SB travel an indirect
route, utilizing Eisenhower
Boulevard/SR 0322 and Paxton
Street (portion on the north side
of SR 0083 SB). There is no
direct connection from SR 0083
NB to Derry Street.

83

Derry Street
322

Derry Street Interchange
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Norfolk Southern Railroad

Norfolk Southern Railroad:
A main east-west connection for the Norfolk Southern Railroad passes through the project area. The existing
railroad includes one bridge carrying the Norfolk Southern Railroad over existing Eisenhower Boulevard/SR
0322. The bridge was constructed in the 1950’s and currently carries three active tracks with an empty space
for an additional track to the north.
Proposed Improvements
The major improvements proposed with this project include:
• Widening of SR 0083 mainline to three lanes in each direction with increased shoulder widths
• Reconfiguration and reconstruction of the Eisenhower Interchange with direct connections to SR 0283 and
SR 0322 along with complete local access connections to Derry Street
• A new interchange connecting SR 0083 to Paxton Street

1.3 Purpose and Needs
The purpose and needs of a project must be defined in order to develop the reasonable alternatives and are
used to eventually select a preferred alternative. The purpose and needs for this project were established in an
Evaluation of Purpose and Need5 memo that was prepared and approved by FHWA (see Appendix D Agency
Correspondence) in July 2018 are detailed below.

5

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Memo: Evaluation of Purpose and Need, SR 0083-078 MPMS# 92931,
Dauphin County, June 27, 2018
6
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Project Purpose

The existing SR 0083 corridor was originally designed and constructed over 50 years ago. Many of the design
elements, including number of lanes, ramp radii, weave distances, and lengths of acceleration/deceleration
lanes were structured for conditions at that time, including much lower traffic volumes and speeds, that no
longer exist today. Secondly, the physical condition of the pavement has deteriorated over time and needs to
be addressed to keep the roadway functional.

PURPOSE
The purpose of the project is to improve traffic flow and safety around
the City of Harrisburg by providing upgraded transportation facilities.
Project Needs

NEED 1

At the beginning of the project, four problems (needs) in the transportation network were identified.

Deterioration
of existing
pavement.

Except for the section north of the Derry Street ramps, traffic is running on overlays covering the original
pavement constructed in the 1960s within this section.
What are Overlays?
Overlays are a method of repair by adding a new layer of asphalt to the surface of the roadway
without tearing up and replacing the old asphalt surface.

7
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Congested conditions
from high
traffic volumes.

The project Traffic Modeling Report6 included a summary of existing traffic conditions, future-year travel
demand forecasts, and traffic operational analyses. Findings from this report include:
• During 2016, average daily traffic in the project area ranged anywhere from 50,000 to over 100,000
vehicles per day.
• Average traffic volumes in the year 2050 are forecasted to be 26% higher than in 2016.
• By 2050, travel demand would exceed the existing available roadway capacity during the daily peak hours
on almost the entire project area.
• Compared to the off-peak speeds that exceed 60 mph, travel time records from 2016 indicate heavily
congested travel speeds within the project area during the peak commuting hours. Average travel speeds
for northbound travel was 51 mph during the morning peak hour and 37 mph during the afternoon peak
hour. Average speeds for southbound travel were 43 mph during the morning peak hour and 34 mph
during the afternoon peak hour.

6

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, I-83 East Shore Sections 2 & 3, Traffic Modeling
Report, January 2018.
8
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Operational safety concerns
from substandard design
characteristics.

The existing roadway system in the project area has a lack of acceleration and deceleration lanes, and a
substandard number of interstate lanes and narrow shoulder widths, which present concerns and ultimately
lead to congestion in the project area.
The crash history for the project area from January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2016 was reviewed and
documented in the Crash Analysis Report7. The calculated crash rates were compared to the Homogenous
Report for State Road Crashes in Years 2012 to 2016. Findings include:
• Crashes that occur on the SR 0083 mainline are spread out through the study area, with more occurring at
the interchanges in both northbound and southbound directions.
• The crash data reveals that a majority the mainline segments experience crash rates greater than the state
average.

NEED 4

• All segments of the ramps connecting SR 0083, SR 0283, and SR 0322 and connecting SR 0322 and SR
3001/Eisenhower Boulevard have a crash rate greater than the state average.

Existing local roadway
network impedes north/
south mobility.

Public outreach with project stakeholders confirmed that there are concerns with the local connections and
mobility in the project area and Need 4 was added from this input. Bridge restrictions crossing SR 0083 and
the railroad limit certain sized vehicles, including buses, transit and emergency vehicles access in the project
area, which ultimately lead to delays in service. SR 0083 and the Eisenhower Interchange are located in a
dense residential and commercial area and the limited crossings of SR 0083 cause local interruptions in traffic.
The limited number of crossings leads to congestion at the existing north/south connections like City Park
Drive.
7

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, I-83 East Shore Section, Crash Analysis Report,
January 2019.
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2. ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
After the purpose and needs for the project were approved, alternatives were developed and evaluated to determine
if they were able to meet the needs of the project. An Alternative Analysis Report8 was prepared to summarize the
studied alternatives and concludes with the preferred alternative that meets the project’s stated purpose and needs.

Alternatives Investigated
• No-Build Alternative - no improvements are made to the existing system and only
maintenance activities and signal timing updates are performed
• Non-Capacity Adding Alternatives - maximize the performance of the existing
transportation system using:
o Transportation Systems Management (TSM) – carpooling, staggered work
schedules, park-n-ride, high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes, and other techniques to
increase vehicle occupancy and reduce the number of single-occupant vehicles on the
road
o Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) - use of cameras and vehicle detection
systems, variable message signs, highway advisory radio and advanced signal systems
that focus on traffic control and traveler information during highway occurrences and
provide warning and diversionary options, such as alternate routes
o Transit - public transportation services
• Build Alternative – improvements to the existing system that address the purpose and needs
of the project

8

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania:
Alternative Analysis Report, July 2019.
10
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Level
of
Service

No-Build Alternative

Operating
Speed
(mph)

Flow
Conditions

Technical
Descriptions

Analysis of the no-build alternative resulted in the
overall levels of service (LOS) shown in Table 1. (LOS
is described in Exhibit 2.) Additionally, 39 intersections
were analyzed and over half have an LOS that is
unacceptable in the 2050 no-build condition. Additional
no-build analysis is contained in the No-Build Addendum
for Traffic Modeling Report.9 The no-build alternative was
dismissed because it would do nothing to improve the
existing roadways and interchange and would do nothing
to address the project needs. The no-build alternative
is carried through this document only for comparison
purposes.

Exhibit 2 - Level of Service Defined
Table 1 - Overall LOS for AM & PM Peak Hours - No-Build Alternative

Base 2016
Location

Future 2030 No-Build

NB* or EB* SB* or WB*

Future 2050 No-Build

NB or EB

SB or WB

NB or EB

SB or WB

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

D

E

D

D

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

C

C

C

C

C

D

D

C

D

D

D

C

C

D

D

D

D

F

D

D

F

F

F

E

C

C

C

D

D

D

D

F

F

F

F

F

SR 0083
29th Street Overpass to the
Eisenhower Interchange
SR 0322
Penhar Drive Interchange to
the Eisenhower Interchange
SR 0083
Union Deposit Road
Interchange to the
Eisenhower Interchange
SR 0283
Swatara (SR 0441)
Interchange to the
Eisenhower Interchange

*NB-Northbound EB-Eastbound SB-Southbound WB-Westbound
9

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, I-83 East Shore Section 2, Dauphin County, Pennsylvania:
No-Build Addendum for Traffic Modeling Report, February 2019
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Non-Capacity Adding Alternative
The analysis of the TSM, ITS and transit alternatives resulted in a determination that none of these measures,
alone or in combination, would alleviate the need to add roadway capacity and improved ramp configurations
on the SR 0083 corridor. The TSM and transit components would consolidate and distribute ridership,
resulting in decreased highway demand, especially in the peak periods. Traffic is both local and regional in the
project area, so implementing these components would be a slight benefit to congestion, but not address all
the project needs. The current transit system is limited with fixed locations with no future long-term planned
changes or initiatives to expand the system along the SR 0083 corridor. The ITS measures would increase the
efficiency of the highway system by notifying, routing, and redirecting traffic. However, without additional
highway capacity, these initiatives would not accommodate the anticipated high future traffic volumes.
Some of these alternatives would be included in the build alternative, but on their own would not be able to
address the needs of deteriorating pavement, substandard design characteristics and local connectivity. The
non-capacity adding alternatives would not address the project needs and for this reason, this alternative was
dismissed.
Build Alternative
Additional lanes on SR 0083 and its
ramps are needed to address capacity
concerns. Addressing the project need
83
through a new alignment of SR 0083 is
not reasonable due to its location and
existing physical constraints. Relocation
to the north would impact an active and
Derry Street
historic railroad along with the Holy
Cross Cemetery and dense mixed use
development (residential, commercial
322
and industrial). Relocation to the south
would substantially impact dense,
mostly commercial land uses. Holy
Cross Cemetery also limits shifting the
alignment to the west in the area where
the existing SR 0083 takes a northern
turn, while shifts to the east in this
Norfolk
Southern
area would impact dense mixed use
development (residential, commercial
and industrial). Widening on existing
alignment to the extent possible, with some shifts to improve geometry, is the best option to meet the project
needs while minimizing impacts and maximizing the use of the existing roadway footprint.
12
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When developing and evaluating the different
options, multiple factors (roadway geometry, traffic
analysis, structures, traffic control, environmental
and stormwater management) were considered. This
included an iterative design-analyze-refine process
and a comparison of build options using a variety of
factors. The factors used to analyze the options are
shown in the call-out box.

Analysis Factors

General Engineering Pros and Cons:
Advantages or disadvantages that do not fit
within other factors
Environmental Impacts: Based on preliminary
data
Traffic Measures of Effectiveness: travel time,
intersection delay, etc.

Due to the complex nature of the project, including
multiple roadways, the desire to maintain traffic
during construction, and the need to avoid
environmental resources, the design team proposed a
“progressive design” approach to facilitate the design
refinement process. The approach broke down the
project area into smaller areas of analysis instead of
developing multiple complete build options for the
entire project area.

Signing: ability to meet signing requirements
Right-of-Way: full or partial acquisitions:
impact to access or traffic patterns; Norfolk
Southern Railroad impacts
Incident Management and Emergency
Services Access: impacts to routes and
access; redundant access; detour options in
the case of a lane closure
Constructability: areas that can be
constructed off the existing alignment; number
of construction stages and traffic shifts;
temporary roadway or bridge

Design Approach:
1. Consideration of potential environmental
impacts
2. Development of improvement options

Construction Cost: the cost to construct the
alternative

3. Evaluation of traffic impacts/operations

Driver Experience: number of lane changes
required to make common movements

An iterative design process was followed, repeating
steps 1, 2, and 3 in smaller sections of the project area
based on engineering and environmental constraints.
These areas were evaluated on the analysis factors
noted above and discussed with the entire design
team at monthly Technical Engineering Committee
Meetings for either advancement or dismissal.
This process led to the identification of a recommended
preferred alternative which was presented to public at
the October 2018 public meeting.
The preferred alternative is shown in Figure 2
Preferred Alternative.

13
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The preferred alternative involves the reconstruction and widening of SR 0083 on or near the existing
alignment, to a minimum of three through lanes plus auxiliary lanes in each direction throughout the project
limits. The following section steps through the proposed improvements included in the preferred alternative. A
detailed description of the improved bicycle and pedestrian accommodations is not included in this section.
Western Project Limit to the Paxton Street Interchange

Exhibit 3 - SR 0083 Western Limit to Paxton Street Interchange

The project begins at the 29th Street overpass and proceeds eastward. The SR 0083 reconstruction and
widening begins with the alignment shifting to the south to avoid permanent impacts to the Norfolk Southern
Railroad.
Moving to the east, the proposed alignment moves away from the railroad and crosses over City Park Drive
in the area of the Capital Area Greenbelt, Paxtang Park, unnamed tributaries to Spring Creek, and two historic
resources (Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan and Forster-Rutherford House (Spring House)). The SR
0083 alignment in this area was set to minimize impacts to these resources.
Improvements would be made to City Park Drive, which would be shifted in order to accommodate the
required SR 0083 structure piers, stream realignment, and Capital Area Greenbelt improvements.
Capital Area Greenbelt improvements would include re-alignment and reconstruction from the Norfolk
Southern Railroad structure to the Paxton Street/32nd Street intersection.
Access to Paxton Street from SR 0083 would be provided by a new modified trumpet style interchange with a
loop ramp in the northeast quadrant and parallel style ramps in the other quadrants.
The loop ramp would provide access from SR 0083 SB to Paxton Street.
The ramps would tie to Paxton Street at the existing signal locations across from the Harrisburg Mall.
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SR 0083 Northbound CD Roadway

The design includes a collector-distributor
(CD) roadway10 for northbound SR 0083
traffic that runs parallel to the mainline section
separated by a barrier. The purpose of a CD
system is to separate through traffic from traffic
merging on and off the interstate, improving
safety and travel flow.

Local example of a CD Roadway at SR 15/581 in
Cumberland County

Exhibit 4 - SR 0083 NB CD Roadway

10

Collector-Distributor (CD) roads move vehicle lane changing away from the high-speed traffic on the interchange and mainline.
Lane changes occur on the CD roads as vehicles move from the freeway to the other side roads.
16
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The CD roadway begins near where SR 0083 crosses City Park Drive. All movements from SR 0083 NB to
Paxton Street, SR 0283 Southbound (SB), SR 0322 Eastbound (EB), and Derry Street would utilize the CD
roadway. It would also allow access from Paxton Street to SR 0083 NB, SR 0283 SB, SR 0322 EB, and Derry
Street. The CD typical section would vary between three and four lanes.
Ramp Lanes from
I-283 NB &
US 322 WB

I-83
Southbound
1’

12’
Shldr

12’
Ramp
Lane

12’
Ramp
Lane

12’
Lane

12’
Lane

12’
Lane

CD System to I-283 SB,
US 322 EB and Derry Street

I-83
Northbound
12’
Shldr

1’

12’
Shldr

12’
Lane

12’
Lane

12’
Lane

1’

14’
Shldr

Concrete Barrier

1’

12’
Shldr

EXISTING
PAXTON STREET

Varies 12’-24’
12’
12’
12’
CD Lane
CD Lane CD Lane
CD Lane

(To I-83 NB) (To US 322 (Option Lane to
US 322 EB
or Derry St.)
or I-283 SB)

(To I-283)

14’
Shldr

10’
Shldr

12’
Lane

Varies
Turn
Lane

12’
Lane

Concrete Barrier

Existing I-83 Roadway

Exhibit 5 - SR 0083 NB with CD Roadway

I-83 MAINLINE WITH NORTHBOUND CD SYSTEM

SR 0083 Approaching the Eisenhower Interchange

Exhibit 6 - SR 0083 NB Approaching the Eisenhower Interchange

Continuing eastbound, the location of the proposed alignment is controlled by existing Paxton Street to
the south. The northern edge of existing Paxton Street would be held with all widening and reconstruction
occurring to the north.
The CD roadway ends approximately three quarters of a mile from its beginning, near 40th Street, splitting
into several ramps at the Eisenhower Interchange.
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Major improvements to Boyd Road, to the north of SR 0083, would provide a local connection between 40th
Street to the Paxton Street Interchange and Paxton Street. Currently Boyd Road functions as an alley, but it
would provide a local connection between Derry Street and Paxton Street in the future.
Eisenhower Interchange

Exhibit 7 - Eisenhower Interchange

At the point where the CD roadway splits, mainline SR 0083 utilizes a horizontal curve to realign and shift the
alignment to the west beginning at approximately 40th Street.
All directional connections between SR 0083, SR 0283 and SR 0322 would be reconstructed and
reconfigured. The reconfiguration would provide improved geometry and design speed consistent with a
system-to-system interchange11. These improvements are needed to meet traffic requirements.

11

A system-to-system interchange carries traffic from one freeway (SR 0083) to another (SR 0283) via a network of ramps and
connectors.
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Derry Street Single Point Urban Interchange and New Local Connections

Exhibit 8 - Derry Street Single Point Urban Interchange and New Local Connections

Proceeding northeast, the alignment crosses over Derry Street west of the existing mainline structure where
two auxiliary ramp lanes carrying traffic from SR 0283 northbound (NB) and SR 0322 westbound (WB) join
the mainline section.
The Derry Street Interchange would be reconstructed and reconfigured into a single-point urban interchange
(SPUI)12 providing local access connections for all movements. The ramp terminals and Derry Street traffic
signal would be located at existing grade, under proposed SR 0083.
A dedicated bike lane would be provided in each direction through the SPUI.
12

A single-point urban interchange (SPUI), also called a single-point interchange (SPI) or single-point diamond interchange, is a
type of highway interchange. The design was created in order to help move large volumes of traffic through limited amounts of
space safely and efficiently.
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Other improvements along the Derry Street corridor within the project limits would include pavement
rehabilitation, lane reconfigurations, traffic signal alterations, and sidewalk improvements.
Two new local connections are included to improve the local roadway network for motorists, pedestrians,
and bicyclists (which are both shown in the above figure). Both connections would provide sidewalk for
pedestrian traffic and provide minimum 6-foot wide shoulders to accommodate bicycle traffic.
40th Street Connection
The 40th Street improvements would connect the two segments of 40th Street currently bisected by existing
SR 0083 via new structures over the Norfolk Southern Railroad, SR 0083 and Paxton Street. This would
provide a direct local connection from Derry Street in the north to Chambers Hill Road in the south.
Paxton Street Connector
The 40th Street improvements would connect the two
segments of 40th Street currently bisected by existing
SR 0083 via new structures over the Norfolk Southern
Railroad, SR 0083 and Paxton Street. This would provide
a direct local connection from Derry Street in the north to
Chambers Hill Road in the south.
SR 0083 Northern Limit

The proposed alignment ties back in with the existing
alignment approximately 1.1 miles south of Union
Deposit Road.
From this point to the north, the widening and
reconstruction follows the existing alignment.
At the northern project limit, the mainline section ties in
just south of the Union Deposit Road Interchange. The
two northbound auxiliary lanes would drop at the Union
Deposit Interchange becoming the off-ramp.

Exhibit 9 - SR 0083 Northern Limit
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SR 0283 and SR 0322

Portions of SR 0283 and SR 0322 would be reconstructed and widened in both directions in order to have the
space for required ramp geometry and lane configurations.
SR 0322 reconstruction would end to the east of the Penhar Drive Interchange.

Exhibit 10 - SR 0322 Eastern Limit

SR 0283 reconstruction would end
just north of the SR 0441, Lindle
Road Interchange.

Exhibit 11 - SR 0283 Southern Limit
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Analysis of the preferred alternate resulted in LOS for the mainline sections showing an overall improvement
from the no-build conditions for the 2050 design year. These results are summarized in Table 2. In addition,
due to the reconfiguration of Paxton Street, Derry Street and Eisenhower Boulevard, local roadway
intersections are removed or improved and all intersections within the project limits are expected to operate at
an acceptable overall intersection LOS for urban roadways (LOS D or better) in the build condition.
Table 2 - Overall LOS for AM & PM Peak Hours - No-Build vs Build Alternative

Base 2016
Location

Future 2030 No-Build

NB* or EB* SB* or WB*

Future 2050 No-Build

NB or EB

SB or WB

NB or EB

SB or WB

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

AM

PM

D

E

D

D

F

F

F

F

B

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

D

D

D

C

B

B

C

B

C

D

D

D

F

F

F

E

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

D

F

F

F

F

D

C

C

C

SR 0083
29th Street Overpass to the
Eisenhower Interchange
SR 0322
Penhar Drive Interchange to
the Eisenhower Interchange
SR 0083
Union Deposit Road
Interchange to the
Eisenhower Interchange
SR 0283
Swatara (SR 0441)
Interchange to the
Eisenhower Interchange

*NB-Northbound EB-Eastbound SB-Southbound WB-Westbound
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
This chapter summarizes the impacts associated with the preferred alternative in comparison with the nobuild alternative. An impact boundary (referred to as environmental impact footprint) was developed based
on the furthest extent of known environmental impacts, which include ground disturbing activities and
temporary or permanent land acquisition related to proposed construction. The analysis also determines
whether the impacts are “significant” in terms of context (setting of where the impact occurs) and intensity
(how severe is the impact in terms of context, which includes current health or amount of the resource in
the project area).
The preferred alternative would not impact the following resources and no further discussion is presented:
coastal zones, navigable waterways, wild and scenic rivers, national natural landmarks, wildlife
sanctuaries/refuges, state forest land, state game lands, unique geological features, productive agricultural
resources, Section 6(f) resources, Stafford Act properties, Pennsylvania water trails, and national historic
landmarks.
Environmental resources that are would be impacted by the preferred alternative are divided into three
general categories:
Natural – Watercourses/Streams, Wetlands, Floodplains, Wildlife and Plants
Social and Economic – Community Demographics, Environmental Justice/Title VI, Regional and
Community Planning and Land Use, Community Cohesion, Community Facilities and Services,
Displacements, Air Quality, Noise and Hazardous Wastes
Cultural – Historic Structures and Archaeology Resources
For each of these resources, a summary of the analysis and investigation is included in this Environmental
Assessment and typically includes:
Background - Why is the resource being investigated?
Identification - How was the presence of the resource determined?
Impacts - What would happen to the resource from the project being built?
Impacts, also referred to as effects at times, to resources must be considered by federal agencies under
NEPA
Mitigation - How would the impacts be avoided, reduced or repaired?
Mitigation must be considered for any impacts that the project would have to improve the action to the
affected resource
To keep this document concise, detailed information can be found in the technical file for the respective
resource.
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3.1. Watercourses/Streams
Background
Watercourse/Stream: a natural or artificial channel through which water flows.
The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA)
are the federal agencies which regulate watercourses (streams) as governed by Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act. Guidance in the Clean Water Rule (as derived from the Clean Water Act) was used to determine if a
channel met the definition of a body of water that is regulated under the federal government. Watercourses
have been delineated using the ordinary high water mark as defined by 33 CFR 328.3.
The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PaDEP) is the state agency which regulates water
resources under Chapter 105 of the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act, and Section 401, Water Quality
Certification. Watercourses under the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania have been delineated
as per the definition of a watercourse under 25 Pennsylvania Code Section 105.1. Under this definition, a
watercourse is a channel or conveyance of surface water having defined bed (bottom of stream) and banks
(sides of stream), whether natural or artificial, with perennial (constant) or intermittent (not constant)
flow. Streams within the project limits were characterized as ephemeral (only flows with stormwater, no
groundwater), intermittent (not constant with groundwater and stormwater flow), and perennial (constant flow,
mostly groundwater) based on definitions found in 25 Pennsylvania Code Section 87.1.
A comprehensive water resources review, which
included a review of historic mapping and numerous
engineering plans was performed in order to determine
hydrology sources, historic use, and drainage patterns
of the water resources identified during investigations.
This helped to further differentiate between regulated
channels (watercourses/streams) vs. non-regulated
channels (ditches). Refer to the I-83/I-283 Interchange
Reconstruction Project Watercourses and Wetlands
Historic Mapping/Plans Review and Field Observations
Analysis Memorandum13.
Spring Creek (perennial stream)

13

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, I-83/I-283 Interchange Reconstruction Project Watercourses and Wetlands Historic
Mapping/Plans Review and Field Observations Analysis Memorandum, August 24, 2018.
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Identification
The watercourses/streams identified in the project limits are depicted below in blue in an overall map which
also shows wetlands (refer to next section for definition) in green. Ditches are depicted in orange. Refer
to Appendix B Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping, for watercourse locations within the
environmental impact footprint.

Exhibit 12 - Stream and Wetland Map

Six unnamed tributaries (UNT) to Spring Creek and the main stem of Spring Creek were identified within
the project limits. The above mapping shows an overall view of the area as well as locations of zoomed in
views (Insets) of specific areas where numerous resources are located. As seen in the overall stream and
wetland map (Exhibit 12), Spring Creek generally flows from the northern portion of the project limits to
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the southwestern portion of the project limits. One of the channels (Tributary 64524 to Spring Creek) was
enclosed in piping within the project limits as seen in the lower southwest corner on the map. Spring Creek
has the following designations/listings:
• PaDEP Chapter 93 Water Quality Standards: Cold Water Fishes, Migratory Fishes (CWF, MF)
• PaDEP stream attainment: Aquatic Life Impaired from urban runoff/storm sewers which causes flow
regime/modification, habitat alterations and siltation
• Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PaFBC): Natural Reproduction of Trout (wild trout)
A detailed analysis of aquatic resources in the project area is contained in the I-83 East Shore Section 2,
Wetlands and Watercourses Identification and Delineation Report14.
The northern portion of Spring Creek, where it
crosses SR 0083, is shown to the right on Inset
1. UNT 1 is also located in this area and drains
into Spring Creek from the north. The southern
crossing of Spring Creek, under SR 0083, near
City Park Drive is shown below on Inset 2.

Most of the watercourses are located in the area
identified in Inset 2, which includes the main stem
of Spring Creek and UNTs 3, 4 and 5 to Spring
Creek. UNT 5 to Spring Creek starts at a spring
house. The spring house is an historic resource
discussed later in Section 3.9.1 Above Ground
Historic Properties.

14

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, I-83 East Shore Section 2, Wetlands and Watercourses, Identification and
Delineation Report, August 2018.
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Most of the streams in the project limits are impacted
by the surrounding urban development as shown in
the photograph to the right. Disturbances to streams in
the project area from the surrounding land use include
channelization (stream made straight), mowing/clearing of
surrounding area, paved surfaces and potential pollution,
such as nutrient, chemical and sediment pollution. See
the overall stream and wetland map (Exhibit 12) for the
location of UNT 2 to Spring Creek.
Impacts
A summary of the project impacts to watercourses and
impact descriptions are included in Table 3 (found at
the end of the impacts section). The total amount of
stream length in the project area is 10,210 LF (linear
feet) (many streams extend well outside the project
area). The total amount of permanent stream impacts is
approximately 5,144 LF based on current information.
The approximate amount of temporary impacts is 896
LF. Temporary impacts include stream diversion impacts
and other miscellaneous work required within the limit of
disturbance only during construction.

UNT 2 to Spring Creek east of SR 0083

Spring Creek arch culvert under SR 0083 at northern
end of project area

Spring Creek arch culvert under SR 0083 at southern
end of project area

Much of the proposed impacts to streams are from culvert
or bridge replacements within the project limits. Two of
the existing arch culverts carrying Spring Creek would
be replaced with a bridge creating an open channel. The
photograph above shows the northern arch culvert, while
the photograph to the left shows the southern arch culvert.
Although this is accounted for as an impact to the stream,
it is an improvement, as it would allow the stream to flow
more naturally under the bridge and would create better
stream habitat.
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Some streams would require relocation
due to highway widening or other
roadway construction activities. UNT
3 to Spring Creek would be relocated
as a part of the project due to highway
widening and proposed culverts for
a ramp. Mitigation for this impact is
anticipated to occur onsite (would be
self-mitigating) through the stream
relocation, which is expected to provide
conditions as good as or better than the
existing channel.
Exhibit 13 - UNT 3 Stream Relocation

UNT 4 to Spring Creek under the SR 0083
bridge and the culvert under City Park Drive
would be relocated, and UNT 5 would be shifted
slightly to match the new location of UNT 4.
Mitigation for these impacts is expected to occur
onsite (would be self-mitigating) through the
stream relocation, which is expected to provide
conditions as good as or better than the existing
channels.
Exhibit 14 - UNT 4 Culvert Relocation

Some impacts would occur due to fill slope
(embankment) for roadway work such as new
ramps and widening. These impacts are anticipated
to require off-site mitigation within the watershed,
such as improvements to Spring Creek or tributaries
outside the project limits.
The no-build alternative would have no impact on
watercourses/streams.
UNT 4 to Spring Creek box culvert under City Park Drive
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Table 3 - Watercourse/Stream Impacts – Build Alternative

Stream
Name

Stream
Length
(linear feet
(LF))1

Stream
Type2

Impact Description

Temporary
Impact
Length (LF)

Permanent
Impact
Length
(LF)

289

914

Spring Creek

3,410

Perennial

Replacement of 2 arch culverts with wider
bridges, roadway improvements, proposed
bridges/culverts for ramps, UNT 3 relocation
tie-in, UNT-4 relocation tie-in, fill slope
(embankment), stream diversions

UNT 1 to
Spring Creek

1,785

Intermittent

Drainage pipe outlet replacement or relocation

569

37

UNT 2 to
Spring Creek

2,300

Perennial

Culvert/outlet replacement, minor stream
realignment due to culvert inlet replacement,
stream diversion

38

829

UNT 3 to
Spring Creek

1,260

Perennial

Relocation due to highway widening, proposed
culverts for ramps, fill slope (embankment)

N/A

1,260

N/A

1,230

UNT 4 to
Spring Creek

1,230

Perennial

Stream relocation due to relocation of culvert
and bridge replacement, potential realignment
due to roadway widening, regrading as needed,
stream diversion

UNT 5 to
Spring Creek
Tributary
64524 to
Spring Creek

225

Perennial

Relocation due to bridge replacement

N/A

172

N/A

Perennial

Pipe and culvert replacement

N/A

702

896

5,144

Total impact (LF)
1
2

Length in project area
Per definitions in 25 Pa. Code 102.1

Mitigation
For purposes of this document, mitigation includes avoidance, minimization and mitigation (replacement).
Mitigation for stream impacts are currently under consideration. This information and impacts would be
documented in future permit applications. It is anticipated that a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) individual permit and a Section 404/Chapter 105 Joint Permit would be required.
Due to the need to replace bridges and culverts for the new highway, most of the stream impacts are
unavoidable. The following minimization measures have been incorporated into the design:
• Replacement of arch culverts at two separate locations along Spring Creek with bridges minimizes the
impacts to Spring Creek and improves existing conditions.
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• Retaining walls are proposed at the following locations to minimize impacts to watercourses, wetlands
and floodplains:
o Along SR 0083 near UNT 1 to Spring Creek and Wetland 13
o Along SR 0083 near UNT 4 to Spring Creek, and
o Along SR 0083 near southern arch culvert carrying Spring Creek.
See Appendix B Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping for maps showing the retaining walls.
Antidegradation Best Available Combination of Technologies (ABACT) measures (additional stream
protection measures during construction) would likely be used due to the designation of Spring Creek as a
wild trout stream. Further minimization of impacts would be considered during final design and may include
steepening of embankment slopes, retaining walls, certain types of wingwalls or abutments to decrease
footprint, drainage modifications and other best management practices.
Temporary stream impacts would be restored to pre-construction conditions at the end of construction to the
extent possible. Post construction stormwater management controls would be designed and implemented
to mitigate the increases in stormwater runoff that result from the project in post construction conditions.
Permanent stream impacts that are not mitigated on-site would be mitigated off-site. Although a total of
5,144 LF of stream is impacted, most of this would be mitigated on-site through stream relocation/restoration
efforts. The replacement of the arch culverts with open bridges would create improved conditions and are not
anticipated to require mitigation. Based on the amount of stream impact that would be mitigated on-site, the
total off-site mitigation anticipated for the project is approximately 1,000 LF.
Preliminary stream mitigation site searches15 were performed. Additional studies would be performed to
further investigate the recommended sites. Preliminary efforts identified five potential stream mitigation sites
in the Spring Creek watershed, including two along Spring Creek, two along unnamed tributaries to Spring
Creek and one along Slotznick Run. Agency coordination has begun and would continue as design progresses
to determine final stream mitigation requirements.

15

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Stream Mitigation Site Search Report,
June 2019.
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3.2. Wetlands
Background
Wetlands: areas where water covers the soil or is present either at or near the surface of the soil,
all year or for varying periods of time during the year, including during the growing season
The USACE and the USEPA are the federal agencies which regulate wetlands as governed by Section 404
of the Clean Water Act. The PaDEP is the state agency which regulates water resources under Chapter 105
of the Dam Safety and Encroachments Act, and Section 401, Water Quality Certification. The project area
was investigated for wetlands using the USACE 1987 Wetland Delineation Manual in conjunction with
the Regional Supplement to the Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual: Eastern Mountains and
Piedmont Region (Version 2.0), April 2012. Identified wetlands were classified in accordance with the
Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater Habitats of the United States (Cowardin, et al. 1979). Wetlands
were determined to be Exceptional Value (EV) or “Other” based on the criteria listed in 25 PA Code Section
105.17. A functional assessment (to determine functions and values) of each wetland was completed using the
USACE, New England District, Highway Methodology Workbook Supplement; Wetland Function and Values,
A Descriptive Approach (1993).
Identification
A total of 16 wetlands (totaling 0.253
acres) were identified in the project
limits. See Exhibit 15 for an overview
of wetlands (shown and labeled in green)
within the project area. Also refer to
Appendix B Environmental Features/
Constraints Mapping for wetland
locations within the environmental impact
footprint.

Wetland 16
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Exhibit 15 - Stream and Wetland Map

A detailed analysis of aquatic resources in the project area is contained in the I-83 East Shore Section 2,
Wetlands and Watercourses Identification and Delineation Report16.
16

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, I-83 East Shore Section 2, Wetlands and Watercourses, Identification and
Delineation Report, August 2018.
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As seen in most of the wetlands within the project
limits are small floodplain wetlands located along
Spring Creek or its tributaries. Spring Creek (and
its tributaries) is designated as supporting natural
reproduction of trout (wild trout). Therefore,
the wetlands along the streams are considered
exceptional value (EV) per 25 PA Code Section
105.17.
These EV floodplain wetlands are depicted on Insets
1 and 2. One of these EV wetlands, Wetland 14, is
shown in the photograph to the right.
All other wetlands within the project area are
considered “other” as they were not located along
Spring Creek or its tributaries and did not meet other
criteria of EV wetlands. These “other” wetlands are
either located along a ditch or isolated from any water
channel.

Wetland 14 Along Spring Creek
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One wetland, Wetland 7, was positioned on a hill
and fed by springs/seeps (water discharging out of
the ground). This wetland is also depicted on Inset
1. Because of the karst topography17 found in the
project area, there are not many wetlands present.

Wetland 7

Wetlands were classified according to vegetation
type per Cowardin Classification guidelines. All
wetlands in the project limits were considered
“palustrine” because they were inland freshwater
(not saltwater or brackish) systems that were not
lakes. Most wetlands in the project area were
classified as palustrine emergent (PEM) wetlandsmeaning, they were dominated by herbaceous
plants such as grasses and flowering plants. Two
wetlands contained mostly shrubs and were
classified as palustrine scrub-shrub (PSS). One
wetland contained some open water ponded areas
and was classified as palustrine unconsolidated
bottom (PUB) and is depicted in the picture to the
right. There were also two wetlands that contained
some areas with mostly trees and were classified as
having some palustrine forested (PFO) areas.

Wetland 6

Impacts
A summary of potential wetland impacts and impact descriptions are included in Table 4 (found at the end
of the impacts discussion). Only wetlands that are proposed to be impacted are included in this table. Total
anticipated impacts to eight wetlands from project activities is 0.132 acres based on current information. At
this time, all impacts are considered permanent. However, once the area of disturbance is further refined,
impacts may decrease, or some may become temporary.
17

Karst topography – landscape characterized by caves, sinkholes, and underground streams usually found in regions
where bedrock consists of carbonate-rich rock, such as limestone.
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Most of the impacts would occur to the wetlands
located along Spring Creek and its tributaries
due to structure and culvert replacements and are
unavoidable. See Appendix B Environmental
Features/Constraints Mapping, for a depiction
of the impacts for each wetland. One of the areas
of concentrated impacts is the overhead bridge
along SR 0083-078, above City Park Drive
and the Capital Area Greenbelt as depicted in
the photograph to the left (and seen in Inset 2).
Wetland 3, Wetland 8 (shown in photograph to
the left), UNT 4 and 5 to Spring Creek would
be impacted from the bridge replacement. Work
in this general vicinity also includes a culvert
relocation and City Park Drive improvements
which would impact UNT 4 to Spring Creek,
Spring Creek, Wetland 1 and Wetland 4.

Wetland 8 between UNT 4 and UNT 5 to Spring Creek near
City Park Drive/SR 0083 overpass

Another area of impacts along Spring Creek
is the northern arch culvert replacement. It is
anticipated that Wetlands 10 and 14 would be
impacted. However, impacts to Wetland 10 may
be able to be minimized or may be changed to
temporary. See previous photograph of Wetland
14.
Wetlands 5, 15 and 16 would be impacted
as they are adjacent to ditches that are being
relocated.

Wetland 15 along Ditch 1
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Table 4 - Wetland Impacts

Wetland
ID

Wetland
Size
(acres)

Wetland
Type1

Impact Description

Impact Type

Impact
Area
(acres)

Wetland 3

0.017

PEM-EV

SR0083 widening and bridge replacement

Permanent total

0.017

Wetland 4

0.006

PEM-EV

Grading for structure

Permanent total

0.006

Wetland 5

0.030

PEM

Proposed ramp

Permanent total

0.030

Wetland 8

0.020

PEM

Bridge replacement

Permanent total

0.020

Wetland 10

0.006

PEM-EV

Stream reconstruction for bridge

Permanent total

0.006

Wetland 14

0.011

PSS-EV

Grading for bridge

Permanent partial

0.004

Wetland 15

0.013

PEM

Roadway grading for SR 0322 widening

Permanent total

0.013

Wetland 16

0.140

PEM

Potential drainage channel improvements

Permanent partial

0.036

Total impact
1

PEM = Palustrine Emergent

EV= Exceptional Value

0.132

PSS= Palustrine Scrub Shrub

The no-build alternative would have no impact on wetlands.
Mitigation
If temporary wetland impacts occur, they would be restored to pre-construction conditions at the end of
construction to the maximum extent possible. This would likely include re-seeding with wetland seed mix,
soil segregation, wetland matting and use of sediment/silt socks. Protective fencing would be used to avoid
potential additional wetland impacts during construction.
Avoidance, minimization and mitigation (replacement) for wetland impacts are currently under consideration.
This information and impacts would be documented in the NPDES individual permit and Section 404/Chapter
105 Joint Permit.
Due to the need to replace bridges and culverts for the new highway, and the position of a majority of the
wetlands along streams, the wetland impacts are unavoidable. However, the following minimization measures
have been incorporated into current design. In the area near Wetland 13, a retaining wall is proposed to
be used to avoid impacts to the wetland. ABACT measures (additional stream protection measures during
construction) would likely be used due to the designation of some of the wetlands as EV wetlands.
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Other avoidance and minimization of impacts that may be considered include steepening of embankment
slopes, retaining walls, certain types of wingwalls or abutments to decrease footprint, drainage modifications
and other best management practices.
It is anticipated that approximately 0.15 acres of wetland mitigation would be required. Preliminary wetland
mitigation site searches18 were performed and identified four potential wetland mitigation sites within the
Spring Creek watershed and one within the Paxton Creek watershed. Additional studies would be performed
to further investigate the recommended sites. However, wetland mitigation banking (mitigation wetlands
already built) may be used instead of, or in addition to, on-site mitigation to offset wetland impacts. The use of
riparian forested buffers would be considered as a mitigation effort. Agency coordination has begun and would
continue in order to determine final wetland mitigation requirements.

18

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Wetland Mitigation Site Search Report,
June 2019.
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3.3. Floodplains
Background
Floodplain: an area of low-lying ground adjacent to a river, formed mainly of river sediments
and subject to flooding.
Floodplains are regulated under federal and state laws. The USEPA Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973
required each agency to take action to reduce flood loss. The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) regulates floodplains under the national Flood Insurance Program. Under this program, areas along
streams/watercourses are delineated and mapped according to flood risk. Floodplains are further regulated
under PaDEPs 25 Pa Code Chapter 106 regulations.
Floodways (a portion of the floodplain closest to the stream) are regulated under PaDEPs 25 Pa Code Chapter
105 regulations. Under these laws/regulations, studies are required to be performed to ensure projects do not
negatively impact people and property within floodplains. These studies are Hydrologic and Hydraulic (H&H)
studies which are required to follow 23 CFR Part 650.115 and 650.117.
Identification
Within the project area, designated FEMA floodplains and floodways exist along Spring Creek and its
tributaries. See Exhibit 16 for an overview of FEMA 100-year floodplains in blue and floodway marked as
a blue line. Approximately 30 acres of designated floodplain exists in the project area. Refer to Appendix
B Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping, Sheets 2-6 for floodplain locations. Floodplains within
the project area are concentrated
in areas where streams cross
under SR 0083 including the arch
culvert in the northern portion of
the project, the culvert carrying
UNT 2 to Spring Creek and the
arch culvert in the southwestern
portion of the project area.

Exhibit 16 - Floodplain Map with Impact Boundary
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Most of the floodplain areas have been diminished and/
or negatively affected by urban development including
residences, commercial/industrial development,
channelization, transportation uses and mowing and
clearing activities. The floodplain area of UNT 2 to
Spring Creek on the downstream side of SR 0083 shows
channelization, clearing and mowing, and residential
development. See photograph to the left.

UNT 2 to Spring Creek west of SR 0083

In parts of some streams throughout the project area,
alterations have been so severe, that the natural floodplain
has been completely lost. For instance, UNT 3 to Spring
Creek has been severely channelized as seen in the picture
to the right. UNT 2 to Spring Creek along the Derry
Street area and Tributary 64524 to Spring Creek have
been piped. Additionally, UNT 2 to Spring Creek, on the
upstream side, has been completely paved in some areas.
UNT 3 to Spring Creek

Preliminary coordination with Swatara Township indicated
flooding issues in the area of Derry Street where UNT 2 to
Spring Creek is piped underground. The township noted that the existing drainage system in this area along
Derry Street is undersized. Most of this drainage system is outside of the project limits. However, the culvert
carrying UNT 2 under SR 0083 would be sized to ensure no overtopping of roadway or flooding would occur.
Drainage features along East Park Drive would be sized for potential future improvements proposed by the
township to assist with minimizing flooding that could occur in the reconstructed areas.
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Impacts
Impacts to the floodplains would be similar to the impacts to watercourses and mostly as a result of the same
activities in those locations. Most of the impacts would occur due to structure replacements for the three
locations along Spring Creek and the culvert replacements for UNT 2 to Spring Creek and UNT 4 to Spring
Creek. The permanent impacts within the floodplains would result from the need to relocate streams and/
or fill placed for new structures and ramps. Based on the current environmental impact footprint, the total
estimated temporary floodplain impact is approximately 2.49 acres and the permanent floodplain impact
is approximately 5.96 acres. Temporary impacts would be restored to near existing conditions following
construction.
The no-build alternative would have no impact on floodplains.
Table 5 below shows impact description and approximate amount (in acres) to each floodplain area according
to stream/location. Temporary impacts include stream diversion impacts as well as impacts for nonearthmoving work within the limit of disturbance during construction.
Table 5 - Floodplain* Impacts

Floodplain
Location

Impact Description

Temporary
Impact
(acres)

Permanent
Impact
(acres)

Total
Impact
(acres)

UNT 2 to Spring
Creek

Realignment of East Park Drive, culvert/outlet
replacement, minor stream realignment from culvert inlet
replacement, removal of existing southbound ramp from
SR 0083 to Derry St., stream diversion

0.78

2.34

3.12

Spring Creek
(northern
section)

Culvert removal/bridge construction, roadway
improvements, stream diversion

0.89

1.16

2.05

UNT 4 to Spring
Creek

Bridge replacement, culvert replacement/relocation, SR
0083 widening, retaining wall, UNT 4 stream relocation/
restoration, stream diversion

0

1.88

1.88

Spring Creek
(southern
section)
Spring Creek/
UNT 4
confluence
Total

Culvert removal/bridge construction, stream diversion,
proposed bridges/culverts for ramps

0.54

0.49

1.03

City Park Drive reconstruction, walking path and parking
construction culvert replacement, stream diversion

0.28

0.09

0.37

2.49

5.96

8.45

*Includes impacts to floodway and floodplain

It is anticipated that an NPDES individual permit and a Section 404/Chapter 105 Joint Permit would be
required for implementation of the preferred alternative. Floodway impacts would be documented in
the Chapter 105 permit for the project. Floodplain impacts under Chapter 106 regulations would also be
incorporated into the Chapter 105 permit for the project.
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Mitigation
Detailed Hydrologic and Hydraulic (H&H) studies would be completed during preliminary design to
demonstrate that the proposed structures and drainage features are properly sized for the design flood
and analyzed to minimize impacts in accordance with 23 CFR Part 650.115 and 650.117. No significant
floodplain impacts or adverse impacts on the natural and beneficial floodplain values are anticipated to occur,
as the project would be designed to minimize increases in flood elevations. Additionally, avoidance and
minimization measures have been evaluated and are discussed below and mitigation would be incorporated
into final design activities. A Conditional Letter of Map Revision (CLOMR), if needed, would be coordinated
with the municipality involved and submitted for FEMA compliance.
Avoidance, minimization and mitigation for floodplain impacts are currently under consideration. Due to the
need to replace bridges and culverts for the new highway, some of the floodplain impacts are unavoidable.
However, the following minimization measures have been incorporated into current design. A retaining wall is
proposed at the following locations to minimize impacts to watercourses, wetlands and floodplains:
• Along SR 0083 near UNT 1 to Spring Creek and Wetland 13
• Along SR 0083 near UNT 4 to Spring Creek; and
• Along SR 0083 near southern arch culvert carrying Spring Creek.
See Appendix B Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping, Sheets 1, 2 and 6 for maps showing
the retaining walls. Impacts to the floodplains where arch culverts would be replaced with bridges have
been minimized due to the open structure of the bridge creating less footprint and more available floodplain
area. The proposed stream relocations and new structures would be designed to minimize increases in
flood elevations. Post construction stormwater management controls would be designed and implemented
to mitigate the increases in stormwater runoff that result from the project in post construction conditions.
Coordination would take place regarding opportunities to provide stormwater management consistent with
PennDOT’s municipal separate storm sewer (MS4) permit.
Other avoidance and minimization measures that may be considered include steepening of embankment
slopes, retaining walls, certain types of wingwalls or abutments to decrease footprint, drainage modifications
and other best management practices. Floodplain mitigation would likely be incorporated into stream
restoration/mitigation efforts. Preliminary stream mitigation site searches were performed. Additional studies
would be performed to further investigate the recommended sites. Agency coordination has begun and would
continue as the project progresses to determine final floodplain mitigation requirements.
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3.4. Wildlife and Plants
Background
Threatened and Endangered Species
“Endangered” means that a species is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant
portion of its range. “Threatened” means that a species is likely to become endangered in the
foreseeable future.
Threatened or endangered wildlife and plant species that
are declining nationwide are protected under the Federal
Endangered Species Act (ESA) 16 U.S.C. 1531-1543 and
listed within the federal regulation 50 C.F.R. Part 17. The
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and the
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) are the federal
agencies responsible for administering the ESA in order
to protect and recover imperiled terrestrial and freshwater
(USFWS) and marine (NMFS) species.
In addition, state law establishes a list of threatened or
endangered species specific to Pennsylvania and includes
rules on how agencies protect the state listed species.
Pennsylvania’s protection of threatened or endangered species can be found within the Pennsylvania Fish and
Boat Code at 30 Pa.C.S. §§102, 2502, 2504, and 2506; the Game and Wildlife Code at 34 Pa.C.S. §§ 102,
925, 2164-67, and 2924; the Wild Resource Conservation Act at 32 P.S. §§ 5301-5314; and the Conservation
of Pennsylvania Native Wild Plants at 17 Pa. Code § 45.1-91. The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission
(PaFBC) is responsible for protecting reptiles, amphibians, fish, aquatic invertebrates, and freshwater
mussels, the Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC) is responsible for protecting mammals and birds and the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) is responsible for protecting plants.

Indiana Bat – range is within project area
(photo courtesy of PGC)

Migratory Birds
Migratory birds are birds that migrate across state and international
borders. The Federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) 16 U.S.C.
703-712 is a law that protects birds that migrate throughout the United
States and into other countries. A listing of migratory birds protected
under this law can be found within 50 C.F.R. 10.13.
The federal Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 16 U.S.C. 668-668c
was originally passed by Congress in 1940 to protect our national
symbol the bald eagle. The permit regulations associated with this law
can be found in 50 C.F.R. 22. This law and regulation protects both the
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bald and golden eagle, even though neither are currently a federally listed threatened or endangered species.
MBTA additionally provides protection for both eagles. USFWS administers the MBTA and the Bald and
Golden Eagle Protection Act.
Pennsylvania established the first statewide Important Bird Area (IBA) program in the United States in 1996.
Scientists have identified over 80 IBA sites as habitats important for migratory staging areas, winter roost
sites, and prime breeding areas for songbirds, wading birds, and other species. Although not protected by
regulations, transportation planning and design considers IBA site locations in avoidance and minimization
efforts.

White-tailed deer – Common
interaction with PA roads

Wildlife
Transportation projects consider impacts to all wildlife because
roads can divide wildlife habitats and travel corridors, which can
cause safety concerns for both wildlife and the traveling public if not
identified and managed properly. Over the last few decades, several
guidance documents have been developed to improve transportation
projects’ interaction with the wildlife community. Notable documents
reviewed for this project include FHWA Eco-Logical - An Ecosystem
Approach to Developing Infrastructure Projects (April 2006), FHWA
Wildlife Crossing Structure Handbook (March 2011), and specific
to Pennsylvania, Chapter 20 of PennDOT Publication 13M (Design
Manual 2).

Pennsylvania has identified Important Mammal Areas (IMAs)
throughout the state to identify habitats critical to the survival of mammals. This program was unique to
Pennsylvania when it was created in 2001. Similar to IBAs, there is no regulatory protection of IMAs, but it
provides information for FHWA and PennDOT to make informed decisions during the transportation planning
and design process.

The Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) has identified core habitat and supporting landscape
areas for species of concern in Pennsylvania through the County Natural Heritage Inventory. PNHP defines
core habitat areas as essential habitat that cannot absorb significant levels of activity without substantial
impact to species of concern. Supporting landscape areas are vital to the survival of the species of concern, but
can absorb some types of low impact activities.
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Due to habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation, disease, and
increases in pesticide use, pollinator species populations
have
Sour
c
e
s
steadily declined, some to the point of becoming listed species.
Pollinator species are animals that help a plant make fruit or seeds by
moving pollen from one part of a flower to another part. Examples
of pollinator species include bats, butterflies, birds, bees, moths, and
beetles.

• Milkweed
• Wild parsnip
• Parsley
In Pennsylvania, nearly 75% of flowering
plants and crops depend
on pollinators for fruit and vegetable production, which is important
Milkweed – pollinator food source
• Dill Creating a Federal
to the economy. The Presidential Memorandum
(photo courtesy of PA State Beekeepers
Association)
Strategy to Promote the Health of Honey Bees and other Pollinators
• Queen Anne’s Lace
and the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act) of
2015 both encourage state Departments
of Transportation to develop habitats for pollinators through planting
•
Native
wild flowers
of highway rights-of-way. FHWA guidance “Roadside Best Management Practices that Benefit Pollinators,”

the “Pennsylvania Pollinator Protection Plan”, and the “PennDOT Pollinator Habitat Plan” provides
recommendations for best practices and resources to support and expand pollinator populations.

Invasive Species
In Pennsylvania and elsewhere in the United States,
problem species have interfered with our native
ecosystem. According to the Pennsylvania Department of
Agriculture, invasive species are species that are nonnative to Pennsylvania and tend to spread to a degree
that causes harm to the environment, local species, or
human interests. Invasive species include both plants
and wildlife. Executive Order 13751 – Safeguarding
the Nation from the Impacts of Invasive Species directs
federal agencies to continue to prevent and control efforts
related to invasive species. PennDOT Publication 756,
Invasive Species Best Management Practices, provides best Spotted Lanternfly – invasive species
(photo courtesy of PA Department of Agriculture)
management practices to prevent the spread of invasive
species during transportation design, construction, and
maintenance. Some noteworthy examples of invasive species in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania include
multiflora rose, tree-of-heaven, Japanese knotweed, garlic mustard, poison hemlock, reed canary grass, purple
loosestrife, Asian tiger mosquito, brown marmorated stinkbug, Japanese beetle, and the spotted lanternfly.
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Identification
Threatened and Endangered Species
In Pennsylvania, the presence of threatened or endangered species are initially investigated using the online
Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) web mapping tool which searches project footprints
(plus an additional buffer) for potential impacts to federal and state listed species and habitats based on the
proposed project. Coordination with agencies can also be conducted through this online tool.
According to a PNDI Environmental Review dated October 21, 2019, PGC noted that there would be potential
impacts to species that are both state and federally listed; therefore, they recommend a conservation measure
to coordinate with USFWS. The project is located within the range of the Indiana bat (state and federal
endangered) and the northern long-eared bat (federal threatened, state endangered). In Pennsylvania, both of
these bat species hibernate in caves and other openings from early fall to early spring. During the remainder
of the year, the bats can be found living in trees, when not flying. USFWS determined that implementing an
avoidance measure for the project would limit impacts to the listed bat species. The avoidance measure states
that all tree cutting, disturbance, inundation (flooding) and prescribed burning associated with the project
would be conducted from October 1st to March 31st. A signed PNDI receipt is provided in Appendix D.
Migratory Birds
Examples of important migratory bird habitat typical of central Pennsylvania can include areas of open water
and wetlands, cliffs, forests, shrubby areas, and grasslands. The only open water resource within the project
limits includes an abandoned quarry pond. All wetland areas are small in size and would not likely support
large populations of migratory birds. There is no cliff habitat within the project area; however, bridges and
buildings can sometimes include features suitable for raptor nesting. Past urban development has fragmented
forested, shrubby, and grassy areas within the project area. Migratory birds and other small wildlife likely use
the Capital Area Greenbelt and Spring Creek vegetated corridors for travel and habitat.
Migratory birds include many types of birds such as raptors, waterfowl, and common backyard birds.
According to Pennsylvania Audobon’s e-bird website19, some examples of migratory birds found in the
vicinity of the project include mourning doves, white-throated sparrows, cedar waxwing, northern cardinals,
turkey vultures, American robin, eastern bluebirds, American goldfinch, common grackle, Carolina wren,
northern flicker, red-bellied woodpecker, and red-tailed hawk.
Based on a review of mapping in Pennsylvania IBAs available online through Audubon Pennsylvania, there
are no IBAs present in the project area. The closest mapped IBA is located northeast of the project area in the
Susquehanna River near Sheets Island.
According to the online PA Bald Eagle Nesting Site Map20, there are no bald eagle nesting sites within the
project area. The closest bald eagle nest is located on Hess Island in the Susquehanna River, approximately
1.8 miles from the closest end of the project.
19
20

https://pa.audubon.org/birds/pennsylvania-ebird
https://www.fws.gov/northeast/pafo/bald_eagle_map.html
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Wildlife
Based on review of secondary sources and available mapping from various agencies, no wildlife sanctuaries/
refuges or critical/unique areas are present within the project area. Typical wildlife species observed in an
urban central Pennsylvania landscape such as the project area include small mammals, birds, reptiles, and
amphibians such as opossum, raccoon, eastern gray squirrel, eastern cottontail rabbit, green frog, eastern
painted turtle, eastern rat snake, and garter snake (to name a few). Similar to migratory bird species, the
highest concentration of wildlife within the project area is likely to exist along the Capital Area Greenbelt and
the corridor of Spring Creek.
In Dauphin County, the Central Susquehanna Valley Important Mammal Area is located several miles north
of the project area, along the Susquehanna River. There are no identified IMAs located in the vicinity of
the project area. Similarly, when reviewing natural heritage core habitat and supporting landscapes, the
Susquehanna River and surrounding floodplain is considered critical wildlife habitat in Harrisburg. The
Susquehanna River and floodplain is not located in the project area.
Pollinator Species
Forested, roadside, landscaped and riparian vegetation are present within the project area as determined during
field views, wetland investigations and other field studies. Pollinator friendly plant species such as bedstraw,
goldenrod, violets, joe-pye weed, asters, milkweed, cowbane, smartweed, and dandelions are located
throughout the project area, mainly adjacent to streams and wetlands.
Invasive Species
Invasive plant species such as multiflora rose, tree-of-heaven, Japanese knotweed, garlic mustard, and purple
loosestrife were observed throughout the project area, as is typical of an urban landscape.
The project is located in Dauphin County, which is in the quarantine zone for the invasive spotted lanternfly.

Spotted Lanternfly
Quarantine Zone in
Pennsylvania
(map courtesy of PA
Department of Agriculture)
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Impacts
Threatened and Endangered Species
Indiana and northern long-eared bats roost in mature trees, snags, and tree species with loose bark during the
summer months. Forested areas provide protection when bats are foraging for food. Removal of trees reduces
the amount of natural roost habitats available and reduces available protected foraging areas. The project
could impact Indiana and northern long-eared bats if bats currently use trees in the project area for roosting,
rearing young, or foraging. Indiana and northern long-eared bats are reluctant to cross open areas. Within

Exhibit 17 - Map showing tree cover within the project area
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the project area, the majority of continuous tree canopy is 4 acres or less. There are two areas of continuous
tree canopy larger than 5 acres in the project area, located west of SR 0083, south of the Union Deposit
interchange and along the Spring Creek corridor, north of SR 0083 and east of City Park Drive. No known
Indiana or northern long-eared roost trees are located within the project area. USFWS believes it is unlikely
that an isolated forest stand of 10 acres or less would provide sufficient resources for an Indiana bat21. Since
the project is located in a developed, urban area, the number of trees available is already limited for summer
habitat roosting, rearing of young, and foraging. Due to the sparse, fragmented location of trees within
the project area, it is unlikely Indiana bats or northern long-eared bats use trees within the project area for
roosting, rearing young, or foraging.
It is anticipated that the project would remove or cut approximately 70 acres of trees or less. Impacts to
forestland, wetlands, floodplains, and riparian zones were minimized by keeping the preferred alternative as
close to existing roadways as possible and only disturbing edges of forested tracts of land.
Migratory Birds and Wildlife
Minor impacts to migratory bird and wildlife habitat is anticipated to occur throughout the project limits due
to clearing of trees and other vegetation for construction. Due to the urban landscape of the project area, the
likely highest quality migratory bird and wildlife habitat corridors in the project area were identified along
the Capital Area Greenbelt and Spring Creek. The project proposes additional crossings of Spring Creek and
impacts to the Capital Area Greenbelt; however, both corridors will remain intact.
Pollinator and Invasive Species
Minor impacts to flowering plants (used by pollinator species), invasive plant species and other plants are
anticipated to occur throughout the project limits due to clearing of trees and other vegetation for construction.
Impacts will be verified as design progresses. Specific efforts to prevent further spread of invasive species
during construction will be determined during final design in consultation with the PennDOT Roadside
Maintenance Specialist, in accordance with PennDOT Publication 756 – Invasive Species Best Management
Practices, and in accordance with the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture spotted lanternfly quarantine
zone permit process.
The no-build alternative would have no additional impact on threatened or endangered species, migratory
birds, wildlife, plants, pollinator species, or invasive species. The no-build alternative would not provide
opportunities to support and expand habitat for migratory birds, wildlife, and pollinator species and would not
provide opportunities to control invasive species or improve wildlife access along the Spring Creek corridor.

21

United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Section 7 Technical Assistance – Summary of Indiana Bat Ecology https://www.fws.gov/
midwest/endangered/section7/s7process/mammals/inba/INBAEcologySummary.html
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Mitigation
Threatened and Endangered Species
As mentioned, it is unlikely that Indiana or northern long-eared bats are utilizing trees within the project
area, due to the urban landscape and fragmentation of forested areas. In general, USFWS’s threshold is 40
acres of cutting allowed prior to considering the project as having a potential impact to state and federally
listed bat species. Above that threshold requires a seasonal tree cutting restriction avoidance measure, if bat
presence is unknown. In order to provide protection for state and federal listed bats which may use the project
area, PennDOT would implement the USFWS avoidance measure to conduct any tree cutting, disturbance,
inundation (flooding) and prescribed burning from October 1st to March 31st. This way, all vegetation
removal would take place when bats are roosting and hibernating in caves or mine openings and not utilizing
forested habitats. In addition, tree clearing and the project footprint will continue to be minimized during
design, when possible. Due to implementing avoidance measures and minimizing the project footprint and
tree removal when possible, minimal impacts are anticipated to forested bat habitat.
Continued PNDI updates and coordination with agencies would occur throughout the life of the project to
ensure no additional threatened or endangered species may be impacted by the project that require avoidance
or conservation measures or other forms of mitigation.
Migratory Birds
Both the Spring Creek and Capital Area Greenbelt corridors would remain intact following project
construction. PennDOT would investigate opportunities for native vegetation planting, providing habitat and
cover for migratory birds in the project area. The project footprint of disturbance would be minimized, where
possible.
Wildlife
PennDOT would look for opportunities throughout the Spring Creek corridor to provide safe wildlife
crossings under the interstate. Currently, SR 0083 crosses Spring Creek via the use of arch culverts in two
locations within the project area (please see Inset 1 and 2 in Section 3.1 Watercourses/Streams for the
location of these crossings). It is anticipated that two arch culverts would be replaced with bridge crossings
of Spring Creek. The two new bridge crossings are anticipated to span the stream and additional land, which
wildlife could use to cross under the interstate.
Throughout design, PennDOT would look for opportunities to reduce the project footprint and minimize
impacts to wildlife habitat.
Pollinator Species
The PennDOT Pollinator Habitat Plan encourages the planting and protection of pollinator host and forage
plants. During final design of features such as stormwater basins, landscaping of disturbed areas, wetland
mitigation areas, etc., consideration would be given to how plantings that support pollinators can be
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incorporated. Potential measures could include pollinator gardens in and around stormwater basins, use of
flowering plants around wetland areas and incorporation of no-mow plant species in re-vegetated areas.
Proposed concepts would be coordinated with the PennDOT District Roadside Maintenance Specialist, the
municipal separate storm sewer (MS4) Stormwater Coordinator and the County Maintenance Manager to
assure that long term maintenance would occur.
Invasive Species
Identified invasive plant species would be handled in accordance with PennDOT Publication 756, Invasive
Species Best Management Practices. Re-vegetation of disturbed areas would occur as soon as possible and
would be in accordance with PennDOT Publication 408, Specifications.
Design and construction contractors for the project would be required to have or obtain business permits to
operate in the spotted lanternfly quarantine zone through the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture. As part
of the permit, employees are trained to limit the spread of spotted lanternfly from equipment driven outside of
the quarantine zone and be able to identify and destroy spotted lanternfly found in the project area.
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3.5. Socioeconomic Analysis
The SR 0083 Section 078 Socioeconomic Report 22 was prepared to document how the preferred alternative
would affect the surrounding communities and their quality of life. Data collection, coordination, and
outreach activities provide a baseline assessment for the socioeconomic resources within the study area. The
information collected was then used to assess the potential effect on the people and communities within the
study area. Secondary source data, such as mapping, the U.S. Census, and municipal plans, along with project
area visits and stakeholder public coordination provided data for the socioeconomic analysis.
3.5.1. Community Demographics
Background
Demographic data refers to information on the people living in the study area. This includes:
• population,
• age,
• racial and ethnic composition,
• income and poverty,
• ability to speak English,
• education,
• disability,
• female head of household with children present,
• commuting modes and
• vehicle access.
This information allowed the project team to assess impacts and aided in the development of the
public outreach campaign to best engage with the local communities. More detailed information
and analysis can be found in the Socioeconomic Report.
Identification
The project area includes all or parts of seven census tracts23, ten block groups24 and three municipalities
(Figure 3). Demographic data was collected from the US Census Bureau American Community Survey
(ACS) for these census tracts and block groups, along with other local sources in order to understand
the composition of the study area community. Of particular note is demographic information related to
22

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Socioeconomic Report, June 2019.
Census tract - a small, relatively permanent statistical subdivision of a county. Census tracts generally contain about 4,000
people and 1,600 housing units and their boundaries normally follow visible features.
24
Block group - generally defined to contain between 600 and 3,000 people and between 240 and 1,200 housing units. A
block group is the smallest unit for which the Census Bureau calculates sample data.
23
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environmental justice (EJ). These populations experience specific protection in planning and project
engagement and are defined as minority and/or low-income populations. The characteristics of these
communities in the project area are listed below followed by other relevant community demographics.
Minority
One component of identifying EJ populations is the identification of minority populations. There are six
census tract block groups within the study area that have minority populations greater than the municipal
average as shown in Table 6 Demographic Summary.
Table 6 - Demographic Summary

Geography
Minority
Low(census tract – Population Income
block group)
**
**

LEP
***

Senior
Population
***

Disabled
Population
***

Female
Population
householder that walks
with children
to work
***
***

Zero
Vehicle
Households***

Lower Paxton Township
226.06 - 1
226.06 - 2

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Swatara Township

227.01 – 1*

X

X

X

227.01 - 2
228 - 1
229 - 1

X

X

229 – 2*
230 – 1*
230 - 2

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Paxtang Borough

231 - 1

X

X

X

Based on data from ACS 2015 5-Year Estimates, various tables. See “SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Socioeconomic Report, June
2019” for more details. Blue shading with an “X” indicates populations above the municipal or county average.
*Bold font indicates residential relocations required from this census tract block group.
**greater than the municipal average
***greater than the county average
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Refer to Section 3.5.2 Environmental Justice/Title VI, for a complete discussion of EJ populations and
potential project impacts within the study area.
Low-Income
The other component of identifying EJ populations is the identification of low-income populations. The
median household income within the study area ranges from $36,031 to $80,625; however, the majority of
block groups have a median household income in the $50,000-$60,000 range, which is in line with the county,
region and state median household incomes. Approximately 9% of the study area block group’s households
are living in poverty, which is slightly below the county, region and state poverty percentages. Three
block groups have a population greater than the municipal average living in poverty as shown in Table 6
Demographic Summary. Refer to Section 3.5.2 Environmental Justice/Title VI, for a complete discussion
of EJ populations and potential project impacts within the study area.
Limited English Proficiency (LEP)
Individuals with Limited English Proficiency (LEP) are those who have a limited ability to read, write, speak
or understand the English language. For the purpose of this analysis, LEP persons include those who speak the
English language “less than very well,” as classified by the Census. The ability to speak English is based upon
self-reporting or upon an answer given by another member of the household.
Eight of the census tract block groups within the project study area have LEP populations greater than the
Dauphin County average (Table 6 Demographic Summary). The study area as a whole has LEP populations
greater than the Dauphin County average for Spanish and Asian and Pacific Islander language groups. As a
result, the project team took steps to overcome language barriers by incorporating Spanish materials in their
project outreach program and making interpretation services available (for multiple languages) at the public
meeting. The project team coordinated with the Bhutanese Community in Harrisburg and the Chinese Cultural
& Arts Institute regarding the project.
Age
The Age Discrimination Act of 1975, prohibits discrimination on the basis of age (persons age 64 and over).
Four census tract-block groups within the project study area have senior populations greater than the Dauphin
County average as shown in Table 6 Demographic Summary. Public involvement activities were designed
to include all persons (see Section 6 Public Involvement and Agency Coordination). Meetings were held
in the project area and in facilities with known public transit access to ensure that all persons, including the
elderly could participate.
Disabled
The Americans with Disabilities (ADA) Act of 1990, along with the ADA Amendments Act of 2008, prohibit
discrimination on the basis of disabilities. Three of the census tract block groups within the project study area
have disabled populations greater than the Dauphin County average. The proposed mobility improvements,
including sidewalk and ADA ramps, would benefit these residents.
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Female Householder with Children
While not protected under a federal law or Executive Order (EO), female householder with children present
(under 18 years old) tend to have lower incomes (nearly half at or below the poverty level) and are considered
in this analysis as a traditionally underserved population. Three of the census tract block groups within the
project study area have female householder with children present households greater than the Dauphin County
average. As stated, public involvement activities were developed to include community members and the
proposed mobility and access improvements would likely improve the economic conditions of the area to the
benefit of residents.
Vehicle Access
The majority of workers within the project area drive alone, followed by carpool, work at home, and walk.
Three block groups have a population greater than the county average that walks to work as shown in Table
6 Demographic Summary. It is possible that walking to work is a choice in the reference block groups and
not dictated by necessity, such as lack of access to a vehicle. Households without access to a personal vehicle,
while not protected under a federal law or Executive Order, are considered in this analysis as a traditionally
underserved population. Zero-vehicle households are those without direct ownership of an automobile and
tend to be highly transit-dependent. In most instances, the distribution of zero-vehicle households directly
mirrors the distribution of low-income persons. However, some exceptions are noted, such as where people
may choose to walk. Three of the census tract block groups within the project study area have zero-vehicle
households greater than the Dauphin County average. The previously discussed improvements would benefit
motorists and non-motorists alike and would not result in significant impact to any one population.
Impacts
The preferred alternative would require residential relocations from three census tract block groups. Table 7
includes a summary of relevant demographic data related to these impacted areas.
Table 7 - Demographic Summary of Impacted Census Tract Block Groups

Census Tract
Block Group

Anticipated
Relocations*

Minority
Demographic characteristics above the county average
Percentage

227.01-1

41 residential
8 business

38%

Population that does not speak English very well (Indo-European, Asian
and Pacific Island-speaking); no vehicle population

229-2

16 residential
19 business

67%

Spanish speaking population that does not speak English very well;
carpooling, using public transit, and walking to work

230-1

1 residential

24%

Population that does not speak English very well (Asian and Pacific
Island-speaking); senior population; disabled population; walking to work

*The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
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The project team coordinated with the Bhutanese Community in Harrisburg and the Chinese Cultural & Arts
Institute regarding the project in order to reach out to the Asian and Pacific Island speaking populations. Both
of these organizations indicated that based on the multiple dialects spoken in the region they would ensure
that project materials would be shared with their representative populations.
Mitigation
The project has been coordinated with Capital Area Transit (CAT), who provides bus transit services within
the study area. Additional options for bus routes would be provided as part of the project through the new
connections across SR 0083 at 40th Street and the Paxton Street Connector. Overall, pedestrian and bicycle
mobility would also be improved with the preferred alternative. These new and improved facilities would
provide additional options for all persons, including elderly, disabled, no-vehicle households and low-income
households. Additional mitigation described in Section 3.5.2 Environmental Justice/Title VI and Section
3.5.6 Displacements.
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3.5.2. Environmental Justice/Title VI
Background
Executive Order (EO) 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations, requires each federal agency to “make achieving
environmental justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate,
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs,
policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations….” The EJ analysis
also considered, EO 13166, Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English
Proficiency. The EO is intended to improve access to federally assisted programs and activities
for persons who, as a result of national origin, have LEP. Failure to ensure that LEP persons can
participate in or benefit from federally assisted programs and activities may violate Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1987, 42 United States Code (USC) 2000d and Title VI regulations against
national origin discrimination.
Identification
Through a comprehensive review of US census data, field observations, and community outreach, it
was determined that EJ populations live within the project area. More information can be found in the
Socioeconomic Report in the technical file. Figure 4 shows the locations of EJ populations based on Census
data.
Impacts
The preferred alternative involves transportation improvements to an existing interstate facility that travels
through/adjacent to several EJ communities. No project alternative could be developed that would meet
the project needs, balance overall project impacts and completely avoid impacts to EJ communities. When
possible, the project team minimized impacts to the community by utilizing design features and engineering
practices, such as using retaining walls to minimize impacts. The preferred alternative follows the existing
interstate corridor for the majority of improvements unless a shift was required to meet design criteria. This
maximizes the use of the legal right-of-way and minimizes displacements and acquisitions.
The Norfolk Southern Railroad acts as a barrier between the northern and southern portions of the study area.
The railroad and issues associated with relocation or rerouting an active rail line, temporarily or permanently,
limited options in expanding the highway. For example, in the area of SR 3013 (29th Street)/Wayne Street the
railroad is located just to the north of SR 0083, which resulted in the need to expand SR 0083 to the south.
In order to meet the needs of the project, in particular the need to provide a roadway design for a high speed,
high volume facility that meets modern design criteria, SR 0083 should be shifted to the west in the area
of 41st Street/42nd Street. The area where the mainline alignment does not follow the existing corridor
(41st Street/42nd Street) is due to existing curves being too sharp for a high-speed facility or areas where a
constraint, such as Holy Cross Cemetery, exists.
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The EJ analysis25 documented the following findings:
• The project would displace 5826 residential households. It is unknown how many are utilized by
minority or low-income populations, as information at the block group level is available, but not for
individual households. According to the Conceptual Stage Survey Report (CSSR)27, sufficient comparable
replacement housing exists to relocate these households. Refer to Section 3.5.6 Displacements for more
information on the CSSR.
• When looking at the study area as a whole, eight of the 10 census block groups were identified as EJ areas
based on the census data. The two block groups that are not identified as EJ do not include residences
within the footprint for the preferred alternative. Designs to avoid EJ impacts were considered, but in the
majority of the study area all surrounding areas are considered EJ, so shifts to avoid EJ impacts were not
possible. One area that is not considered EJ, based on census data, is likely to include some EJ residents
considering it is surrounded by EJ areas and the presence of ethnic grocery stores in the area.
• The EJ community would have improved access and mobility throughout the study area and would not
be further isolated. Improved access would occur as the project provides improved sidewalks and wider
shoulders for cyclists as well as new north-south pedestrian and bicyclist crossings of SR 0083 and the
railroad.
• In total, 3828 business relocations are anticipated to occur.
• A summary of the noise analysis, along with abatement considerations are documented in Section 3.7
Noise. With noise mitigation, the project is not anticipated to have an adverse impact to EJ communities.
• The preferred alternative was analyzed with respect to air quality at the regional and project level (see
the Air Quality Technical Report29). The project is not anticipated to have negative impacts to air quality
which would adversely impact EJ communities. Refer to Section 3.6 Air.
The no-build alternative would have no impact on EJ populations.
Mitigation
Although block groups with EJ populations comprise a large portion of the study area, the project provides
benefits to the EJ community and any impacts are anticipated to be mitigated. As such, the project would not
cause disproportionately high and adverse impacts on minority or low-income populations. The preferred
alternative was developed to include design features and considerations that provide benefits to the local EJ
communities.

25

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Socioeconomic Report, June 2019
The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
27
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Conceptual Stage Survey Report, March 2019.
28
The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
29
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Air Quality Technical Report, May 2019
26
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Currently 29th Street30, which is located at the western limits of the study area, and City Park Drive, located
in the western section of the study area, provide the only options for pedestrians and bicyclists to cross SR
0083 within the study area. The distance between City Park Drive and 29th Street is approximately 0.6
miles. City Park Drive passes underneath SR 0083 connecting the Paxtang neighborhood to Paxton Street.
The project would include improvements to City Park Drive and the Capital Area Greenbelt between the
existing Norfolk Southern Railroad structure and Paxton Street. The shared-use Capital Area Greenbelt path
would be re-aligned, and a sidewalk would be provided along a portion of City Park Drive from the point
where it diverges from the Capital Area Greenbelt path to Paxton Street. Proposed Capital Area Greenbelt
path and sidewalk improvements would continue along Parkview Lane, from City Park Drive to 32nd Street,
connecting with the Parkview Estates neighborhood. The construction of 29th Street would be completed
prior to construction on City Park Drive.
Heading east, the next pedestrian/bicycle accessible crossing of the railroad and/or SR 0083 is located at 63rd
Street approximately three miles from City Park Drive (Exhibit 18). Two new local connections are included
in the preferred alternative to improve the local roadway network for motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists.
Both connections would provide sidewalk for pedestrian traffic and provide minimum 6 feet wide shoulders to
accommodate bicycle traffic.
• An improved local connection at 40th Street would join the two existing segments of 40th Street currently
bisected by existing SR 0083 via new structures over the railroad, SR 0083, CD system, and Paxton Street.
This would provide a direct local connection from Derry Street in the north (Lenker Manor neighborhood)
to Chambers Hill Road in the south. This crossing is located approximately 1.6 miles from City Park
Drive, cutting the distance between crossings in half (when compared to distance between City Park Drive
and 63rd Street).

Exhibit 18 - Existing and proposed bicycle and pedestrian crossings of SR 0083 and the railroad
30

The design for 29th Street is included in the adjacent SR 0083 Section 079 project, but would be improved with a sidewalk,
a shared-use path and shoulders that meet current design standards to improve pedestrian and bicycle movements across
SR 0083.
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• A new local connection, the Paxton Street Connector, would be provided on the east side of the
Eisenhower Interchange via a new section of local roadway. It would provide a north to south connection
between Derry Street and a local portion of Paxton Street, crossing over the railroad. This is located
approximately 1.8 miles from 63rd Street and one mile from 40th Street.
Proposed improvements would be made along the Derry Street corridor from approximately the Derry
Street/Bonnymeade Avenue intersection to Derry Street/44th Street intersection. These would include new
sections of sidewalk, curb ramps, improvements to existing sidewalk, and updated pavement markings.
Within this corridor, the Derry Street Interchange would be reconstructed and reconfigured into a single-point
urban interchange (SPUI). A dedicated bike lane would be provided in each direction through the SPUI to
accommodate bicyclists, and a new sidewalk would be provided on the north side31. Curb ramps within the
project area would be evaluated to determine if they meet current PennDOT ADA design standards. If needed,
ramps would be upgraded to comply with standards as much as possible.

LEGEND
PAVEMENT REMOVAL

PROPOSED SHOULDER

PROPOSED SIDEWALK

PROPOSED BIKE LANE

Exhibit 19 - Single-Point Urban Interchange (SPUI)

These improvements would improve accessibility for local residents by providing more options for traveling
north-south and for walking and bicycling.
The project has been coordinated with Capital Area Transit (CAT), who provides bus transit services within
the study area. Additional options for bus routes would be provided as part of the project through the new
connections across SR 0083 at 40th Street and the Paxton Street Connector which provide more options for
local EJ residents.
The following would be implemented to offset the potential for adverse impacts:
• During final design, complete noise analysis including identifying if noise barriers are necessary and
coordinate with the residential community.
31

https://www.i-83beltway.com/bicycle-and-pedestrian-accommodations.php
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• During preliminary and final design, evaluate engineering to further minimize or avoid impacts. Options
to limit impacts by steepening slopes, consideration of retaining walls, and locations of stormwater
features would be considered.
• During preliminary and final design, continue to look for opportunities to enhance communities
(potentially using areas of remnant land following construction).
• During final design, continue to look for opportunities to include tree planting, landscaping and
hardscaping in order to beautify the project area.
• Include ADA-accessible sidewalks and shoulders to improve the safety for non-motorized travelers.
• Implement the proposed improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt shared use path, including an
improved connection to the Parkway Estates neighborhood.
• Coordinate with emergency services providers to ensure no impacts to service areas occur as a result of
design decisions.
• Continue to work with Swatara Township to encourage businesses and residents to relocate within the
township if possible, in order to reduce the impacts on the tax base and the loss of local jobs.
• Create two new local connections to improve the local roadway network for motorists, pedestrians,
and bicyclists and to provide more north-south crossings options of SR 0083 and the railroad. Both
connections would provide sidewalk for pedestrian traffic and provide minimum six feet wide shoulders to
accommodate bicycle traffic.
• Coordinate with CAT for improvements to transit stops impacted by the preferred alternative.
• Assist the Chinese Cultural and Arts Institute to relocate within the area in order to continue providing
Chinese language and arts classes to the Harrisburg region and beyond.
• Consideration of multimodal traffic during construction to minimize potential impacts to mobility for all
users.
• Coordinate with local officials and emergency service providers during construction to make them aware
of impacts to access in case of emergencies.
• Coordinate with residential and business displacements to provide relocation assistance.
Overall, the project does not have potential for significant impacts on EJ communities.
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3.5.3. Regional and Community Planning and Land Use
Background
Reviewing plans for the local municipalities allows the project team to understand how the
municipalities function today and their future plans.
Identification
Local comprehensive plans and zoning maps were reviewed for project area municipalities in order to
understand the plans for the communities near the project area. The comprehensive plans generally focus on
transportation improvements that increase safety, bike and pedestrian
access, promote transit, and, particularly in Paxtang Borough,
Zoning - the process of
downtown and business district growth and redevelopment. A majority
dividing land in a municipality
of the study area is zoned for industrial uses (58%) totaling almost 500
into zones in which certain
acres. The next most prevalent zoning type is commercial comprising
land uses are allowed or not
282 acres or 33% of the study area. Residential zoning in the study
allowed.
area represents about 70 acres or 8% of the study area.
Based on Tri-County Regional Planning Commission (TCRPC) 2018 GIS Anderson land use data, the
predominant land use (actual use, not zoning as discussed in the previous paragraph) type within the study
area is commercial/services, comprising 37% (317 acres) of parcels
within the study area. The second most common land use is vegetated,
Land use - refers to how
which constitutes approximately 25% (212 acres) of the study area.
the land is currently being
Transportation and utilities also comprise a large (21%) portion of
managed. This could refer
the study area. Remaining land uses include, in descending order
to business use, forest,
of prominence, residential, institutional, industrial, recreation, open
residential or others.
water, and mixed urban or other built up land.
Impacts
The project would have the greatest impacts on lands zoned industrial (64% of the impacted area is zoned
industrial) and commercial (32% of the impacted area is zoned commercial). Properties zoned residential
comprise about 4% of the impacts.
Key land uses within the project area are vegetated (36%) and transportation/utilities (36%). The
transportation/utilities land use would remain in transportation use, but there would be a conversion of
approximately 123 acres of vegetated land use (some of the areas classified as vegetated are not necessarily
forested, but include open areas between and adjacent to transportation uses) and 58 acres of commercial/
services land use to transportation. Approximately 19 acres of industrial land use and 12 acres of residential
land use would also be impacted by the project. Some areas that are currently in transportation use would
be converted to vegetated land use following construction, particularly in the area within the Eisenhower
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Interchange where ramps are being removed. There is sufficient available land within the project area
municipalities for businesses and residences that are displaced to relocate, as discussed in Section 3.5.6
Displacements. The change in land use would not result in significant impacts to the project area because the
displaced land uses would be able to remain in the area and there would be no substantial change in tax base.
The proposed project has the potential to induce development (predominately redevelopment) activities in
the project area as mobility improves32. The majority of land in the area is developed, but it is expected that
induced development could occur including the redevelopment of vacant, abandoned or underutilized parcels.
The municipalities in these areas have the existing infrastructure to support this growth.
The no-build alternative would have no impact on regional and community planning and land use.
Mitigation
Continued coordination will take place with municipalities to ensure consistency with their plans.

32

Transportation Benefit-Cost Analysis http://bca.transportationeconomics.org/benefits/economic-effects
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3.5.4. Community Cohesion
Background
Community cohesion refers to the interactions among people in a community, as shown by how
much residents know and care about their neighbors and participate in community activities.
Transportation and land use planning decisions can affect community cohesion by influencing
the location of activities and the quality of places where people often interact, such as sidewalks,
local parks and public transit33.
Identification
A total of five neighborhoods were identified within or partially within the project study area. These
neighborhoods include the entirety of Paxtang Borough and four neighborhoods in Swatara Township,
including Parkway Estates, Lenker Manor, Sunnydale, and Lawnton. See the Environmental Features/
Constraints Mapping in Appendix B and Exhibit 19.

Exhibit 20 - Neighborhoods

33

http://www.vtpi.org/cohesion.pdf
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Paxtang
Paxtang consists of a mix of single family residential, row homes, and commercial buildings. Within the
study area are City Park Drive and Derry Street, which essentially functions as Paxtang’s main street. Paxtang
includes the Capital Area Greenbelt that follows City Park Drive and Derry Street then is a separate path in
the area of Park Terrace and Cameron Parkway Park. Buildings in the study area include a funeral home and
duplexes, several of which have been converted into businesses.

Derry Street in Paxtang

Parkway Estates
Parkway Estates is a mixed use commercial and residential community. The neighborhood was established
in 1916, with most of construction occurring between 1930 and 1960. Multiple properties within this
neighborhood were originally residences that have been converted to commercial buildings. Field views of the
neighborhood by the project team noted multiple Vietnamese businesses.

Parkview Lane in the Parkway Estates neighborhood. Note: mix of residential and commercial and the
Vietnamese businesses.
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Lenker Manor
Lenker Manor consists of the Oakleigh and Bonnymeade developments. According to Swatara Township, this
area functions as one neighborhood and not as two separate developments. The area is primarily single family
residential. One ethnic restaurant, Bhojan Ghar (Nepalese), is present along Derry Street within the Lenker
Manor neighborhood.

Lenker Manor neighborhood, along Derry Street

Sunnydale
The Sunnydale neighborhood is primarily residential. The Plan of Sunnydale was laid out in 1925 with most
of development occurring between the late 1920s and 1950. In about 1965, a section of properties between
South 42nd Street and South 43rd Street was purchased for the building of the Eisenhower Interchange. This
resulted in the removal of approximately 15-20 residences from the Sunnydale neighborhood. The interchange
bisected the neighborhood into two distinct sections, which is how it functions today. The area to the west of
the interchange currently functions as a small neighborhood surrounded by businesses and the interstate, while
the area to the east is connected to the Lawnton neighborhood via the local street network. Several residences
along Derry Street have been converted for commercial use. The Chinese Cultural and Arts Institute is present
just south of the Sunnydale neighborhood on South 41st Street.

York Street, west of SR 0083 in the Sunnydale neighborhood
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Lawnton
Lawnton is primarily residential consisting of mostly single family homes. Some modern apartment
complexes have been added towards the eastern side of Lawnton. Some residences, especially along Derry
Street have been converted to commercial use. The South Asian Grocery Store and Kim’s Oriental Foods
are both located along Derry Street outside of the study area but indicate the potential presence of an Asian
population in the area of the Lawnton neighborhood. Further east along Derry Street is Kathmandu Groceries,
which indicates the potential presence of a Nepalese population in the area of the Lawnton neighborhood.

44th Street in the Lawnton neighborhood

Impacts
The preferred alternative follows the existing interstate corridor for the majority of improvements unless
a shift was necessary to meet design criteria or, where possible, to avoid or minimize impacts to important
community and environmental resources. This maximizes the use of the legal ROW and minimizes
displacements and acquisitions. The area where the mainline alignment does not follow the existing corridor
is due to existing curves being too sharp, per current design criteria, for a high speed facility. If the mainline
remained in this existing location, the directional connections to SR 0283 and SR 0322 along with the
interchange at Derry Street would still impact the Sunnydale neighborhood and have greater residential and
commercial impacts to Lawnton, due to the need to pass more directly through the neighborhood. Shifting the
widening to the north was limited by the presence of the Norfolk Southern Railroad.
No impacts would occur in Paxtang or Lawnton34. One residential relocation is anticipated in Lenker
Manor. Further information on displacements is included in Section 3.5.6.

34

The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
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In total, 41 residential and seven business relocations35 are anticipated in the Sunnydale neighborhood. All
buildings located between existing Eisenhower Boulevard/SR 0322, existing SR 0083, Derry Street and the
railroad must be acquired as part of the project. Additionally, several residences located to the east of existing
SR 0083 would be displaced as part of the project. These 48 displacements36 represent approximately 50% of
the impacts associated with this project. These displacements are necessary to achieve the purpose and needs
of the project, in particular the need to provide a roadway design for a high speed, high volume facility that
provides modern safety characteristics. Alternatives to avoid these displacements are not reasonable because
they would traverse directly through the Lenker Manor or Lawnton residential neighborhoods, resulting in a
greater number of residential displacements. The ability to shift impacts to the west of Eisenhower Boulevard/
SR 0322 and the Sunnydale neighborhood is limited by the presence of Holy Cross Cemetery. Pennsylvania
law states that it is unlawful to open any street, lane, alley or public road through a burial ground or cemetery
(except in Philadelphia) (Act of April 5, 1849, P.L. 397, 9 P.S. §88).
Within the Parkway Estates neighborhood, there are anticipated to be 16 residential and five business
displacements37. These 21 displacements38 represent approximately 22% of the impacts associated with
this project. These displacements are necessary to achieve the needs of the project, in particular the need to
accommodate future traffic volumes. Additionally, proposed stormwater facilities are anticipated in this area
to address stormwater discharge. As the stormwater design is further refined during final design, this area
would be revisited to determine whether or not any displacements can be avoided. Alternatives to avoid these
displacements are not reasonable because they would traverse directly through the Paxtang and Lenker Manor
neighborhoods resulting in a greater number of residential displacements.
The project would result in the removal of approximately one-third of the Sunnydale neighborhood and
approximately one-quarter of the Parkway Estates neighborhoods. Both of these neighborhoods were
previously impacted by the construction of SR 0083 and the Eisenhower Interchange. However, the
neighborhoods would not be divided by the project and it is anticipated that both neighborhoods would
remain.
The proposed project would provide a benefit to community cohesion in the form of improved pedestrian
and bicycle safety, as mentioned in Section 3.5.5 Community Facilities and Services. Mobility within the
local communities is expected to improve as some traffic is diverted off of local streets and on to SR 0083.
Additionally, the improvements to pedestrian and bicycle facilities within the study area would provide more
options for movement between communities that do not require a vehicle.
Improved mobility may result in induced changes to development and redevelopment patterns in the area
which could have impacts on the surrounding communities.
35

The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
37
The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
38
The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
36
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The project does not have potential for significant impacts to community cohesion.
The no-build alternative would have no impact on community cohesion.
Mitigation
Mitigation for community cohesion includes similar measures as those noted under Environmental Justice:
• During preliminary and final design, evaluate engineering to further minimize or avoid impacts. Options to
limit impacts by steepening slopes, consideration of retaining walls, and locations of stormwater features
would be considered.
• During preliminary and final design, continue to look for opportunities to enhance communities
(potentially using areas of remnant land following construction).
• During final design, continue to look for opportunities to include tree planting, landscaping and
hardscaping in order to beautify the project area.
• During final design, complete noise analysis including identifying if noise barriers are necessary and
coordinate with the residential community.
• Include ADA-accessible sidewalks and shoulders to improve the safety and accessibility for nonmotorized travelers.
• Implement the proposed improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt shared use path, including an
improved connection to the Parkway Estates neighborhood.
• Create two new local connections to improve the local roadway network for motorists, pedestrians,
and bicyclists and to provide more north-south crossings options of SR 0083 and the railroad. Both
connections would provide sidewalk for pedestrian traffic and provide minimum 6 feet wide shoulders to
accommodate bicycle traffic.
• Coordinate with CAT for improvements to transit stops impacted by the proposed project.
• As the stormwater design is further refined during final design, revisit impacts in the Parkway Estates
neighborhood to determine whether or not any displacements can be avoided.
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3.5.5. Community Facilities and Services
Background
Public and community facilities include schools, parks, and places of worship/cemeteries,
emergency service providers, as well as other public buildings. The identification of public and
community facilities was conducted to aid the project team in developing project alternatives
and to evaluate how the project could potentially affect these facilities. In addition, key regional
community resources were identified to determine if public access would be affected.
Identification
The project team identified 25 community resources within
the study area and immediate vicinity. Refer to Appendix B
Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping. The following
sections discuss community facilities and services in the project
area that would be impacted by the preferred alternative.
Emergency Service Providers
Identifying emergency service providers (including Emergency
Management Services (EMS), fire protection, and police
services, as well as hospitals) that serve the study area has
enabled the project team to evaluate future response times for
the preferred alternatives, as well as to assess project impacts.
PennDOT would continue to coordinate with emergency service
providers throughout final design and construction to fully
understand service areas/routes and the potential for project
impacts.

Evaluated Community Resources
- Emergency Service Providers
(Emergency Management Services
(EMS), fire protection, police and
hospitals / healthcare facilities)
- School Districts and Educational
Facilities
- Recreational Facilities
- Places of Worship, including those
with Cemeteries
- Public Transportation
- Other Institutions and Facilities
(public housing, fraternal
organization, etc.)

Multiple fire companies serve the study area. These fire
companies respond to mutual aid calls based on 911 dispatch
and may be assisted by additional fire companies from
throughout the region. Lower Paxton Township Police
Department and Swatara Township Police Department (also
serves Paxtang Borough) provide police service in the study
area. Incidents that occur on SR 0083 in Dauphin County are
the responsibility of the Pennsylvania State Police, with the
assistance of local police departments. South Central EMS
provides emergency medical services in the study area.

Paxtang Fire Company and Municipal Building
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School District and Educational Facilities
The study area is served by the Central Dauphin School District (CDSD). Lawnton Elementary School is
located partially within the study area. Five additional CDSD elementary schools, two middle schools, and
one high school serve the population within the study area but are not located within the study area. One
private school is present within the study area - Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic School. Refer to Appendix
B Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping, Sheets 3 and 8.

St. Catherine Laboure School

The project team met with the transportation director for CDSD to discuss project concerns. The majority
of buses do not use SR 0083 as part of regular routes; however, there was a concern with traffic detouring
from SR 0083 during construction and using side streets that are used by school buses. One of the biggest
challenges the district faces with transportation is crossing from north to south on both the west side (SR
0083) and east side (SR 0322) of the Eisenhower Interchange due to the limited number of existing crossings.
The addition of the 40th Street Bridge over SR 0083 and the Paxton Street Connector would help with this
issue.
Recreational Facilities
Paxtang Park is owned by the City of Harrisburg and was
formerly used as a park but had been vacant for many years.
In the last few years, improvements have begun to take place
in the park for its use as parking for the Susquehanna Area
Mountain Bike Association (SAMBA) and the Capital Area
Greenbelt. The park is located adjacent to SR 0083.

Pavilion at Paxtang Park
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The Capital Area Greenbelt39 is the
only designated bike corridor present
within the study area. The Capital
Area Greenbelt is comprised of a
multi-use trail, located within the
western boundary of the study area,
and provides uninhibited walking and
bicycling opportunities as part of a
20-mile loop.
According to the Regional Bicycle
Connections Study40 produced by
TCRPC in 2015, Derry Street within
the study area is recommended to be
part of a continuous bicycle facility
that would extend from Palmyra to
Harrisburg.

Capital Area Greenbelt bridge and City Park Drive below existing SR 0083

Places of Worship, including those with Cemeteries
St. Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery are present within the project area along
Derry Street and adjacent to the existing off-ramp of SR 0083.
Public Transportation
Capital Area Transit (CAT) provides fixed route bus service within the project study area. CAT routes use SR
0083 and are also located along Derry Street and Paxton Street and provide access to business areas located
within and near the project study area. The primary routes serving the project study area include Routes 8, 13,
14, 17, 20, 322 and AB; mapping is available on CAT’s website41.
The project team met with CAT to discuss routes and stops within the study area and the proposed project.
CAT representatives indicated that their biggest project concerns were related to pedestrian traffic, ADA
accessibility, crosswalks, signal timing, and signal prioritization on cross streets. Separate corridor studies
evaluating these issues have been completed on Derry Street and Paxton Street and the results of those studies
are anticipated to be implemented prior to the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction
project.

39
40

41

http://caga.org/the-trail/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56dc3f9cb654f9876576bab7/t/574863d2e32140c00f3c4a38/1464361944523/
RegionalBicycleConnectionsStudyPt1.pdf
https://www.cattransit.com/routes-and-schedules/
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Other Institutions and Facilities
Public housing data was provided by the
Dauphin County Housing Authority (as of
January 25, 2018). Two areas of Section 842
subsidized housing are present in Paxtang
Borough within the study area. Three Section 8
subsidy apartment complexes are present within
Swatara Township within the study area.
The Rutherford House Senior Center is present,
adjacent to existing SR 0083. Dauphin County
owns the community center and it provides
classes and activities for adults aged 55 and over.

Rutherford House Senior Center

The Chinese Cultural and Arts Institute, located within the project area, is a non-profit organization with the
goal of preserving, nurturing, promoting and celebrating Chinese culture and arts. The institute serves the
general Harrisburg area, not just the project area, and provides classes on Chinese dances, music, art, and
other cultural activities.
Impacts
Emergency Service Providers
The preferred alternative would not impact emergency services buildings. The project team discussed the
project at a Harrisburg Area Transportation Study (HATS) Traffic Incident Management (TIM) Coordination
Meeting on July 30, 2018. This meeting included representatives from Colonial Park Fire Department, the
Pennsylvania State Police, and Swatara Township Police Department. Key points discussed include:
• The railroad bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard has a vertical clearance of 14 feet, which is a problem
for some tractor trailers. This bridge would be replaced as part of the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower
Interchange Reconstruction Project and the vertical clearance would be increased.
• Wider shoulders on SR 0083 are needed to accommodate emergency service providers.
• Requested gated access points on SR 0083.
• During construction emergency service providers need to be made aware of changes to access points/onramps. Construction access points should be designed to accommodate large vehicles, such as fire engines.
• Concern for traffic diverting onto local roads during construction, possibly resulting in more incidents on
local roads.
42

Section 8 refers to the federal government’s housing choice voucher program for assisting very low-income families, the elderly,
and the disabled to afford decent, safe, and sanitary housing in the private market. The participant is free to choose housing that
meets the requirements of the program and is not limited to units located in subsidized housing projects. https://www.hud.gov/
topics/housing_choice_voucher_program_section_8.
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• Include a special provision in the future construction contracts that specifies the use of text message alerts
from the contractor to emergency services to notify them of changes during construction in terms of
access, detours, etc.
A future meeting would be planned during final design to update the EMS providers, once additional
information is known related to construction contract sequencing and traffic control. Details for the railroad
bridge are still being coordinated; however, the preferred alternative would utilize 12-foot shoulders on SR
0083 to better accommodate emergency service providers.
While no public emergency service buildings or providers would be impacted, the following private
healthcare providers would be impacted by the project and there appears to be relocation opportunities within
the community for these local businesses:
• Associates in Medical Toxicology/SMART Recovery
• Dental Health Services
• Murphy Eye Care
• Randy Steven’s Footcare
School Districts and Educational Facilities
There would be no adverse permanent impacts to the CDSD as a result of the project. As mentioned, one
of the biggest transportation challenges the district faces is crossing SR 0083 due to the limited number of
existing crossings. The addition of the 40th Street Bridge over SR 0083 and the Paxton Street Connector
would address this issue. The pedestrian and bicycle improvements along the Derry Street corridor (described
below) would be a benefit to students accessing the Saint Catherine Laboure School. Temporary impacts to
bus routes may occur during construction but would be coordinated in advance.
Recreational Facilities
The preferred alternative would have impacts to both Paxtang Park and the Capital Area Greenbelt.
Approximately half of Paxtang Park would be acquired to accommodate the widening of the highway.
Proposed improvements in this area would include a relocated site for parking. The proposed lot would be
located along the south side of the proposed SR 0083 improvements and accessed from City Park Drive.
The project would include improvements to City Park Drive and the Capital Area Greenbelt between the
existing Norfolk Southern Railroad structure and Paxton Street. Within this section the shared use Capital
Area Greenbelt path would be re-aligned to facilitate the proposed SR 0083 structure replacement. A
proposed sidewalk would be provided along a portion of City Park Drive from the point where it diverges
from the Capital Area Greenbelt path to Paxton Street. Proposed Capital Area Greenbelt path and sidewalk
improvements would continue along Parkview Lane, from City Park Drive to 32nd Street (Exhibit 21).
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Overall, pedestrian and bicycle mobility would be improved with the preferred alternative. Improvements
include the above-mentioned improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt and Paxtang Park as well as:
• Proposed improvements would be made along Derry Street from approximately the Derry Street/
Bonnymeade Avenue intersection to Derry Street/44th Street intersection. These would include new
sections of sidewalk, curb ramps, improvements to existing sidewalk, and updated pavement markings.
Within this corridor, the Derry Street Interchange would be reconstructed and reconfigured into a singlepoint urban interchange (SPUI). A dedicated bike lane would be provided in each direction through
the SPUI to accommodate bicyclists and a new sidewalk would be provided on the north side of the
interchange. These improvements would be further refined during final design. Refer to Exhibit 19 in
Section 3.5.2 Environmental Justice/Title VI.
• Two new local connections, 40th Street and the Paxton Street Connector, are included in the preferred
alternative to improve the local roadway network for motorists, pedestrians, and bicyclists (refer
to Section 3.5.2 Environmental Justice/Title VI for a description of these connections). Both
connections would provide sidewalk for pedestrian traffic and provide minimum 6-foot wide shoulders to
accommodate bicycle traffic.
• Curb ramps within the project area would be evaluated to determine their degree of compliance with
current PennDOT ADA design standards. If needed, ramps would be upgraded to comply with standards
to the maximum extent feasible.
Places of Worship, including those with Cemeteries
No places of worship or cemeteries would be acquired as part of the preferred alternative. It is noted that a
storage area owned by the Holy Cross Cemetery would be impacted; however, coordination has confirmed
that the area is not designated as a future burial site and no impact to the actual cemetery would occur.
Noise impacts would occur at the cemetery and one place of worship. Noise mitigation is not feasible at
the cemetery but is feasible and reasonable at the place of worship. Further analysis and design of noise
mitigation would occur during final design. See Section 3.7. Noise for more details.
Public Transportation
There would be no long-term disruptions or impacts to public transportation as a result of the project. Some
bus routes and stop locations may need to be temporarily detoured during construction, but this would
only be in effect for a short time. The addition of the 40th Street crossing of SR 0083 and the Paxton Street
Connector would provide opportunities for modifications to existing routes or the addition of new routes.
Currently Easton Coach is contracted with CAT to provide paratransit service and leases space at the former
Stroehmann’s bakery along Paxton Street. Parking of buses and minimal repairs take place at this location.
This facility would need to be relocated as part of the project. There appears to be relocation opportunities
for this business within the community. The project team would continue to coordinate with CAT on potential
improvements to bus stops present within the impacted areas.
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Exhibit 21 - Draft improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt in the area of City Park Drive
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Other Institutions and Facilities
No public housing would be impacted by the proposed project.
The widening of SR 0083 would result in the highway being closer to the rear of the Rutherford House
Senior Center. The driveway to access the Rutherford House would be realigned to accommodate the Capital
Area Greenbelt improvements. The access behind the building would be repaved and a noise wall would be
recommended in this area.
The Chinese Cultural and Arts Institute would be displaced. Based on coordination with the Chinese Cultural
and Arts Institute, they do have plans to eventually build their own facility in the Harrisburg area (they
currently lease). There appears to be relocation opportunities within the greater Harrisburg area to either lease
or build their own facility. Coordination would continue during final design to aid in relocation.
The proposed project has the potential to induce development activities in the SR 0083 Section 078 Dauphin
County corridor as mobility improves. Additional development would be beneficial for the tax base, but at
the same time may put additional strain on some community facilities like the school district. Based on the
commercial and industrial setting of the surrounding area, it is anticipated that development would likely be
business related, which would reduce the possibility of additional burdens to community facilities, including
the school district.
The project would incorporate pedestrian and bicycle facilities including ADA compliant sidewalks and wide
shoulders. The new north-south crossing of 40th Street over SR 0083 and/or Norfolk Southern Railroad and
the Paxton Street Connector over the railroad would provide new and potentially faster routes for use by
emergency services, CAT, and CDSD.
Based on this discussion, the project does not have potential for significant impacts to community facilities
and services.
The no-build alternative would have no impact on community facilities and services.
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Mitigation

School District and Educational Facilities
The project team would coordinate with CDSD regarding construction timing and detours. The 40th Street
crossing of SR 0083 would be constructed early in order to provide additional routing alternatives both during
and after construction.
Recreational Facilities
The project team has worked with the Capital Area Greenbelt Association and Dauphin County Parks
and Recreation to develop a design for improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt and the area directly
underneath the SR 0083 structure replacement in the area of City Park Drive. This would include stream
improvements and the addition of a potential pull-off area for users of the Capital Area Greenbelt. The project
would require removal of a wooden bridge that was funded through a DCNR Keystone Grant43. DCNR
is aware of the anticipated impact to the Keystone Grant property and has concurred with the proposal to
provide an equal or better improvement to the existing wooden bridge.
Other Institutions and Facilities
The driveway to access the Rutherford House would be realigned to accommodate the Capital Area Greenbelt
improvements. The access behind the building would be repaved and a noise wall would be recommended in
this area.

43

https://www.statelibrary.pa.gov/Libraries/Subsidies-and-Grants/Pages/Keystone-Recreation-Park-and-Conservation-Funds.aspx
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3.5.6. Displacements
Background
Displacements refer to the need for a project to acquire full properties in order for construction to
occur. Partial acquisitions refer to the need for a project to acquire part of a property. This could
just be a small area adjacent to the roadway which is commonly referred to as a sliver take.
Identification
Businesses within the study area were identified based on field investigations conducted in 2017 and updated
in 2019. A database of businesses within the project study area is maintained in the project file.
Businesses are generally located in one of seven geographic areas:
• Harrisburg Mall (Paxton Street between Mall Road and Friendship Road)
• TecPort (off Paxton Street between 40th Street and Friendship Road)
• Along Derry Street
• To the north of SR 0083/Paxton Street
• In the area of Chambers Hill Road/Penhar Drive
• To the east of SR 0083 along Derry Street/East Park Drive
• In the area of South 32nd Street (between Paxton Street and City Park Drive)
In total, 182 businesses were identified within the study area. The largest categories of business types within
or adjacent to the study area are services, offices, restaurants, and retail, followed by general construction and
auto-body enterprises.
Residential properties and neighborhoods within the study area were also identified as discussed in Section
3.5.4 Community Cohesion. Neighborhoods within or partially within the study area are Paxtang Borough,
Parkway Estates, Lenker Manor, Sunnydale and Lawnton.
As the project design was being developed, the project team identified properties that would be impacted by
the project for either the widening of the mainline or the addition of new ramps and side roads.
Impacts

The preferred alternative would require 58 residential and 38 commercial displacements for a total of 96
displacements44.
Potential displaced buildings are shown in Exhibit 22 and Appendix B. Table 8 summarizes the
displacements by municipality and neighborhood. All displacements are located within Swatara Township.
44

The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
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Thirty of the 3845 business displacements are not located within a neighborhood. The greatest number of
residential displacements are located in the Sunnydale and Parkway Estates neighborhoods. In addition to the
displacements, there would also be partial acquisitions throughout the project area.

Exhibit 22 - Potential Displacements
Note that due to multiple residences or businesses being present in one building and multiple
buildings per parcel, the buildings shown do not match the numbers shown in Table 8.
45

The number of displacements has been corrected from the number that was included in the Socioeconomic Report.
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Table 8 - Number and Type of Potential Displacements

Geography

Potential Residential Displacements

Potential Commercial
Displacements

Lower Paxton Township

0

0

Paxtang Borough

0

0

Swatara Township

38

-----Lenker Manor Neighborhood

1

-----Lawnton Neighborhood

0

-----Sunnydale Neighborhood

41 (70% of total project residential displacements)

-----Parkway Estates Neighborhood

16 (28% of total project residential displacements)

Total

38

58

Combined Residential and
Commercial Displacements

96

Impacts to residences and businesses have been evaluated during project development and have been avoided
or minimized where possible. However due to the presence of residences and businesses adjacent to SR 0083
it is not possible to construct the project without displacements.
The PennDOT Right-of-Way Administrator as well as a team of supporting staff were present at the October
2018 public meeting to discuss the right-of-way, appraisal, and relocation process.
The replacement housing and commercial property analysis included in the Conceptual Stage Survey Report
(CSSR) (March 2019)46 identified appropriate available residential and commercial properties that would
accommodate the displaced. The analysis first identified available properties of a comparable value to those
being displaced within a 25 mile radius. This was then further refined to identify properties within a five mile
radius in the municipalities that are within or adjacent to the project area as identified in Exhibit 22. Table
9 shows the number of available comparable properties as of March 2019 located within the area shown in
Exhibit 22. The CSSR looks at available properties on a specified date. The real estate market and available
properties is subject to change.

46

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Conceptual Stage Survey Report,
March 2019.
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Exhibit 23 - Municipalities considered for replacement properties in CSSR

Table 9 - Available Comparable Properties (March 2019)

Residential
Number of Properties

Commercial

Sale

Rent

Sale

Rent/Lease*

159

66

45

10

* Based on a search of available properties in October 2019 there are now 30 properties available for rent/lease.
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Minimizing business displacements and right-of-way acquisitions to taxable parcels within the study area, has
been a priority of the project, in order to reduce the impacts to the local tax base and area employment. Overall, the project is anticipated to have the following impacts:
• 58 partial commercial acquisitions
• 38 full commercial displacements
o this accounts for multiple businesses located within 23 buildings
o approximately 80% of displacements are retail/services and 20% are manufacturing
o approximately 26 leases
• 5 vacant commercial acquisitions
It is likely that the impacted businesses would relocate, and the amount of available commercial replacement
sites indicates that there would not be a major disruption to the municipality.
Commercial displacements could have a temporary impact on employment and community taxes until relocation of the business is completed. This is anticipated to have the largest impact on Swatara Township. Swatara
Township has previously voiced their concerns about the tax impacts of commercial relocations. However,
it is anticipated that, based on the extent of land and commercial sites available in the area, that the overall
impact to the local community as a result of these business relocations and tax base loss should be minimized.
The actual impact cannot be determined at this time as it is up to the individual business where they choose to
relocate.
The school district (16.5672 mills of real estate tax) and county (6.876 mills of real estate tax) tax rates are
the same in all three municipalities. Lower Paxton Township levies 1.95 mills, Paxtang Borough levies 11.23
mills, and Swatara Township levies 3.76388 mills of real estate tax47. The identified tax rates serve as a strong
indicator of potential change in revenue generated from properties that may be acquired to accommodate the
proposed project.
Improvement in travel mobility and access throughout the study area (more options to travel north-south
across SR 0083) and the improved access to Paxton Street, could induce additional development and redevelopment. New or induced development/redevelopment would benefit the tax base and provide additional
economic opportunities for community residents.
The Chinese Cultural and Arts Institute is a community facility that would be displaced by the project. The
institute serves the general Harrisburg area, not just the project area, and provides classes on Chinese dances,
music, art, and other cultural activities. Based on coordination with the Chinese Cultural and Arts Institute,

47

http://www.dauphincounty.org/document_center/taxclaim/2019%20Millage%20January.pdf
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they do have plans to eventually build their own facility in the Harrisburg area (they currently lease). There
appears to be relocation opportunities within the greater Harrisburg area to either lease or build their own
facility.
The no-build alternative would have no displacements.
Mitigation
PennDOT would directly contact anyone who owns a property that is required by the project during final
design. Right-of-way coordination would occur over several years and would be coordinated based on the
construction section.
Property acquisitions would be conducted in accordance with the Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real
Property Acquisitions Policies Act of 1970, as amended; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; and the
Pennsylvania Eminent Domain Code of 1964. Relocation assistance would be available to the displaced.
The project team would continue to work with Swatara Township to make sure that business owners are aware
of opportunities to relocate within Swatara Township.
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3.6. Air Quality
Background
The Federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 require federal and state efforts to reduce
airborne pollutants and improve local and regional conditions. Automobile emissions have
been identified as a critical element in attaining federal National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for carbon monoxide (CO), particulate matter (PM), and ozone (O3). Highway
agencies are required to consider the impacts of transportation improvement projects on
air quality at both the regional and project level. The results of the Air Quality Analysis are
documented in the Air Quality Technical Report.48
Identification
Regional and project level air analysis was conducted for
the project. Dauphin County is a maintenance area for fine
particulate matter, which requires project-level analysis under
the Clean Air Act. Dauphin County is currently in maintenance
or attainment status for all the other noted primary criteria
pollutants.

Clean Air Act Maintenance &
Attainment Areas
Maintenance Area – a region of
the US that recently met NAAQS
standards, but must operate under
a maintenance plan to ensure
continued compliance before being
considered in attainment.
Attainment Area – a region of the
US that meets NAAQS standards
for one or more of the criteria
pollutants.

Regional Air Quality Analysis
Regional air quality, when located in non-attainment and
maintenance areas, is assessed by ensuring that region-wide
mobile emissions fall below the applicable motor vehicle
emission budgets identified by the State Implementation Plan (SIP). For this project, the regional air quality
conformity requirements have been satisfied and no significant regional impacts are anticipated.
Project Level Air Quality Analysis
A project-level air quality analysis was performed for this project to assess potential air quality impacts in
accordance with PennDOT’s Project-Level Air Quality Handbook (Publication 321). The pollutants assessed
for the project-level air quality analysis include carbon monoxide, fine particulate matter, mobile source air
toxics, and greenhouse gases. No analysis for ozone is required.

48

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083 Section 078 Dauphin County
Air Quality Technical Report, May 2019.
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Impacts
The project is not expected to cause or contribute to violations of the NAAQS, worsen existing violations,
or interfere with the attainment of applicable NAAQS. The no-build alternative would have no significant
impacts on air quality.
Carbon Monoxide (CO)
A project-level air quality analysis for CO has been conducted for the subject project and no receptor sites
are anticipated to experience concentrations in excess of the current one-hour or eight-hour NAAQS. It can
therefore be concluded that the project would have no significant adverse impact on air quality as a result of
CO emissions.
Particulate Matter (PM)
Through preparation of the PennDOT PM Project-Level Conformity LEVEL 3 Screening memo49 and
interagency consultation, the project was not considered to be of “air quality concern” for fine particulate
matter.
Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSAT)
The qualitative analysis for the project with low potential MSAT effects concluded that while the preferred
alternative may have the effect of bringing the source of MSAT emissions closer to certain areas along the
corridor, it may decrease MSAT emissions in other locations, so there may be no regional change in MSATs.
In general, MSATs are predicted to decline by the year 2050 through emission reduction technology even as
vehicle miles traveled increases. In FHWA's view, information is incomplete or unavailable to credibly predict
the project-specific health impacts due to changes in MSAT emissions associated with a proposed set of
highway alternatives.
Greenhouse Gases (GHG)
Project outcomes that support reduction in GHG emissions include reduced congestion, improved reliability
and safety, improved neighborhood connectivity and accessibility, and reduction of maintenance impacts due
to the additional lanes of travel. The project is not expected to negatively impact GHG emissions.
Mitigation
Mitigation measures are not warranted or proposed for the project.

49

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083 Section 078 Dauphin County
PM2.5 Project Level Air Quality Conformity Determination Level 3 Screening Support Document, March 2019.
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3.7. Noise
Background
The methodologies applied to this noise analysis are in accordance with PennDOT Publication
24, Project Level Highway Traffic Noise Handbook, May 2019. PennDOT guidelines are based
on the U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Aid Policy
Noise Analysis Defined
Guide 23, Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Part
Decibel – Unit of measurement used
772 – Procedures for Abatement of Highway Traffic
on a noise scale
Noise and Construction Noise. Additional guidance
Noise Abatement – measures taken
and policy interpretation applied to this analysis is
to reduce unacceptable sounds or
based on the U.S. Department of Transportation,
vibrations, or to protect people from
Federal Highway Administration, Highway Traffic
exposure to them
Noise Analysis and Abatement Guidance (FHWAWarranted – future noise levels from
HEP-10-025, December 2011). The results of the
project will approach or exceed
Noise Analysis can be found in the Noise Analysis
the noise abatement criteria or are
Report50.
elevated by 10 decibels above the
Identification
For the purposes of the noise analysis, the project study area was
divided into 15 noise study areas (NSAs). NSAs are groupings of
receptor sites that, by location, form distinct communities within
the project area and contain receptors with common traffic noise
influences. These areas are used to identify traffic noise impacts
across a variety of land uses and assess if noise abatement is
warranted, feasible and/or reasonable. The 15 NSAs contain 217
receptor locations, which are comprised of 20 monitoring sites and
197 “modeling-only” sites. The NSAs are shown in Appendix B
Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping.

existing condition

Feasible – abatement will provide
at least 5 decibels of noise reduction
to noise sensitive locations and pose
no safety, engineering, or access
restrictions
Reasonable – abatement must be
cost effective and maintenance,
constructability, drainage and
utility impacts, as well as the
desires of the affected residents are
considered

The noise analysis began with identification of noise sensitive land
uses and subsequent noise monitoring at twenty locations throughout the project corridor. This step allows
for the inclusion of data within FHWA’s Traffic Noise Model (TNM) with the purpose of calibrating the noise
model to observed conditions. Following initial model calibration, additional TNM models were developed to
determine the existing, future no-build and future build condition sound levels at 197 locations throughout the
project area. The models include a variety of features specific to the corridor including (but not limited to)
50

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083 Section 078, Dauphin County, Preliminary
Engineering Noise Analysis Report, August 2019.
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existing and proposed roadway geometry, worst-case traffic volumes, travel speeds, building rows and other
shielding elements, and existing/proposed grading.
The future build predicted traffic noise levels are the basis for
determining areas that “warrant” a detailed noise abatement
evaluation. If noise levels are predicted to “approach” or
“exceed” the FHWA/PennDOT noise abatement criteria (NAC)
for the design year build scenario at a receptor, then an impact
is said to occur, and a noise abatement evaluation is warranted.
The NAC for the majority of land uses (categories B and C)
along the corridor is 67 decibels (dBA). PennDOT defines
“approach” as being within one dBA of 67 dBA; therefore,
the criterion is 66 dBA or greater. Additionally, a variety of
category E land uses are present and employ a criterion of 72
dBA. PennDOT defines “approach” as being within one dBA
of 72 dBA; therefore, the criterion is 71 dBA or greater at those
receptors. PennDOT considers noise abatement for areas that
are predicted to experience a 10 dBA or greater increase over
existing noise levels. Given that the project corridor features
an existing interstate highway and adjacent land use is urban in
nature, no traffic noise impacts have been identified due to the
substantial increase criterion.

Land Use Activity Categories
Category B – Single or multi-family
residences or residential hotels/motels
that function as apartment dwellings.
Category C – Active sport areas,
amphitheaters, auditoriums,
campgrounds, cemeteries, day care
centers, hospitals, libraries, medical
facilities, parks, picnic areas, places
of worship, playgrounds, public
meeting rooms, public or nonprofit
institutional structures, radio studios,
recording studios, recreation areas,
Section 4(f) sites, schools, television
studios, trails and trail crossings.
Category E – Commercial activities
such as hotels, motels, offices,
restaurants/bars and other developed
lands.

Impacts
Table 10 Noise Impacts and Mitigation presents a summary of noise impacts and the preliminary mitigation
analysis.
Design year future no-build noise levels are predicted to exceed the NAC at a multitude of receptor sites
within 7 of the 15 NSAs identified in the corridor (NSAs 2, 3, 4, 5, 11, 12 and 13).
Design year future build noise levels are predicted to exceed the NAC at a multitude of receptor sites within
6 of the 15 NSAs identified in the corridor (NSAs 2, 3, 4, 5, 11 and 13). These NSAs warrant abatement
consideration.
Note that additional impacts would have been likely to occur in NSA 12, but this NSA is being displaced in its
entirety in the future build condition under the preferred alternative.
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Table 10 - Noise Impacts and Mitigation

NSA

Site
Representation

Land Use
Activity
Category

Warranted

Feasible

Reasonable

1

Residential

B

No

N/A

N/A

2

Residential, Place of
Worship

B, C

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

Cemetery

C

Yes

No

N/A

4 (East)

Residential, Trail

B, C

Yes

Yes

Yes

4 (West)

Residential

B

Yes

Yes

No

5

B, C

Yes

Yes

Yes

6

Residential, Park, Trail,
Senior Center
Hotel

E

No

N/A

N/A

7

Motel, Office, Restaurant

E

No

N/A

N/A

8

Residential

B

No

N/A

N/A

9

Hotel

E

No

N/A

N/A

10

Hotel

E

No

N/A

N/A

11

Residential, Office

B, E

Yes

No

N/A

12

Residential, Office

B, E

Displaced

13

Office

E

Yes

Yes

Yes

14

Residential

B

No

N/A

N/A

15

Hotel, Restaurant

E

No

N/A

N/A

Mitigation

Mitigation
Once traffic noise impacts were identified, the NSAs warranting abatement consideration were further
evaluated to identify the feasibility and reasonableness of potential mitigation. Feasibility addresses the ability
of a noise wall to perform acoustically while considering issues of constructability, safety, maintenance of
vehicular and pedestrian access, and potential conflicts with utilities or drainage features. Reasonableness
incorporates an analysis of cost-benefit (employing PennDOT’s allowance of 2,000 square feet of barrier per
benefitted receptor) as well as additional acoustical performance requirements.
During the preliminary engineering phase of this project, mitigation was evaluated in the form of vertical
noise barriers. It is possible that earthen berms may be a mitigation option for NSA 2, but details related to
future grading and potential waste balance would not be available until the final engineering phase.
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Noise barriers were developed and
incorporated into the future build
models where warranted. Barriers were
designed to ensure feasibility relative to
the constructability, safety and access
requirements, and were further evaluated
for acoustical performance. Mitigation
was found to be feasible in NSAs 2, 4, 5
and 13. Mitigation developed for NSA 3
is not feasible due to an inability to meet
acoustical performance requirements.
Impacts within NSA 11 are due to local
roadway influence (Derry Street) and
potential mitigation is not feasible due
to an inability to maintain vehicular and
pedestrian access.
Feasible mitigation alternatives in NSAs
2, 4, 5 and 13 were further evaluated to
determine if those barrier designs are
considered reasonable. Mitigation was
found to be reasonable for NSA 2, NSA
5 and NSA 13. Impacts in NSA 4 were
identified in two distinct and separate
areas – east and west. Mitigation was
found to be reasonable for the eastern
portion of the NSA. The western
portion was not found to be reasonable
as it exceeded the limit of PennDOT’s
allowable square foot of barrier for the
two benefitted receptors located there.

Exhibit 24 - Proposed Noise Barriers NSA 4 and 5

Exhibit 25 - Proposed Noise Barriers NSA 2 and 13
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3.8. Hazardous/Residual Wastes
Background
A Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) was prepared in accordance with PennDOT
Publication 281, Waste Site Evaluation Procedures Handbook (2018). The purpose of the Phase
I ESA was to identify potential areas of
regulated substance release(s), referred to
as findings of potential concern, associated
with properties located within the project area
and provide a preliminary recommendation
associated with each finding of potential
concern, based on impact from the proposed
transportation project. The results of the Phase
I ESA investigation are documented in the
Draft Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Report51.
Identification
The Phase I ESA included review of United States
Geological Survey, Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) geologic,
and United States Department of Agriculture soils
mapping. Historic fire insurance maps, city directories,
aerial photography, historical roadway plans, tax
records/deeds, and additional sources listed in the Phase
I ESA report. The Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA), Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Protection (PaDEP), and other environmental database
records for properties located within the study area
were obtained. A regulatory records file review was
conducted at the PaDEP South-Central Regional Office.
Field reconnaissance and interviews were conducted to
identify existing conditions and land uses in the Phase
I ESA project area. Details on the reviews, mapping,
database searches, field reconnaissance, interviews, etc.
are contained in the previously referenced report in the
project technical files.
51

Hazardous Waste Evaluation Defined
Phase I ESA – broad site information
gathering survey, primarily desktop study
and visual observation.
Phase II ESA – nonintrusive investigations
or soil sampling using manually powered
equipment
Phase III ESA – intrusive investigation
of soil or groundwater, using powered
equipment, to identify and characterize
potential releases of regulated substances to
soil and groundwater identified in Phase I
and II investigations.
No Further Action Required – no concerns
No Further Action Required at This Time –
potential concerns may/may not have to be
addressed as scope is defined

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083, Section 078 (Eisenhower Interchange
Reconstruction), Dauphin County, Pennsylvania: Draft Phase I Environmental Site Assessment Report, October 2019.
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Impacts
114 potential waste sites have been identified within the project area. See Appendix B Environmental
Features/Constraints Mapping. Of the 114 potential waste sites identified, 56 sites require further
investigation (Initiate Phase II or Phase III ESA Activities). Additionally, 34 of the sites have been identified
to have findings of potential concern, but do not require additional investigation based on the proposed project
(No Further Action Required at this Time). The remaining 24 sites would not be impacted and require no
further investigation (No Further Action Required). See Table 11 Hazardous Waste Site Summary.
Table 11 - Hazardous Waste Site Summary

Recommendation of Phase I ESA

Number of Sites in Project Area

Initiate Phase II or Phase III ESA Activities

56

No Further Action Required at this Time

34

No Further Action Required

24

Mitigation
For the 56 sites requiring Phase II and/or III ESA investigations, activities may include pre-demolition waste
surveys, ground penetrating radar studies, drum sampling and analysis, soil sampling and analysis, and/or
groundwater sampling and analysis. Phase II and/or III ESA investigations would occur to identify waste
materials that may have special handling requirements and/or identify health and safety hazards that may
be encountered during construction. A waste management plan and/or contract special provisions would be
prepared prior to construction.
If a portion of a property containing an underground storage tank is to be impacted or acquired, then it is
recommended that a certified tank removal contractor be utilized for removal.
There is the potential for the presence of asbestos-containing materials and other hazardous materials within
buildings and bridges located within the project area. Inspection or surveys for these materials for any
buildings or bridges impacted by the proposed project would occur prior to demolition or removal.
Used pavement and bridge materials may be used as clean fill or disposed of offsite. PennDOT’s contractor
would document and inspect material for content or evidence of a spill or release of regulated substances
(including asbestos, lead paint, and/or petroleum impacts) and submit environmental due diligence forms
(EDD-VI and EDD-VII) to PennDOT, to ensure regulated materials are managed responsibly.
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3.9. Historic Properties
Background
Historic properties were evaluated in
accordance with the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, (36
CFR 800) and Pennsylvania State History Code
(Act 70 Title 37 PA Consolidated Statutes).
An historic property is a resource listed in or
eligible for inclusion in the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP).

Categories of Historic Properties
- Buildings (e.g., homes, barns, commercial or
government buildings, etc.)
- Structures (e.g., bridges, canals, lighthouses, etc.)
- Sites (e.g., battlefields, shipwrecks, trails, etc.)
- Objects (e.g., sculptures, monuments, boundary
markers, etc.)
- Districts (a concentration of sites, building,
structures or objects that are unified in their history)

3.9.1. Above Ground Historic Properties
Identification
The above ground historic properties investigations were conducted in compliance with applicable state
and federal guidelines in accordance with the PA State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) Guidelines
for Architectural Investigations in Pennsylvania (2014). Above ground historic properties studies were
conducted by, or under, the direct supervision of a person meeting at a minimum the Secretary of the Interior's
Professional Qualifications Standards for Architectural History (48 FR 44738-9).
Above ground historic properties were identified through a study of previously available information and a
reconnaissance level survey, which led to preparation of a Reconnaissance Survey Report52. All documentation
related to historic resources for this project is available through PennDOT PATH53.
Above ground historic properties were identified within the Area of Potential Effects (APE). The APE for
this project extends approximately 500 feet from the preferred alternative location and encompasses the areas
where the project has the potential to directly or indirectly affect historic properties. See the Determination of
Effects Report54. Agency correspondence is included in Appendix D.
PennDOT determined that properties recommended for further investigations in the survey report would be
documented through full or abbreviated survey forms, at the discretion of the PennDOT Cultural Resource
Professional (all forms are available at the footnoted PATH link).

52

Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Reconnaissance Survey Report,
ER# 2016-8478-043, April 2017.
53
https://path.penndot.gov/ProjectDetails.aspx?ProjectID=47382
54
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Determination of Effects Report,
ER# 2016-8478-043, April 2019.
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In 2018, the PA SHPO, concurred with eligibility for the following resources (see Figure 5 Historic
Resources Map):
• Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan; Capital
Area Greenbelt (Key No. 110669) (see Appendix B
Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping,
Sheet 6) was determined eligible for the NRHP in
1996 for its planning significance as it related to the
nationwide City Beautiful Movement of the early
20th Century. The plan resulted in the construction of
a park system encircling the City of Harrisburg and
adjacent communities. The Capital Area Greenbelt
was developed during the late twentieth century and
consists of a 20-mile parkland corridor that corresponds Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan
largely with the historic Harrisburg City Parks 7
Parkway Plan. The NRHP boundary was established to include the areas historically associated with the
park system developed during the early twentieth century as part of the City Beautiful Movement. The
Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan was previously disturbed by the initial construction of SR 0083;
however, that disturbance pre-dated the NRHP.
• Philadelphia and Reading Railroad (Key No.
112375) (see Appendix B Environmental Features/
Constraints Mapping, Sheets 5-10) is a NRHP
eligible resource that runs east to west through the
project area. The railroad was established as the
Lebanon Valley Railroad, which was 53 miles in length
and connected Reading to Harrisburg, passing through
the City of Lebanon. On July 1, 1858, the Philadelphia
and Reading Railroad incorporated the Lebanon Valley
Railroad into its system as a branch line (Holton
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad
1989: 79). The line continued as part of the Reading
system until the late twentieth century when it was
absorbed into the Consolidated Rail Corporation (CONRAIL). In 1998, Norfolk Southern Corporation
and CSX Corporation acquired control of CONRAIL, including the former Reading lines. The railroad is
currently owned and operated by the Norfolk Southern Railway. The Philadelphia and Reading Railroad
was determined eligible for the NRHP by the PA SHPO in 1993 for its importance to the development of
transportation in the area, and for its engineering significance. The NRHP boundary for the railroad was
established to include the historical line of the railroad, as well as the associated structures that were vital
to its execution.
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• Forster-Rutherford House (Key No. 208869) (see
Appendix B Environmental Features/Constraints
Mapping, Sheet 6) is located on a small 0.2 acre tract
north of SR 0083 and south of the Norfolk Southern
Railway, historically known as the Philadelphia and
Reading Railroad, in Swatara Township. The house
sits within, and is part of, the Capital Area Greenbelt.
The house is individually eligible and is a contributing
element of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan
resource. The Forster-Rutherford House is a threebay, one-and-a-half story, rough-faced, random ashlar
Forster-Rutherford House
limestone house with a moderate roof pitch. Built c.
1740 over a large spring, the house is banked to the north into limestone bedrock. The Forster-Rutherford
House is individually eligible for the NRHP for its association with the early settlement patterns of the
area, and for its architecture. The NRHP boundary corresponds to the immediate setting of the house, and
includes the house, spring, part of the stream, and the walls and fences associated with the house.
• Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross Cemetery (Key No. 208881) (see Appendix B
Environmental Features/Constraints Mapping, Sheet 3 and 8) is located north of Derry Street and
west of SR 0083 in Swatara Township. The complex consists of the Shrine of the Miraculous Medal,
St. Catherine Laboure School, a rectory, convent, and the parish office center on the north side of Derry
Street, while the Holy Cross Cemetery is located on a separate parcel to the south. Saint Catherine
Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery
is eligible for the NRHP for properties that are
less than fifty years in age for its architecture. The
NRHP eligible boundary for the Saint Catherine
Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery
corresponds only to the current tax parcel on the north
side of Derry Street. The Shrine of the Miraculous
Medal was determined to be the only historic element
within the NRHP boundary. The remaining buildings
of the church complex do not meet the requirements
and would require reevaluation upon reaching the 50St. Catherine Laboure
year age mark.
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• Paxtang Municipal Building (Key No. 208877) (see
Appendix B Environmental Features/Constraints
Mapping, Sheet 6) is situated in a mixed-use residential
and commercial area along the south side of Derry Street in
Paxtang Borough. The Art Deco style municipal building
was designed by Edmund G. Good and E. Milton MacMillin
and built by Fred DeGroot between 1932 and 1933. The
Paxtang Municipal Building is eligible for the NRHP, as
the building is closely associated with the community and
political history of Paxtang Borough and continues to retain
integrity to represent that significance on the local level. The
municipal building is also eligible for listing in the NRHP
as a good example of the Art Deco style applied to a public
building and retains a strong degree of integrity. The NRHP
eligible boundary corresponds to the current tax parcel.
• AMP, Inc./Aetna Building (Key No. 208859) (see
Appendix B Environmental Features/Constraints
Mapping, Sheet 7) is sited south of SR 0083 along
Friendship Road and Tecport Drive in Swatara
Township. The three-story building was constructed
by AMP, Inc. in 1966 and features elements of the
Brutalist style. The AMP, Inc./Aetna Building is
eligible for the NRHP for its architecture. The NRHP
eligible boundary corresponds to the current tax parcel.

Paxtang Municipal Building

AMP, Inc. /Aetna Building

Impacts
Impacts, also known as effects, upon cultural resources are evaluated with regard to the Definition of Effect
[36 CFR § 800.4 (d)] and the Criteria of Adverse Effect (36 CFR § 800.5) as established by the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation.
An “effect” is defined as alteration to the characteristics of a historic property qualifying it for inclusion in or
eligibility for the National Register. [36 CFR § 800.16(i)] An “adverse effect” is found when an undertaking
may alter, directly or indirectly, any of the characteristics of a historic property that qualify the property for
inclusion in the National Register in a manner that would diminish the integrity of the property's location,
design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, or association. A summary of effects resulting from the
preferred alternative is included in Table 12.
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• Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan; Capital Area Greenbelt - The preferred alternative includes the
widening of SR 0083 on both the north and south sides and the replacement of the current bridge over
City Park Drive. Portions of the additional lanes would be located within the NRHP eligible boundary
of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan. No buildings, structures or contributing elements of the
historic resource would be affected by the preferred alternative. The Capital Area Greenbelt path would
be modified and realigned, but it is a modern feature within the NRHP boundary. The project would not
result in alterations to the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan that would not be consistent with the
Secretary’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (36 CFR 68) and applicable guidelines. The
project would have no adverse effect on the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan.
• Philadelphia and Reading Railroad - The proposed project would result in physical alteration to a bridge
which is a contributing element of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad. The preferred alternative
includes the removal and replacement of the 1953 railroad bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard as part of
the reconfiguration of the Eisenhower Interchange. The project would result in alterations to elements of
the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad that would not be consistent with the Secretary’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties (36 CFR 68) and applicable guidelines. The character defining elements
of a contributing element (railroad bridge) of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad would be demolished
as part of the preferred alternative. A new railroad bridge would be built in its place. This construction
would occur within the NRHP eligible boundary of the historic resource. The project would have an
adverse effect on the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad.
• Forster-Rutherford House - The proposed project would not result in physical damage to buildings/
structures or portions of the land associated with the Forster-Rutherford House. Stream relocations may
occur within the boundary but would not impact the house or the setting. The project would not result in
alterations to elements of the Forster-Rutherford House that would not be consistent with the Secretary’s
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (36 CFR 68) and applicable guidelines. The project
would have no adverse effect on the Forster-Rutherford House.
• Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross Cemetery - The construction along SR 0083 would not
directly or indirectly impact the resource or the attributes that make it eligible. The proposed project would
have no effect on the Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery.
• Paxtang Municipal Building - The preferred alternative is located well outside the boundary of the historic
resource. The proposed project would have no effect on the Paxtang Municipal Building.
• AMP, Inc./Aetna Building - The preferred alternative is located within the viewshed of the historic
resource, but well outside its NRHP eligible boundary and would not directly or indirectly impact the
resource or the attributes that make it eligible. The proposed project would have no effect on the AMP,
Inc./Aetna Building.
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Table 12 - Above Ground Historic Properties Effects Summary

Resource

Key No.

Effect

Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan; Capital Area Greenbelt

110669

No Adverse Effect

Philadelphia and Reading Railroad

112375

Adverse Effect

Forster-Rutherford House

208869

No Adverse Effect

Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross Cemetery

208881

No Effect

Paxtang Municipal Building

208877

No Effect

AMP, Inc./Aetna Building

208859

No Effect

Mitigation
PennDOT is required to mitigate, or make up for, the adverse effects of the project on properties determined
eligible for listing in, or listed in, the National Register of Historic Places. Minimization is also considered
when the effect is not adverse. PennDOT and the SHPO agreed to the following minimization and mitigation
efforts.
Mitigation would include PennDOT developing informational
kiosks/interpretive panels containing information and history
about the Foster-Rutherford House and the Philadelphia and
Reading Railroad and place them near the Forster-Rutherford
house. Design details of the replacement bridge over the railroad
will include incorporation of the railroad logo, and the SR 0083
bridge over Spring Creek would include details mimicking the
Forster-Rutherford house design. A Programmatic Agreement
(PA) was prepared and coordinated with the PA SHPO and the
Section 106 Consulting Parties (identified on PATH), to further
document minimization and mitigation commitments for all
historic properties. The draft PA is included with the Agency
Correspondence in Appendix D and will be executed after all
signatures are received.

What is a Programmatic
Agreement (PA)?
A PA is a document that spells
out the terms of a formal, legally
binding agreement between a state
Department of Transportation
and other state/federal agencies.
A PA establishes a process for
consultation, review and compliance
with one or more federal laws;
most often with federal historic
preservation laws.

While an adverse effect would occur to the railroad, primarily due to removal of a contributing structure, the
impacts are not anticipated to be considered significant under NEPA.
The no-build alternative would have no impact on historic properties.
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3.9.2. Archaeology (Below Ground Historic Properties)

Identification
The archaeological investigations were conducted in
compliance with applicable state and federal guidelines
in accordance with the PA SHPO’s Cultural Resource
Management in Pennsylvania: Guidelines for Archaeological
Investigations (2017). Archaeological work was conducted
by, or under, the direct supervision of a person meeting
the Secretary of the Interior's Professional Qualifications
Standards for Archaeologists (48 FR 44738-9).

Archaeological Investigations Defined
Phase I – Identification
Phase IA – assessment of archaeological
sensitivity in a project area
Phase IB – reconnaissance or intensive
survey to identify all archaeological
sites in a project area. Systematic shovel
test pit sampling used to locate as many
archaeological deposits as reasonably
possible. If potentially significant sites
are identified, a Phase II survey is
generally recommended.

The first step in the process to determine if archaeological
sites may be impacted by the project is to establish an Area
of Potential Effects (APE). For archaeological resources,
this APE includes all areas in which ground-disturbing
activities are proposed and a buffer to ensure potential design
Phase II – Evaluation
options would be considered. Following the establishment
Phase III – Mitigation and Data
of the APE, an investigation into what is known about this
Recovery
area is conducted. This is called a Phase IA Archaeological
Assessment since it assesses whether archaeological sites
could be located within the APE. This is done by conducting background research into the area including
historic maps, historic aerial photography, as-built plans from early roadway projects, and files from earlier
archaeological surveys. In addition, the Phase IA Archaeological Assessment includes what is called a
“pedestrian reconnaissance”. Following the research portion of the assessment, archaeologists walk the
APE to record the conditions of the land and make determinations about the potential for archaeological
resources. The results of the background research, pedestrian reconnaissance, and the conclusions about the
archaeological potential of the preliminary APE were submitted as a Phase IA Archaeological Assessment
Letter Report.

Phase IA Archaeological Assessment Letter Report
The Phase IA Archaeological Assessment Letter Report provided mapping of areas where archaeological
potential could be expected and assists in the development of archaeological excavations in the future.
Although there are small, localized areas that may have moderate to high archaeological potential, the
findings of the study indicates that the vast majority of the preliminary archaeological APE exhibited low
archaeological potential due to previous ground disturbance associated with road construction, industrial
activities, and slopes in excess of 15%. Portions of the APE to be subjected to Phase IB archaeological
excavations were established based on the results of the Phase IA Archaeological Assessment Letter Report.
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The proposed testing methodology was submitted to the PA SHPO for approval via the Statewide PreContact Probability Model Testing Methodology form. The approved Phase IB testing methodology included
pedestrian reconnaissance, geomorphological investigation, geophysical survey, and subsurface archaeological
testing, where appropriate. Due to restricted property access, archaeological investigations for the project are
on hold until final design. Details regarding archaeological investigations were included in the Programmatic
Agreement (PA) (included with the Agency Correspondence in Appendix D) to conduct the studies at a later
time.
Impacts and Mitigation
The results of the Phase IB survey including the geophysical evaluation (e.g. ground-penetrating radar) would
be documented in the forthcoming Phase I Archaeological Survey Report. The need for Phase II evaluation
would be dependent upon the results of the geophysical evaluation and subsurface testing. Impacts to
potentially eligible archaeological resources would be mitigated. PennDOT would consult with the PA SHPO
to avoid or minimize any effects and mitigate if avoidance would not be possible. The previously mentioned
PA includes information on additional requirements for archaeology studies in the project area.
The no-build alternative would not impact archaeological resources.
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4. SECTION 4(f)
Background
Section 4(f) properties for the project were investigated in accordance with Section 4(f) of the U.S.
Department of Transportation Act of 1966, 49 U.S.C. §303 as amended, implementing regulations at
23 CFR Part 774, and FHWA policies and guidance. Section 4(f) applies to publicly owned land within
parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges and historic sites, whether publicly or privately
owned.
Identification
A Draft Individual Section 4(f) Evaluation was prepared and is included in Appendix C.
Ten Section 4(f) properties are present within the project study area.
The recreational Section 4(f) properties are:
• The Capital Area Greenbelt
• Gerald H. Vanatta Park
• Lawnton Athletic Association Tee-ball Fields
• Paxtang Park
The National Register of Historic Places eligible Section 4(f) properties are:
• AMP, Inc. (Aetna Building) 3705 Paxton Street
• Forster-Rutherford House
• Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan
• Paxtang Municipal Building
• Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, and
• Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery
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Exhibit 26 - Section 4(f) Properties. Note that RR refers to contributing resources to the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad.

Impacts
The preferred alternative would impact six Section 4(f) properties:
Table 13 - Section 4(f) Use Summary

Section 4(f) Property

Anticipated Impacts to Property

Section 4(f) Use

Capital Area Greenbelt

Realignment of trail and replacement of trail bridge

De minimis impact

Paxtang Park

Permanent impacts to park (relocated entrance, culvert
replacement, stream relocations, right of way acquisition)

Forster-Rutherford House

Temporary construction easement

Greater than de minimis
impact
Temporary occupancy
exception

Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan

Realignment of trail within boundary, pier location,
retaining wall, stream relocation

De minimis impact

Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic
Church and Holy Cross Cemetery

Temporary construction easement

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

Removal and replacement of contributing bridge over
railroad

Temporary occupancy
exception
Greater than de minimis
impact

The no-build alternative would not have any impacts on Section 4(f) properties.
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Mitigation
During the development of the project, PennDOT coordinated with the PA SHPO and Consulting Parties.
A draft Project Specific Programmatic Agreement (PA) was developed for the preferred alternative in
compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (refer to Attachment D Agency
Correspondence for the PA). The following measures to mitigate the adverse effect on the Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad were proposed and are being discussed as potential options in the draft PA:
• Develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which would carry SR 0083 over Spring Creek.
Minimally this would consist of concrete form-liners with a stone appearance that mimic the ForsterRutherford House on the substructure elements of the structure.
• Develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which would replace the existing Norfolk Southern
Bridge. The design would include an element, or elements, which relate to its association with the
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad.
• Develop and erect a single panel kiosk near the Forster-Rutherford House which would contain
information on the Forster-Rutherford House and its history.
• Develop and erect a single panel kiosk near the Forster-Rutherford House which would contain
information on the history of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad.
A conceptual plan for improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt was developed (Exhibit 20).
Improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt would include:
• Realigning the Capital Area Greenbelt trail within the project area, including eliminating a hairpin turn
which was difficult for bicyclists to navigate.
• Designing and constructing stream improvements adjacent to the Capital Area Greenbelt underneath the
SR 0083 structure.
• Providing lighting underneath the SR 0083 structure.
• Providing a pull off area near the SR 0083 structure for Capital Area Greenbelt users.
• Providing improvements along City Park Drive to create safer connections for pedestrians and bicycles to
access the Capital Area Greenbelt.
• Realigning and resurfacing the Capital Area Greenbelt trail within the project area.
One or more of these options, or other options proposed, would be developed in coordination with the City of
Harrisburg, DCNR, Dauphin County Parks & Recreation and CAGA as mitigation for impacts to the Capital
Area Greenbelt.
The project team would continue investigating design opportunities within Paxtang Park and continue to
coordinate with the Susquehanna Area Mountain Biking Association, to replace trailhead and parking access
to the Capital Area Greenbelt. The proposed parking lot would be located along the south side of the proposed
SR 0083 improvements and accessed from City Park Drive. Retaining walls would be used to minimize
impacts to Paxtang Park.
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5. INDIRECT AND CUMULATIVE EFFECTS
Assessment of indirect and cumulative effects is a requirement under NEPA and under the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations implementing NEPA. This analysis was conducted in accordance with
PennDOT, Publication 640 Indirect and Cumulative Effects (ICE) Desk Reference.
The no-build alternative would not have indirect nor would it contribute to cumulative effects and is not
discussed in the following sections.

5.1. Indirect Effects

Indirect effects are defined as those that are caused by a project, but unlike direct effects, occur later in time
or are farther removed in distance. These effects are often called “but for” actions, because they would not or
could not occur “but for” the implementation of the project.
Publication 640’s Chart 1, Potential for Project Related Growth, is used to help determine the potential
for project related growth (indirect effects). Based on this chart, the proposed project has low to moderate
potential for project-related growth due to:
The project type:
• Project predominantly on an existing facility.
• Project does increase capacity through additional through lanes and auxiliary lanes.
• The project does not substantially change accessibility (the interchange already exists, but improvements
would not substantially change access).
The project location:
• Urban area that is predominantly developed.
Growth/land use changes in the project area are mostly related to redevelopment of previously developed
properties. Little vacant, developable land exists in the project area. There are small pockets of undeveloped
land to the east and west of the existing interchange. These areas have most likely remained undeveloped
due to a lack of access. The improved interchange would not provide new access into these areas. The area to
the west of the existing interchange would be the new location for an improved loop ramp and would not be
developable after construction. Access to the area to the east would not be substantially changed and therefore
it is unlikely that the project would induce development in this area. See Figure 6 which identifies vacant land
within the study area.
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The interchange area is predominately located within Swatara Township. A portion of the project area in
the northwest is located within Paxtang Borough, and a portion to the north is located within Lower Paxton
Township. All three municipalities have strong land use planning requirements and zoning. The immediate
interchange area is zoned for limited and/or general manufacturing (Swatara Township). The portion of
the project in Paxtang Borough is zoned commercial/industrial use and general industries in Lower Paxton
Township. The majority of the project area already falls within these use categories and, as stated, little vacant
developable land is available.
Mobility within the local communities is expected to improve as some traffic is diverted off local streets and
on to the improved SR 0083. Better access would be provided to Paxton Street from SR 0083. Additionally,
the proposed improvements to pedestrian and bicycle facilities within the study area would provide more
transportation options that do not require a vehicle. As stated, the majority of land in the project area is
developed, but it is expected that redevelopment of vacant, abandoned or underutilized parcels could become
more desirable with the proposed improvements. However, this redevelopment would not result in additional
indirect impacts to project area resources; tax base benefits may be realized, but no negative indirect effects
would be anticipated.
The project is not anticipated to result in substantial project-related growth, so no substantial indirect effects
are anticipated, and no further assessment of indirect effects is required.

5.2. Cumulative Effects

Cumulative effects include “the impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of
the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what
agency (federal or non-federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative effects can result from
individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period of time.”55
Cumulative effects are only considered for resources with a direct or indirect effect from the project. The
following resources would not be included in the cumulative effects analysis, as there would be no direct or
indirect impact:
• As mentioned in Section 3.6 Air Quality there would be no air quality impacts from the project.
• Noise impacts may result from the project; however, the noise evaluation itself is a cumulative analysis
of current noise levels based on past and current projects and activities within the analysis area. Further
assessment of noise beyond what is in Section 3.7 Noise is not warranted.
• The archaeology investigations are ongoing. Identified archaeology sites would likely result in removal of
artifacts for cataloging and curating.

55
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• Hazardous/residual waste sites (Section 3.8) are evaluated in terms of “due diligence” (i.e., making sure
PennDOT does not incur unanticipated and unnecessary liability due to these types of sites). As such, the
project does not necessarily have an impact on these sites, but rather evaluates the potential for liability to
PennDOT.
Therefore, cumulative effects to air quality, noise, archaeology, and hazardous/residual waste have not been
included in this analysis.
This consideration of cumulative effects is for the following resources directly impacted by this project:
• Wetland
• Streams and floodplains
• Socioeconomic resources
• Historic resources
• Vegetation and wildlife habitat
Boundaries
The boundary for wetlands and streams is the Spring Creek watershed boundary. Spring Creek is the major
waterway in the project area. Socioeconomic resources would be assessed based on the project study area,
including an evaluation of the impacts on the individual neighborhoods in the project impact area. Historic
resources would be assessed on a resource by resource basis. There is no established larger historic context
within the project area that encompasses multiple historic properties. The identified historic resources that
are impacted by the project are individual properties and/or districts with no documented connection to one
another. Historic resources impacted by the project include those with an adverse effect under Section 106 and
those with right-of-way acquisition. Vegetation and wildlife habitat would be assessed for cumulative effects
based on the project study area.
Time Frame
SR 0083 had its origins with the Harrisburg-York-Baltimore Expressway, constructed in 1951. During the
early 1950s, SR 0083 was constructed from the Local Road (LR) 767/LR 139 split north to SR 0022. This
section later became designated as the US 230 Bypass. In 1956, the bypass traveled south from its intersection
with SR 0022 to Derry Street in Swatara Township. During the 1960s, SR 0083 began construction in
several sections, starting first between Front Street, through 29th and Paxton Streets. Construction continued
eastward, following parallel to the rail line, when in 1967, the Penn-Harris Interchange began construction
at the confluence of SR 0322 and SR 0283. This interchange, later renamed the Eisenhower Interchange,
provides the current access from SR 0083 with SR 0283 and SR 0322. The Eisenhower Interchange was
completed and opened to traffic in 1971.
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The past time frame for the analysis has been set to 1956. That is approximately when SR 0083 was originally
constructed. In addition, a review of historic project aerials (1937 to 1970) show that in the 1930’s the project
area appeared to be predominantly agricultural. However, roadways (modern day Derry Street, SR 0322, SR
0283 and SR 0083) are present. By 1956, the current route of SR 0083 northward had been constructed, and
the interchange with Derry Street is present. The area around the current interchange was also much more
developed. By 1970, the current roadway alignments of SR 0083, SR 0283 and SR 0322 are present along
with fully constructed and some (based on what can be seen in the aerial) under construction interchanges.
The area around the interchanges is also near the current developed condition. For these reasons, 1956 appears
to be the appropriate past date for the cumulative effects analysis.
Past
An exact account of what resources were impacted from 1956 to the present is not available nor is it easily
discernible from aerial photography. However, it does appear that the stream riparian corridors (and associated
floodplains) are similar from the 1956 aerial to the current (2018) aerial (see aerial photos). The extent of
these streams appears to be similar in 1956 as to now. This photo shows that development has occurred, but
the streams have remained in a fairly constant state. Based on aerial mapping, it is impossible to tell what
extent of wetlands existed in 1956. However, the stream corridors and riparian buffers appear similar in 1956
to the present; therefore, wetland acreage would be assumed to be similar in the past as now.
The development of residential areas and businesses has led to the removal of nearly all agricultural land
from the area (see aerial photos). Based on the 1937 aerial, the study area was predominantly agricultural
with residential development in the area of Paxtang and a smaller residential area along Derry Street to the
northeast of what would become the Eisenhower Interchange.
Based on the 1956 aerial, the study area, especially the areas to the north of Paxton Street, became
predominantly residential. Some agricultural areas remain south of Paxton Street and adjacent to SR 0083
above the Derry Street interchange. The land use had changed based on the construction of SR 0083 from
predominantly agricultural to predominantly residential and commercial (see aerial photos).
From 1956 to 1970, the development of SR 0083 and SR 0283 and interchanges has occurred (construction
is nearly complete). More development of business and apartment complexes has taken place adjacent to SR
0083 and SR 0283. The Eisenhower Interchange has bisected the Sunnydale neighborhood. Approximately
15-20 residences were displaced by these improvements. The Harrisburg Mall is now present. (see aerial
photos).
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Exhibit 27 summarizes the changes to land use in the study area between 1937 and 1970. As shown in the
exhibit, the majority of land use changes occurred between 1937 and 1956. Approximately 250 acres of
agriculture/open land were developed between 1937 and 1956 and another 200 acres of agriculture/open land
were developed from 1956 to 1970. The majority of the study area was developed by 1970.

Exhibit 27 - Past changes in land use from 1937-1970

Some additional development can be noticed in the 2018 aerial; however, in general, the neighborhoods that
make up the fabric of the area appear to be similar from 1970 until now. Industrial and commercial facilities
have developed in the area bordered by SR 0283, SR 0322, Chambers Hill Road, and Penhar Drive. Business
and retail facilities have also infilled the area surrounding Tecport Drive between the Harrisburg Mall
complex, Paxton Street, 40th Street and Chambers Hill Road. Some changes in land use have continued to
occur but are less pronounced (see aerial photos).
The National Register eligible Philadelphia & Reading railroad corridor is present in all aerials and appears
generally unchanged from 1956 until now. The line, formerly part of the Reading system, is operated by
Norfolk Southern Corporation and CSX Corporation since 1998.
What was forested in past aerial photographs generally remains forested today, although development
has encroached on the edges of forested areas, such as riparian buffers surrounding Spring Creek. Some
agriculture/open areas from 1970 were not developed and therefore were left unmanaged and have become
forested, as can be seen in the 2018 aerial.
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Aerial Photographs 1937 (left) and 1956 (right)
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Aerial Photographs 1970 (left) and 2018 (right)
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Present
One transportation project is currently under construction, as of the publication of this document, adjacent to
the project area. This is the I-83 East Shore Section 1 (SR 0083 Section 043) project (Figure 7). The I-83 East
Shore Section 1 project extends from the SR 0081 junction to south of the Union Deposit Interchange near
Peiffers Lane. The project includes reconstruction and widening of SR 0083, with three lanes in each direction
throughout the project limits, plus a fourth continuous auxiliary lane (extra lane in between on and off ramps)
in each direction between interchanges. The project also includes reconstruction of the SR 0022 (Jonestown
Road) Interchange, widening and resurfacing of SR 0022 between South Franklin Street and Colonial Road,
and replacement of the SR 0022, Elmerton Avenue, and Union Deposit Road bridges over SR 0083.
Future
SR 0083 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project
The setting of the existing project is urban with the interchange area surrounded mostly by commercial/
industrial uses. Six UNT to Spring Creek and the main stem of Spring Creek were identified within the project
limits. Approximately 20 miles or 105,600 linear feet of stream exists within the watershed, based on a review
of National Wetland Inventory (NWI) mapping. Sixteen wetlands, totaling 0.253 acres, were delineated along
the stream corridors in the project area itself. Based on a review of NWI mapping, approximately 15 acres of
open water wetlands and two acres of vegetated wetlands exist within the Spring Creek watershed currently.
Approximately 170 acres of tree canopy is located within the project study area, based on review of statewide
high resolution mapping data. Construction of the project may require the removal of up to 70 acres of tree
clearing or cutting.
The Philadelphia and Reading Railroad would be adversely effected. The project would result in the removal
of a bridge that is a contributing element to the resource, which is an adverse effect under Section 106 (see
Section 3.9.1 Above Ground Historic Properties).
A total of five neighborhoods were identified within or partially within the project study area. These
neighborhoods include Paxtang Borough and four neighborhoods in Swatara Township, including Parkway
Estates, Lenker Manor, Sunnydale, and Lawnton. The Parkway Estates and Sunnydale neighborhoods
would be directly impacted and have the most displacements. Lenker Manor and Lawnton would have a few
displacements.
In total, 41 residential and seven business relocations are anticipated in the Sunnydale neighborhood. Within
the Parkway Estates neighborhood, there are anticipated to be 16 residential and five business displacements.
The project would result in the removal of approximately one-third of the Sunnydale neighborhood and
approximately one-quarter of the Parkway Estates neighborhoods. However, the neighborhoods would not
be divided, and it is anticipated that these neighborhoods would remain. Improved access and mobility to
other areas would benefit both neighborhoods. Other displacements would occur throughout the project area;
beyond the defined neighborhoods.
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The project would also impact two recreational facilities – Paxtang Park and the Capital Area Greenbelt.
Approximately half of Paxtang Park would be acquired; however, relocation of a parking area would allow
the park to remain. The shared use Capital Area Greenbelt path would be re-aligned as part of the project and
other improvements such as sidewalks would be constructed to the benefit of the Capital Area Greenbelt. The
Capital Area Greenbelt would remain after construction of the project.
One community facility – the Chinese Cultural Arts Institute – would be relocated. However, relocation is
anticipated within the institute’s current service area and therefore, no adverse impact is anticipated, and no
cumulative effects would occur. It is the desire of the institute to remain in and support the greater Harrisburg
region.
Based on the analysis in Section 3.5 Socioeconomic Analysis, although the proposed project would result
in displacements, the project does not have potential for significant socioeconomic impacts, including to EJ
communities. In fact, with improved mobility, additional pedestrian facilities, and increased accessibility,
the project would benefit the overall socioeconomic environment. However, displacements would occur. The
project is consistent with local planning and zoning.
Other Transportation Projects
Other potential future projects were documented based on a review of PennDOT’s One Map, which lists
upcoming PennDOT and local projects on the current Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) – 2019 to
2022, and coordination with the local municipalities to identify planned developments. Anticipated impacts
from other reasonably foreseeable projects were based information provided from the other project team(s) or
by considering the project type (i.e., on-alignment safety and rehabilitation projects were anticipated to have
minimal to no direct impacts).
The SR 0083 East Shore Section 3 (SR 0083 Section 079) project is located west of the Eisenhower
Interchange near 29th Street to the Susquehanna River. The proposed improvements include widening the
mainline I-83 corridor to three mainline lanes in each direction with additional lanes providing access to
upgraded interchanges via a collector-distributor roadway (Figure 7).
SR 3012 (Derry Street) corridor safety improvements including new advisory signs, pavement markings,
traffic signal upgrades at multiple intersections, potential construction of turning lanes and other safety
improvements are proposed from South 14th Street to SR 3017 (61st Street) in Harrisburg City, Paxtang
Borough and Swatara Township, Dauphin County. This project is not anticipated to have displacements or
have negative impacts on traffic (Figure 7).
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Private Development
There is one major private development project planned for the study area within Swatara Township. This
includes the development of 165 acres into a warehouse complex located along SR 0322 (Figure 7). The
development would include four buildings totaling 1,196,000 square feet. The anticipated opening date is
2021 with full build-out in 2024. According to trip generation analysis, the proposed warehouses would
generate approximately 170 new weekday AM peak hour trips and 170 new weekday PM peak hour trips.56
Warehouse or storage are permitted in the commercial-general zone when a conditional use permit is granted
by the board of commissioners. A portion of the preferred alternative is in the commercial-general zone, and
a portion of the preferred alternative is in the light manufacturing zoning district “where warehousing or
storage is a use permitted by right,” according to Swatara Township57 (Figure 7). The warehousing complex
is anticipated to create 400 jobs58. Approximately 165 acres of tree removal is anticipated. Based on National
Wetlands Inventory59 mapping, there does not appear to be streams or wetlands present on this site. Other
environmental impacts are not known at this time. The warehouse would provide tax revenue to Swatara
Township.
The Rutherford Intermodal Yard is an intermodal rail terminal facility currently owned and operated by
Norfolk Southern (NS). The facility is located in Swatara Township just east of SR 0083 between Paxton
Street and Derry Street and is accessed using the Penhar Drive exit of SR 0322. In 2000, NS retrofitted the
yard for intermodal service and in 2014-15 expanded the facility to increase the annual lift capacity to nearly
350,000 intermodal boxes. A lift is defined as moving a cargo box from train to truck or truck to train. NS
indicated that the facility is ramping up operations but would take some time to reach capacity and much
depends on market demand. Based on a review of aerial mapping, it appears that approximately 13 acres
of property within Rutherford Intermodal Yard were cleared for this expansion. This included tree removal,
but other environmental impacts are unknown. According to the Traffic Modeling Report60, if the Rutherford
Yard operates at 100% capacity (based on lift data), it could generate 1,130 truck trips per day (entering and
exiting). The SR 0083 Section 078 project would provide improved access to the Rutherford Intermodal Yard
through improvements to the Penhar Drive exit and along Paxton Street at the entrance to the Rutherford
Intermodal Yard.
The Harrisburg Mall (owned by St. John Properties) has three sites available for lease located within the
existing parking lot at the intersection of Paxton Street and Mall Road. These sites are currently paved, and
no additional environmental impacts are anticipated from this development. The SR 0083 Section 078 project
would provide improvements along Paxton Street in this area and would also include a new interchange with
more direct access to the Harrisburg Mall property. These improvements may make these sites as well as the
56

Transportation Impact Study Scoping Meeting Application – CRG Warehouse Development (August 2019)
https://www.pennlive.com/news/2019/10/swatara-commissioners-to-host-public-hearing-for-warehouse-complex-zoning-request.
html
58
https://www.abc27.com/news/local/harrisburg/proposed-warehouses-cause-resident-concerns-over-noise-air-pollution/
59
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. National Wetlands Inventory. https://www.fws.gov/wetlands/data/mapper.html
60
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, I-83 East Shore Sections 2 & 3, Traffic Modeling Report,
January 2018.
57
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Table 14 - Potential Cumulative Impacts1

Project Name

MPMS
No.

Type

Status

Anticipated
Let Date

Wetlands
(acres)

Streams
(Linear Feet)2

Vegetation

N/A

Based on aerials, appears
impacts were to agricultural land,
no longer exists in the study
area. Some wetland impacts
occurred, but there is no reliable
data to indicate the extent of
those impacts.

The review of past aerial
photos indicate relatively
minor impacts to streams,
although some channelizing and enclosures likely
occurred.

N/A

None

06/21/18

Socioeconomic
Residential

Commercial

Based on aerials, impacts by development and transportation projects
removed the majority of agricultural
land and forest land from the study
area.

Displacements
from past roadway
construction.

Displacements
from past roadway
construction.

None

Minimal

None

None

0.014

922

5 ac. or fewer

15 displacements

4 displacements

Past Impacts (aerial review)

N/A

Various residential,
commercial, and industrial
development; transportation
facility development

Past Signing Project

104372

Sign updates

I-83 East Shore Section 1 (SR
0083 Sec. 043 Dauphin County)3

70024

Reconstruction

Eisenhower Interchange (THIS
PROJECT – also known as SR
0083 Sec. 078 Dauphin County)

92931

Reconstruction

Development

2022

0.132

1,002

70 acres of tree clearing/cutting

58 displacements

38 displacements

I-83 East Shore Section 3 (SR
0083 Sec. 079 Dauphin County )

97828

Reconstruction

Development

2022

0

40

6 acres of tree clearing/cutting

36 displacements

23 displacements

Derry Street (SR 3012) Safety
Improvement

102378

Safety

Development

2021

None likely

None likely

5 ac. or fewer

Acquisitions unlikely

Acquisitions unlikely

Warehousing Complex
Rutherford Intermodal Yard
Expansion

N/A

Private

Conceptual

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

165 acres of tree clearing/cutting

Creation of 4 new commercial warehouses

N/A

Private

Potential

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

13 acres of tree clearing/cutting

None

Harrisburg Mall

N/A

Private

Potential

N/A

0

0

None

Creation of 3 new commercial properties

0.1464

1,9644

264 acres

109 displacements

65 displacements

2.05

105,600

170 acres8

30,0006

1827

Past –
Completed

Past –
Completed
Present
– Under
Construction

TOTAL CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
ESTIMATED TOTAL AMOUNT OF RESOURCE IN STUDY BOUNDARY

Based on One Map (5/21/19) and known developments (occurring or with a submitted subdivision plan) in the project area.
Permanent stream impact.
3
Not entirely within Spring Creek watershed, but because impacts are minor, entire project impact included for wetlands and streams.
4
With mitigation no adverse cumulative impact is anticipated
5
Includes vegetated wetlands only.
6
Approximately total number of households within municipalities that make up the project area.
7
Within SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project area only; some impacts from East Shore Sections 1 and 3 fall outside of the Section 078 project area. 6,858 businesses within Dauphin County per US Census data.
8
Within SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project area only; some impacts from East Shore Sections 1 and 3, Warehousing Complex, and Rutherford Intermodal Yard Expansion fall outside of the Section 078 project area.
1
2
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mall itself more attractive for development/redevelopment opportunities. This development would provide tax
revenue to Swatara Township.
Table 14 Potential Cumulative Impacts, shows the anticipated cumulative effects of this project combined
with past, present and reasonably foreseeable projects/actions in the cumulative effects study area.
Summary – Cumulative Effects
Cumulative effects to streams and wetlands are noted in Table 14; however, as noted, these impacts would be
mitigated. The proposed project would contribute to a cumulative stream and wetland impact; however, based
on the amount of each resource available in the project area, the cumulative impact would not be significant.
When mitigation is considered, the proposed project’s cumulative effects on wetlands or streams would be
further reduced.
The cumulative effects to vegetation from future projects total approximately 264 acres of tree removal, the
majority is not located within the project study area and is coming from the private warehouse development in
Swatara Township. Tree removal is important primarily due to trees’ function as wildlife habitat for threatened
or endangered bats, migratory birds, pollinator species, and other wildlife. The study area is urban and nearly
fully developed, however the area immediate to the east of the study area is heavily wooded, and there are
numerous large wooded undeveloped areas near the study area. Forested areas within the project study
area are fragmented and construction impacts are limited to the edges of continuous forested tracts of land.
PennDOT would implement USFWS proposed avoidance measure of a seasonal tree removal restriction;
therefore, construction of the project is not anticipated to significantly impact threatened and endangered
species. PennDOT will continue to look for opportunities to minimize tree removal impacts, specifically for
areas of continuous forest such as the Spring Creek corridor. Cumulative impacts to vegetation and wildlife
habitat are not significant.
Both the SR 0083 Section 078 and SR 0083 Section 079 projects would result in improvements to the
Capital Area Greenbelt. As noted previously, the SR 0083 Section 078 project would include realignment
and improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt in the area of City Park Drive. The SR 0083 Section 079
project would include improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt in the area of Front Street consisting of an
improved parking area with amenities and the completion of an upper trail along Front Street.
The Philadelphia and Reading Historic Railroad is active rail line and would continue to operate after
the construction of this project and other reasonably foreseeable projects. While this project’s impact is
considered an adverse effect under Section 106, removal of the bridge (which would be replaced as part of
the project) would not cause the resource to no longer exist nor would it cause the interpretive nature of the
resource to change. The property would remain a historic railroad corridor. The SR 0083 Section 079 project
would replace four railroad bridges, but this would not affect the historic railroad. Therefore, no significant
cumulative effect would result.
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The potential development of the warehousing complex along SR 0322 and the potential expansion of
the Rutherford Intermodal Yard may result in increased traffic (especially trucks) using SR 0083. The
improvements to SR 0083 as part of the SR 0083 Section 078 and SR 0083 Section 079 projects would be
able to accommodate these traffic increases.
Cumulative effects to displaced residences are also shown in Table 14. Combined, the SR 0083 Section
043, SR 0083 Section 078, and SR 0083 Section 079 Dauphin County projects would potentially displace
109 residential households. The Conceptual Stage Survey Report showed that suitable replacement
housing is available for these displaced persons to relocate into the study area. The possible 109 residential
displacements represent 0.2% percent of the total households in Lower Paxton Township (20,173), Swatara
Township (9,109) and the City of Harrisburg (20,188). Overall, the number of residential displacements
caused by the projects is small compared to the overall populations of the respective municipalities. Based on
the small number of overall displacements, these projects are not anticipated to have a significant impact on
the overall demographics of the area or on the area’s tax base.
Combined, the SR 0083 Section 043, SR 0083 078 and SR 0083 079 Dauphin County projects would likely
require the acquisition of 65 businesses. According to information obtained from the Census Business Builder,
there are approximately 6,858 businesses in Dauphin County (2012 Economic Census61). The total anticipated
business displacements represent approximately 0.9% of the businesses in Dauphin County. These projects
represent a small impact on the overall business sector in the area. According to the Conceptual Stage Survey
Report, there are sufficient commercial and industrial properties available in Dauphin County for relocation to
avoid significant long-term job and tax base loss. The proposed warehousing complex and development at the
Harrisburg Mall would create new jobs and contribute taxes to Swatara Township.
The Conceptual Stage Survey Report documents that sufficient safe, sanitary and decent housing and
commercial properties are available in and near the project area to relocate displaced persons and businesses
resulting from both this project and other reasonably foreseeable projects. Therefore, no significant impact to
municipal or school district tax bases is anticipated.
The cumulative effect to socioeconomic resources resulting from the project are not significant. No mitigation
for cumulative impacts is proposed. The impacts reflect 70 years of development and are consistent with local
zoning.

61

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/economic-census/data/tables.2012.html.html
Note that business data was not readily available at the municipal level; therefore, a comparison to Dauphin County was 		
used.
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6. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND AGENCY COORDINATION
6.1. Public Involvement
PennDOT and FHWA held an Open House Public Plans Display (Open House) and a Public Officials’
Meeting on October 18, 2018 at the Harrisburg Mall in Swatara Township, Pennsylvania. PennDOT
conduced the Open House and Public Officials’ Meeting to share project information on both this project
(SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction project) and the adjoining but separate
project to the west (SR 0083 Section 079 Dauphin County).
The meeting was advertised through letters to public officials, postcard mailers, email blasts, newspaper
advertisements, flyers, a press release, media coverage, the project website62, Facebook, notices posted at
the Harrisburg Mall and informational cards at a local festival. The project website traffic increased over
five times its average visit rate during the month of October 2018.
The purpose of the meeting was to provide a project update including a comprehensive general overview
video that contained visual explanations of key project data; present the recommended preferred
alternative (as presented to the public; now called the preferred alternative) and gather input from the
public. Approximately 414 individuals signed-in at the Open House. Approximately 18 public officials
attended a meeting prior to the Open House.
Attendees had the opportunity to complete a comment form. A total of 108 comment forms were received
either at the meeting or were submitted via mail. The most common concerns expressed were overall
congestion of SR 0083 and local roads, safety, and local roadway connections.
Following the meeting, the open house materials, including the general overview video, were placed on
the project website and people were notified about the availability of the meeting resources through email
blasts and media coverage. A full summary of the Open House is contained in the Open House Public
Plans Display, Meeting Report63.
Additional stakeholder meetings were held for this project with a variety of interested parties, as presented
in Table 15.

62
63

http://www.i-83beltway.com/projects/east-shore-section-2.php
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, East Shore Section 2 and East Shore Section 3, Open House Public Plans
Display, Meeting Report, October 2018.
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Table 15 - Public and Stakeholder Meetings

Stakeholder

Dates

Paxtang Borough

May 24, 2017

HATS/Pedestrian/Bicycle Task Force

September 27, 2017

Agency Coordination Meeting & field view

September 26, 2018

TCRPC

June 2, 2017 & February 13, 2018

CAT

February 6, 2018

CDSD

February 21, 2018

Harrisburg Mall – St. John Properties

February 23, 2018

Capital Area Greenbelt Association (CAGA)

April 18, 2018

The Rutherford House Senior Center

April 24, 2018

Norfolk Southern

July 26 & October 26, 2018 & May 8 & August 29, 2019

Traffic Incident Management Team

July 30, 2018

Public Meeting*

October 18, 2018

CAGA/Dauphin County/SAMBA

January 15, 2019

CAGA/Dauphin County/City of Harrisburg/SAMBA

February 19, 2019

Section 106 Consulting Party Meeting

March 26, 2019

Swatara Township

May 10, 2017, March 15 & August 30, 2019

Lower Paxton Township

May 15, 2017 & August 30, 2019

* Included a cultural resource (Section 106) station, staffed by cultural resource professionals

Future public involvement activities are anticipated to include:
• Public Hearing during circulation of this EA.
• Stakeholder Meetings ongoing –Townships in project area and other stakeholder such as Capital Area
Transit (CAT), state police, Emergency Medical Service (EMS) and county control, Capital Area
Greenbelt Association (CAGA) and Susquehanna Area Mountain Biking Association (SAMBA), business
meetings (Harrisburg Mall), bicycle and pedestrian groups, school districts
• Project website - maintaining and expanding with project updates and additional information as needed
• Mailing and email database maintenance and project updates sent to stakeholders as needed
• Neighborhood meetings during final design for noise mitigation
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6.2. Agency Coordination
An Agency Coordination Meeting (ACM) was held on September 26, 2018. The ACM information for both
this project (SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction project) and the adjoining but
separate SR 0083 project to the west (SR 0083, Section 079 Dauphin County). Project purpose and needs,
environmental features, traffic data/analysis, and the recommended preferred alternative (now preferred
alternative) were presented using a PowerPoint presentation. Representatives from the USACE, SHPO,
PaFBC, PGC, PaDEP, and DCNR attended the ACM. Minutes for this meeting are contained in the project
technical files. ACM presentation was well received by agencies present and very few project specific
questions were asked. General comments included consideration of wildlife crossings and pollinator species
as design progresses.
Following the ACM, a smaller group of attendees completed a wetland/watercourse field view of the project
area. Separate minutes for this meeting are also contained in the referenced project technical files.
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7. COMPARISON AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREFERRED
ALTERNATIVE
As stated, the only reasonable option available to improve SR 0083 in the project area was to improve
the roadway on or near the existing alignment. The no-build alternative would not meet the need and
realignments either to the north or south would have resulted in severe impacts to the densely developed
residential, commercial and industrial areas. The alternative studied in this Environmental Assessment is
the preferred alternative (see Figure 2 Preferred Alternative).

7.1. Environmental Commitments and Mitigation Summary
The mitigation measures and environmental commitments in Table 16 have been made for the preferred
alternative.
Table 16 - Environmental Commitments & Mitigation

Resource

Watercourse/Streams

Wetlands

Floodplains

Commitment/Mitigation
Avoidance and minimization efforts may include steepening of embankment slopes,
retaining walls, certain types of wingwalls or abutments to decrease footprint, drainage
modifications and other best management practices. Mitigation would be coordinated
with resource agencies for direct impacts to streams. It is anticipated that mitigation
would be a combination of onsite and offsite mitigation efforts. Onsite mitigation would
be used for stream relocations (UNT 3 to Spring Creek, UNT 4 to Spring Creek). Offsite
mitigation is being considered at several areas within the Spring Creek watershed.
Antidegradation Best Available Combination of Technologies (ABACT) measures
(additional stream protection measures during construction) would likely be used due
to the designation of Spring Creek as a wild trout stream.
Avoidance and minimization efforts may include steepening of embankment slopes,
retaining walls, certain types of wingwalls or abutments to decrease footprint, drainage
modifications and other best management practices. Antidegradation Best Available
Combination of Technologies (ABACT) measures (additional stream protection
measures during construction) would likely be used due to the wetland designation
as EV wetlands. Mitigation would be coordinated with resource agencies for direct
impacts wetlands. Wetland mitigation could be satisfied with offsite banking, but onsite
mitigation may be used.
Avoidance and minimization efforts may include steepening of embankment slopes,
retaining walls, certain types of wingwalls or abutments to decrease footprint,
drainage modifications and other best management practices. Mitigation would be
coordinated with resource agencies for direct impacts to floodplains. Mitigation would
be incorporated into stream mitigation efforts.
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Resource

Commitment/Mitigation

Stormwater Runoff

Stormwater management controls would be designed and implemented to mitigate the increases
in stormwater runoff that result from the project in post construction conditions. Coordination would
take place regarding opportunities to provide stormwater management consistent with PennDOT’s
municipal separate storm sewer (MS4) permit.

Wildlife and Plants
– Threatened and
Endangered Species

USFWS avoidance measure for the project is to conduct tree cutting, disturbance, inundation
(flooding) and prescribed burning from October 1 to March 31.

PennDOT would investigate opportunities for native vegetation planting, providing habitat and cover
for migratory birds in the project area. The project footprint of disturbance would be minimized,
where possible.
During final design of stormwater basins, re-vegetation areas, wetland mitigation, etc. consider
Wildlife and Plants –
incorporation of plant species that are pollinator preferred. Coordinate with the District Roadside
Pollinator Species
Maintenance Specialist, the MS4 stormwater coordinator and the County Maintenance Manager to
assure that long term maintenance would occur.
PennDOT would look for opportunities throughout the Spring Creek corridor to provide safe wildlife
Wildlife and Plants - Wildlife crossings under the interstate. Throughout design, PennDOT would look for opportunities to reduce
the project footprint and minimize impacts to wildlife habitat.
Identified invasive plant species would be handled in accordance with PennDOT Publication 756,
Wildlife and Plants –
Invasive Species Best Management Practices. Re-vegetation of disturbed areas would occur as
Invasive Species
soon as possible and would be in accordance with PennDOT Publication 408, Specifications.
Design and construction contractors for the project would be required to have or obtain business
permits to operate in the spotted lanternfly quarantine zone through the Pennsylvania Department
Wildlife and Plants –
of Agriculture. As part of the permit, employees are trained to limit the spread of spotted lanternfly
Invasive Wildlife Species
from equipment driven outside of the spotted lanternfly quarantine zone and be able to identify and
destroy spotted lanternfly found in the project area.
Socioeconomic Resources
During preliminary and final design, evaluate engineering to further minimize or avoid impacts.
- General
Consider steepening slopes, use of retaining walls, and locations of stormwater features.
Socioeconomic Resources
During preliminary and final design, continue to look for opportunities to enhance communities
– General
(potentially using areas of remnant land following construction).
Socioeconomic Resources
During final design, continue to look for opportunities to include tree planting, landscaping and
– General
hardscaping to beautify the project area.
Socioeconomic Resources
During final design, identify if displacements are necessary or avoidable for stormwater facilities.
– General
Socioeconomic Resources
Include ADA-accessible sidewalks and shoulders to improve the safety for non-motorized travelers.
– General
Socioeconomic Resources
Continued coordination will take place with municipalities to ensure consistency with their plans.
– General
Wildlife and Plants –
Migratory Birds
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Resource

Commitment/Mitigation

Socioeconomic Resources –
General

Consideration of multimodal traffic during construction to minimize potential impacts to mobility
for all users.

Socioeconomic Resources –
General

As the stormwater design is further refined during final design, revisit impacts in the Parkway
Estates neighborhood to determine whether or not any displacements can be avoided.

Socioeconomic Resources –
Emergency Service Providers

Coordinate with EMS providers as the design advances to ensure no impacts to service areas
occur as a result of design decisions.

Socioeconomic Resources –
Emergency Service Providers

Coordinate with local officials and emergency service providers during construction to make
them aware of impacts to access in case of emergencies.

Socioeconomic Resources –
Parks & Recreation

Implement the draft improvements to the Capital Area Greenbelt shared use path, including an
improved connection to the Parkway Estates neighborhood.

Socioeconomic Resources –
Parks & Recreation

Create two new local connections to improve the local roadway network for motorists,
pedestrians, and bicyclists and to provide more north-south crossings options of SR 0083
and the railroad. Both connections would provide sidewalk for pedestrian traffic and provide
minimum 6 feet wide shoulders to accommodate bicycle traffic.

Socioeconomic Resources –
Public Transit

Coordinate with CAT for improvements to transit stops impacted by the proposed project.

Socioeconomic Resources –
School Districts and Educational
Facilities
Socioeconomic Resources –
Other Institutions & Facilities
Socioeconomic Resources Displacements

Coordinate with Central Dauphin School District regarding construction timing and detours.
Assist the Chinese Cultural and Arts Institute to relocate within the area in order to continue
providing Chinese language and arts classes to the Harrisburg region and beyond.
Continue to work with Swatara Township to encourage businesses and residents to relocate
within the township if possible, in order to reduce the impacts on the tax base and the loss of
local jobs.

Socioeconomic Resources Displacements

Coordinate with residential and business displacements to provide relocation assistance.

Air Quality

None

Noise
Hazardous/Residual
Waste Sites
Hazardous/Residual
Waste Sites
Hazardous/Residual
Waste Sites

Noise mitigation was found to be feasible and reasonable for NSAs 2, 4 (east side only), 5 and
13. More detailed investigation would be completed during final design based on preliminary
studies. Per state and federal noise guidance, coordination with the residential community would
be conducted for the implementation of feasible and reasonable noise barriers.
Complete Phase II and Phase III investigations, as warranted. A waste management plan
and/or contract special provisions would be prepared prior to construction for areas requiring
remediation.
If a portion of a property containing a UST is to be impacted or acquired, then a certified tank
removal contractor should be utilized to remove the UST.
Inspections for any buildings or bridges that would be impacted by the planned project would be
necessary.
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Resource

Commitment/Mitigation

Hazardous/Residual
Waste Sites

Contractors would make the clean fill determination and would submit Forms EDD-VI and EDD-VII to
PennDOT to document their due diligence determinations.

Historic Properties
See Appendix D Agency
Correspondence for the
PA.

Historic Properties

Historic Properties

Archaeology

PennDOT would develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which would carry State Route
0083 over UNT to Spring Creek. Minimally this would consist of concrete form-liners, with a stone
appearance that mimic the Forster-Rutherford house, on the substructure elements of the structure.
PennDOT would consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the design of the replacement
bridge as the project progresses.
PennDOT would develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which would replace the existing
Norfolk Southern Bridge. The design would include an element, or elements, which relate to its
association with the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad and include incorporation of the railroad logo.
PennDOT would consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the design of the replacement
bridge as the project progresses.
PennDOT would develop and erect a single panel kiosk near the Forster-Rutherford property which
would contain information and history about the Foster-Rutherford House and the Philadelphia and
Reading Railroad. PennDOT would consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the content and
layout of the panel.
None at this time - Phase IB to be completed in Final Design.
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FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS IMPACTING TRANSPORTATION PROJECT DELIVERY
General Environmental Statutes
Legislative
Reference
National Environmental
Policy Act: 42 U.S.C.
4321-4335 (P.L. 91-190)
(P.L. 94-83)
Section 4(f) of The
Department of
Transportation Act:
23 U.S.C. 138
49 U.S.C. 303
(P.L. 100-17)
P.L. 97-449)
(P.L. 86-670)

Economic, social, and
environmental effects:
23 U.S.C. 109 (h)
(P.L. 91-605)
23 U.S.C. 128

Purpose

Applicability

General
Procedures

Consider environmental factors
through systemic interdisciplinary
approach before committing to a
course of action.

All FHWA actions

Procedures set forth in CEQ
Regulations and 23 CFR 771

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Appropriate Federal,
State, and local
agencies

Significant publicly
DOI, DOA, HUD,
Specific finding required: 1.
owned
public
parklands,
State, or local
Preserve publicly owned
Selected alternative must avoid
recreational
areas,
wildlife
agencies
having
parklands, waterfowl and wildlife
protected areas, unless not
and
waterfowl
refuges,
jurisdiction
and
State
refuges, and significant historic
feasible or prudent; and
and
all
significant
historic
historic
preservation
sites.
all possible planning officer (for historic
sites “used” for a highway 2. Includes
to
minimize
harm.
project.
sites)
Identification of economic,
Applicable to the planning
social, and environmental
To assure that possible
and development of
effects; consideration of
adverse, economic, social, and
proposed projects
alternative
courses of action
environmental effects of proposed
on any Federal-Aid
involvement
of other agencies Appropriate Federal,
highway projects and project
system for which the
and
the
public;
systematic
State, and local
locations are fully considered and
FHWA approves the
interdisciplinary
approach.
The
agencies.
that final decisions on highway
plans, specifications,
report
required
by
Section
128
projects are made in the best
and estimates, or has
on the consideration given to
overall public interest.
the responsibility for
SEE
impacts, may be the NEPA
approving a program.
compliance document.

Uniform Relocation
To implement the Uniform Act as
Assistance and Real
amended in an efficient manner;
Property Acquisition Act to ensure property owners of real
of 1970 (42 U,S,C, 4601 property acquire for and persons
et seq., P.L. amended by displaced by Federal-Aid projects
the Uniform Relocation
are treated fairly, consistently,
Act Amendments of 1987 and equitably; and so they will not
(P.L. 100-17))
suffer disproportionate injuries.

All projects involving
Federal-aid funds.
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DOT/FHWA has
Procedures set forth in 49 CFR lead responsibility.
Appropriate Federal,
24
State, and local
agencies.
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General
Procedures

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Applicability

Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964
(42 U.S.C. 2000d
et seq.) 23 U.S.C.
324; Americans with
Disabilities Act (42
U.S.C. 12101) and
related statutes.

To ensure that no person
shall, on the grounds of race,
color, national origin, age,
sex, or disability be subject
to discrimination under any
program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance.

All Federal programs and
projects

Procedures set forth in 49 CFR FHWA headquarters
21 and 23 CFR 200.
and field offices.

Executive
Order 12898;
Environmental
Justice

Avoid Federal actions which
cause disproportionately
high and adverse impacts
on minority and low income
populations with respect
to human health and the
environment.

All Federal programs and
projects

Procedures set forth in DOT
Final Environmental Justice
Strategy and DOT order dated
April 15, 1997.

FHWA headquarters
and field offices.

Public hearings or opportunity
for hearings during the
To ensure adequate
consideration of highway
opportunity for public hearings
location and design proposals
Public hearings or hearing
on the effects of alternative
are
conducted as described in Appropriate Federal,
opportunities are required for
Public hearings; 23
project locations and major
the
State’s FHWA-approved,
projects described in each
State, and local
U.S.C. 128
design features.; as well as
public
involvement procedures,
State’s
FHWA-approved
public
agencies.
the consistency of the project
States must certify to FHWA
involvement
procedures.
with local planning goals and
that such hearings or the
objectives.
opportunity for them to have
been held and must submit a
hearing transcript to FHWA.
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Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Surface
Transportation and
Uniform Relocation
Assistance Act
of 1987:Section
123(F) Historic
Bridges 23 U.S.C.
144(0)
(P.L. 100-17)
Wildflowers
23 U.S.C. 319(8)
(P.L. 100-17)

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Applicability

General
Procedures

Complete an inventory of on and
off system bridges to determine
their historic significance.
Encourage the rehabilitation,
reuse, and preservation of historic
bridges.

Any bridge that is listed
on, or eligible for listing on,
the National Register of
Historic Places.

1. Identify historic bridges on
and off system.
2. Attempt to donate bridge to
public or responsible private
entity prior to demolition.
Preservation costs up to
demolition cost available to
donee.

State Historic
Preservation
Officer, Advisory
Council on Historic
Preservation.

To encourage the use of
native wildflowers in highway
landscaping.

Native wildflowers are to be
planted on any landscaping
project undertaken on
the Federal-aid highway
system.

At least 1 /4 of 1 % of funds
expended on a landscaping
project must be used to plant
native wildflowers on that
project.

FHWA, State,
Division, Regional
contacts.

Interstate and primary
systems (as primary
system existed on June 1,
1991 )and NHS.

Procedures set forth in 23 CFR
750, 751, and 752

DOT/FHWA, State
and local agencies.

To provide effective control of
outdoor
advertising and junkyards,
Highway
to
protect
the public investment,
Beautification Act of
to
promote
the safety and
1965
recreational
value
of public travel
23 U.S.C. 131 23
and
preserve
natural
beauty,
U.S.C. 136 23
and
to
provide
landscapes
and
U.S.C. 319 (P.L.
roadside
development
reasonably
89-285)
necessary to accommodate the
traveling public.
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Health
Legislative
Reference

Safe Drinking Water Act:
42 U.S.C. 300F-300J-6
(P.L. 93-523)

Purpose

General
Procedures

Applicability

1. Compliance with national
primary drinking water
regulations.
2. Compliance with well
protection plans.
3. Compliance with MOAs
between EPA and FHWA
covering specific sole source
aquifers.

EPA
Appropriate State
agency

All projects which involve the
recycling or disposal of solid
wastes.

Solid wastes will be disposed
of according to the rules for
specific waste involved.

EPA

All activities which necessitate
use of restricted pesticides.

Using or supervising “restricted
use” pesticides will require
certification.

EPA

1. All pubic drinking water
systems and reservoirs
(including
rest are facilities).
Ensure public health
2.
Actions
which
may have a
and welfare through safe
significant
impact
on
an aquifer
drinking water.
or wellhead protection area
which is the sole or principal
drinking water.

Solid Waste Disposal
Act, as amended by the
Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of
Provide for the
1976; 42 U.S.C. 6901, et. recovery, recycling and
seq., especially 42 U.S.C. environmentally safe
6961-6964
disposal of solid wastes.
(P.L. 89-272)
(P.L. 91-512)
(P.L. 94-580)
Federal Insecticide,
Control the application
Fungicide, and
of
pesticides to provide
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA): greater
protection to man
7 U.S.C. 136-136Y
and
the
environment.
(P.L. 92-516)

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation
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Historical and Architectural Preservation
Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Section 106 of the
National Historic
Preservation Act, as
amended 16 U.S.C. 470f
Protect, rehabilitate,
(P.L. 89-665)
restore, and reuse
(P.L. 91-243)
districts, sites, buildings,
(P.L. 93-54)
structures, and
(P.L. 94-422)
objects significant in
(P.L. 94-458)
American architecture,
(P.L. 96-199)
archaeology, and culture.
(P.L. 96-244)
(P.L. 96-515)
(P.L. 102-575)
Section 110 of the
National Historic
Preservation Act, as
amended.
16 U.S.C. 470H-2
(P.L. 96-515)
Architectural and Historic
Preservation Act; 16
U.S.C. 469-469C
(P.L. 93-291)
(Moss-Bennett Act)

Protect National historic
landmarks. Record
historic properties prior to
demolition.

General
Procedures

Applicability

All properties on or eligible
for inclusion on thee National
Register of Historic Places.

All properties designated as
National historic landmarks.
All properties on or eligible
for inclusion on the National
Register of Historic Places.

Any unexpected archaeological
Preserving significant
resources discovered as a
historical and
result
of a Federal construction
archaeological data from
project
or Federally licensed
loss or destruction.
activity or program.
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Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

1. Identify and determine the
effects of project on subject
State Historic
properties.
Preservation Officer
2. Afford Advisory Council and
early opportunity to comment, Advisory Council on
in accordance with 36 CFR
Historic Preservation
800.
3. Avoid or mitigate damages to
DOI (NPS)
greatest extent possible.
1. Identify and determine the
effects of project on subject
properties.
2. Afford Advisory Council and
early opportunity to comment,
in accordance with 36 CFR
800.
1. Notify DOI (NPS) when a
Federal project may result
in the loss or destruction of
a historic or archaeological
property.
2. DOI and/or the Federal
agency may undertake survey
or data recovery.

State Historic
Preservation Officer
Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation
DOI (NPS)
DOI (NPS)
Departmental
consulting
archaeologist State
Historic Preservation
Officer
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Legislative
Reference

Archaeological
Resources Protection
Act: 16 U.S.C.470aa-11
(P.L. 96-95)

Purpose

Preserve and protect
paleontological
resources, historic
monuments, memorials,
and antiquities from loss
or destruction.

Act for the Preservation
of American Antiquities
16 U.S.C. 431-433
(P.L. 59-209)

American Indian
Religious Freedom Act:
42 U.S.C. 1996
(P.L. 95-341)

Protect places of
religious importance
to American Indians,
Eskimos, and Native
Hawaiians.

Native American
Grave Protection and
Repatriation Act:
(P.L. 101-601)
25 U.S.C. 3001 et seq.

Protect human remains
and cultural material of
Native American and
Hawaiian groups.

General
Procedures

Applicability

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Department or
1. Ensure contractor obtains
agency having
permit, and identifies and
jurisdiction over land
evaluates resource.
on which resources
Archaeological resources on 2. Mitigate or avoid resource in
may be situated
Federally or Native Americanconsultation with appropriate
(BIA, BLM, DOA,
owned property.
officials in the State.
DOD, NPS, TVA,
3. If necessary, apply for
USFS. State Historic
permission to examine remove, Preservation Officer,
or excavate such objects.
Recognized Indian
Tribe, if appropriate)
1. Notify DOI (NPS) when a
Federal project may result
DOI (NPS)
in the loss or destruction of
Departmental
a historic or archaeological
consulting
property.
archaeologist
2. DOI and/or the Federal
State Historic
agency may undertake survey Preservation Officer
or data recovery.
Consult with knowledgeable
BIA State Historic
sources
to
identify
and
Preservation
Officer
All projects which affect places determine any effects on places State Indian Liaison
of religious importance to
of religious importance. Comply Advisory Council on
Native Americans.
with Section 106 procedures if Historic Preservation
the property is historic.
if appropriate.
Federal lands and Tribal lands.
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Consult with Native American
group.

DOI (NPS) BIA State
Historic Preservation
Officer.
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Land and Water Usage
Legislative
Reference

Wilderness Act: 16
U.S.C. 1131-1136

Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act:
16 U.S.C. 1271-1287
Land and Water
Conservation Fund Act
(Section 6 (f)):
16 U.S.C. 460
-4 TO -11
(P.L. 88-578)
Executive Order 11990:
Protection of Wetlands

Purpose
Preserve and protect
wilderness areas in
their natural condition
for use and enjoyment
by present and future
generations.
Preserve and protect wild
and scenic rivers and
immediate environments
for benefit of present and
future generations.

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Applicability

General
Procedures

All lands designated as part
of the wilderness system by
congress.

Apply for modification of
adjustment of wilderness
boundary by either Secretary
of the Interior or Agriculture, as
appropriate.

AGRICULTURE
(USFS), DOI (FWS,
NPS, BLM), AND
State Agencies

All projects which affect
designated and potential
wild, scenic, and recreational
rivers, and/or immediate
environments.

Coordinate project proposals
and reports with appropriate
Federal Agency.

DOI (NPS) and/
or AGRICULTURE
(USFS)
State agencies.

Preserve, develop,
The Secretary of the Interior
and assure the quality
All projects which impact
must approve any conversion of
and quantity of outdoor recreational lands purchased or property acquired or developed
recreation resources
improved with land and water
with assistance under this act
for present and future
conservation funds.
to other than public, outdoor
generations.
recreation use.
To avoid direct or
indirect support of new Federally undertaken, financed, Evaluate and mitigate impacts
or assisted construction,
on wetlands. Specific findings
construction in wetlands
and
improvements
in
or
with
required
in final environmental
wherever there is a
significant
impact
on
wetlands.
document.
practicable Alternative.
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DOI
State agencies
DOI (FWS), EPA,
USCE, NMFS,
NRCS, State
agencies
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Legislative
Reference

Purpose

General
Procedures

Applicability

To mitigate wetlands
impacts directly
associated
with projects
Intermodal Surface
funded
through
NHS and
Transportation Efficiency STP, by participating
in
Act of 1991. Wetlands wetland mitigation banks,
Federally undertaken, financed,
Mitigation Banks: Sec. restoration, enhancement or assisted construction, and
1006-1007 (P.L. 102-240, and creation of wetlands improvements, or with impacts
105 STAT 1914)
on wetlands.
authorized under the
23 U.S.C. 103 (i)(13)
Water Resources
23 U.S.C. 133 (b)(11)
Dev. Act, and through
contributions to statewide
and regional efforts.
Emergency Wetlands
Resources Act of 1986;
16 U.S.C. 3921;3931.
(P.L. 99-645)

National Trails System
Act: 16 U.S.C. 1241-1249

To promote the
conservation of wetlands
in the U.S. in order to
maintain the public
benefits they provide.

All projects which may impact
wetlands.

Provide for outdoor
recreation needs and
encourage outdoor
recreation.

Projects affecting National
scenic or historic trails
designated by Congress and
lands through which such trails
pass. National recreation trails
and side and connecting trails
are proposed by local sponsors
and approved by DOI and DOA

A-8

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Evaluate and mitigate impacts
on wetlands, Specific finding
required in final environmental
document.

DOI (FWS), EPA,
USCE, NMFS,
NRCS,
State agencies

1. Preparation of a national
wetlands priority conservation
plan which provides priority with
respect to Federal and State
acquisition.
2. Provide direction for the
national wetlands inventory.

FWS

1. Apply for right-of-way
easement from the Secretary
of Interior or Agriculture, as
appropriate.
2. Ensure
that potential trail
properties are made available
for use as recreational and
scenic trails.

DOI (NPS)
Agriculture (USFS)
Other Federal
land management
agencies may apply
for designation
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Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Applicability

Trails and trail-related

Protection of
navigable waters in
the U.S.

Restore and
Federal Water Pollution
maintain
chemical,
Control Act (1972), as
physical,
and
amended by the Clean biological integrity
Water Act (1977 & 1987): the Nation’s watersof
33 U.S.C. 1251-1376
through prevention,
(P.L. 92-500)
reduction, and
(P.L. 95-217)
elimination of
(P.L. 100-4)
pollution.

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Conservation Fund Act

Project-sponsor applies to the State,
and FHWA approves spending for
project. The State may be a project
sponsor. Assured access to funds is
given for motorized, non-motorized, and
discretionary recreation uses. States
shall give preference to projects with
diverse uses.

Any construction affecting
navigable waters and any
obstruction, excavation, or
filling.

Must obtain approval of plans for
construction, dumping, and dredging
permits (Sec. 10) and bridge permits
(Sec. 9)

USCE
USCG
EPA
State agencies.

Any discharge of a pollutant
into waters of the U.S.

1. Obtain permit for dredge of fill
material from USCE or State agency, as
appropriate. (Section 404)
2. Permits for all other discharges are
to be acquired from EPA or appropriate
State agency (Section 402)
Phase 1 - NPDES-Issued for municipal
separate storm sewers serving large
(over 250,000) populations or medium
(over 100,000). Storm water discharges
assoc. with industrial waste. Activities
include construction sites >5 acres.
3. Water quality certification is required
from State Water Resource Agency.
(Section 401)
4. All projects shall be consistent with
the State Non-Point Source Pollution
Management Program. (Section 319)

USCS, EPA,
designated State
Water Quality
Control Agency,
designated State
Non-Point Source
Pollution Agency

National Recreational
To establish a
projects which are identified
Trails Fund Act of the
program to allocate in, or which further a specific
Intermodal Surface
funds to the States
goal of, a trail plan included
Transportation Efficiency
to provide and
or referenced in a Statewide
Act of 1991:
maintain recreational
comprehensive outdoor
16 U.S.C. 1261
trail and trail-related recreation plan, as required
(P.L. 102-240)
projects.
by the Land and Water
Rivers and Harbors Act
of 1899:
33 U.S.C. 401, et
seq. as amended and
supplemented.

General
Procedures
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Legislative
Reference

Purpose

To avoid the long and
short-term adverse
impacts associated
Executive Order 11988:
with the occupancy
Floodplain Management,
and modification of
as amended by Executive
floodplains, and to
Order 12148
restore and preserve the
natural and beneficial
values served by
floodplains.
Identify flood-prone
National Flood Insurance A.areas
and provide
Act.: (P.L. 90-448)
insurance.
Requires purchase of
Flood Disaster Protection B.insurance
for buildings
Act: (P.L. 93-234)
in
special
flood-hazard
42 U.S.C. 4001-4128
areas.
Marine Protection
Research and
Sanctuaries Act of 1972,
Regulate dumping of
as amended:
material
into U.S. ocean
33 U.S.C. 1410-1445
waters
(P.L. 92-532)
(P.L. 93-254)
(P.L. 96-572)
Water Bank Act:
Preserve, restore, and
16 U.S.C. 1301-1311
improve
wetlands of the
(P.L. 91-559)
nation.
(P.L. 96-182)

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Applicability

General
Procedures

All construction of Federal
or Federally-aided buildings,
structures, roads, or facilities
which encroach upon or affect
the base floodplain.

1. Assessment of floodplain
hazards.
2. Specific finding required in
final environmental document
for significant encroachments.

State and local
agencies

Any Federally assisted
construction in, or design
acquisition construction project Avoid
to
be
consistent with, FEMAin an area identified as having identified
flood-hazard areas.
special flood hazards.

FEMA
State and local
agencies

FEMA

Any transportation to and
dumping into the open sea.

Apply for permit in accordance
with procedures.

EPA
USCE, if dredge
material

Any agreements with
landowners and operators in
important migratory waterfowl
nesting and breeding areas.

Apply procedures established
for implementing Executive
Order 11990.

Secretary of
Agriculture
Secretary of Interior
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Legislative
Reference

Purpose

General
Procedures

Applicability

Coastal Zone
All projects significantly
Ensure that projects comply
Preserve, protect,
Management Act of 1972:
affecting
areas
under
the
with Federal consistency
develop, and (where
16 U.S.C. 145 et seq.
control
of
the
State
Coastal
regulations,
management
possible) restore and
(P.L. 92-583)
Zone
Management
Agency
for
measures,
and
the appropriate
enhance resources of the
(P.L. 94-310)
which
a
plan
is
approved
by
the
approved
State
plan
for Coastal
coastal zone.
(P.L. 96-464)
Dept. Of Commerce.
Zone Management Programs.
Coastal Zone
Management Act
Reauthorization
Amendments of 1990:
6217(g)
Coastal Barrier
Resources Act, as
amended:
16 U.S.C.
3501-3510
42 U.S.C. 4028
(P.L. 97-348)
Great Lakes Coastal
Barrier Act of 1988:
(P.L. 100-707)
Farmland Protection
Policy Act of 1981:
7 U.S.C. 4201-4209
(P.L. 97-98)
(P.L. 99-198)

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

State Coastal
Zone Management
Agency and the
Department of
Commerce (OCZM)
(NOAA), and EPA

All developmental activities
located
in coastal zone areas
Manage non-point source
Ensure projects comply with
will
be
subject to non-point
State CZM Agency,
pollution of activities
State
CZM Plans for controlling OCZM
source
control
measures
(NOAA), EPA
located in coastal zones.
non-point sources.
developed by the Sate Coastal
Zone Agency.
Minimize the loss of
human life, wasteful
expenditures of Federal
revenues, and the
damage to fish, wildlife,
and other natural
resources.

Any project that may occur
Coordinate early with the FWS
within the boundaries of a
regional director. Consult maps
designated coastal barrier unit. that depict the boundaries of
Exemptions for certain actions each coastal barrier resources
are possible.
system unit.

Minimize impacts on
farmland and maximize
compatibility with state
and local farmland
programs and policies.

1. Early coordination with the
NRCS.
2. Land evaluation and site
assessment.
3. Determination of whether
or not to proceed with
farmland conversion, based on
severity of impacts and other
environmental considerations.

All projects that take right-ofway in farmland, as defined by
the regulation.
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FEMA
DOI (FWS)

NRCS
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Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Applicability

General
Procedures

Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1976
(RCRA), as amended:
42 U.S.C. 6901, et seq.
(P.L. 94-580)
(P.L. 98-616)

Protect human health
and the environment.
Prohibit open dumping.
Manage solid wastes.
Regulate treatment,
storage, transportation,
and disposal of
hazardous waste.

Any project that takes right-ofway containing a hazardous
waste.

Coordinate with EPA or State
agency on remedial action.

Comprehensive
Environmental Response,
Compensation, and
Liability Act of 1980
(CERCLA), as amended:
42 U.S.C. 9601-9657
(P.L. 99-510)
Superfund Amendments
and Reauthorization Act
of 1986:
(SARA)
(P.L. 99-499)

Provide for liability,
compensation, cleanup,
and emergency
response for hazardous
substances released
in the environment and
the cleanup of inactive
hazardous waste
disposal sites.

Any project that might take
right-of-way containing a
hazardous substance.

Endangered Species Act
of 1973, as amended:
Any action that is likely to
16 U.S.C. 1531-1543
jeopardize
continued existence
Conserve species of fish,
(P.L. 93-205)
of
such
endangered/threatened
wildlife and plants facing
(P.L. 94-359)
species or result in destruction
extinction.
(P.L. 95-632)
or modification of critical
(P.L. 96-159)
habitat.
(P.L. 97-304)
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Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

EPA or State agency
approved by EPA, if
any.

1. Avoid hazardous waste sites,
if possible.
2. Check EPA lists of hazardous
waste sites.
3. Field surveys and reviews of
past and present land use.
4. Contact appropriate officials EPA or State agency
if uncertainty exists.
approved by EPA, if
5. If hazardous waste is present
any.
or suspected, coordinate with
appropriate officials.
6. If hazardous waste
encountered during
construction, stop project and
develop remedial action.
Consult with the Secretary of
the Interior or Commerce, as
appropriate.

DOI (FWS)
COMMERCE
(NMFS)
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Legislative
Reference

Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act:
16 U.S.C. 661-666(C)
(P.L. 85-624)
(P.L. 89-72)
(P.L. 95-616)

Migratory Bird Treaty
Act 16
U.S.C. 760c-760g

Purpose

General
Procedures

Applicability

1. Any project which involves
impoundment (surface area of
10 acres or more), diversion,
Conservation,
channel deepening, or other
maintenance, and
modification of a stream or
management of wildlife
other body of water.
resources.
2. Transfer of property
by Federal agencies to
State agencies for wildlife
conservation purposes.
Makes it unlawful for anyone to
kill, capture, collect, possess,
buy, sell, trade, ship, import,
To protect most common
or export any migratory bird.
wild birds found in the
Indirect killing of birds by
United States.
destroying their nests and
eggs, is covered by the act, so
construction in nesting areas
constitutes a taking.
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Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Coordinate early in project
development with FWS and
State Fish and Wildlife Agency

DOI (FWS)
State Fish and
Wildlife Agencies

The FWS is to review and
comment on the effects of a
proposal that could kill birds,
even indirectly.

DOI (FWS), State
Fish and Wildlife
Agencies
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STATE ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS IMPACTING TRANSPORTATION PROJECT DELIVERY
Legislative
Reference

Act 120
May 6, 1970

Purpose

Applicability

General
Procedures

Section 202 of the Act states that
the Dept. must issue specific
findings whenever lands from
recreation areas.

Wildlife and waterfowl
refugees, historic sites,
state forest land, state
wilderness areas, state
game lands, and public
parks are needs for
transportation purposes.

Coordinate transportation
projects with other public
agencies and authorities.

General
Procedures

Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

PennDOT

Water, Wetlands and E&S
Agency for
Coordination and Primary URL
Consultation

Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Applicability

PA Chapter 105:
Dam Safety and Water
Management

Permit required for projects
involving construction,
modification or relocation of
any dam, water obstruction or
encroachment.

Any activity that disturbs
a wetland, whether or not
it is associated with filling
or fill material, requires a
permit.

PennDOT
Army Corps of
Engineers

PA Chapter 106:
Flood Plain
Management Act

Encourage planning and
development in flood plains which
are consistent with sound land
use practices.

Protect people and
property in floodplains
from the dangers and
damage of floodwaters.

FEMA

A-14

https://www.
pacode.
com/secure/
data/025/
chapter105/
chap105toc.
html
https://www.
pacode.
com/secure/
data/025/
chapter106/
chap106toc.
html
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Legislative
Reference

Purpose

General
Procedures

Applicability

Agency for
Coordination and
Consultation

Act 167 of 1978:
Storm Water
Management Act

Primary URL

http://www.depgreenport.state.
pa.us/elibrary/

Act 394 of 1937:
Clean Streams Law

Regulates the
discharge sewage,
industrial waste or
any substance, which
causes or contributes
to pollution, into
the waters of the
commonwealth of PA.

PA Chapter 102:
Erosion of Sedimentation

Earth Disturbance
Permit: Required
as per PADEP
regulations for earth
moving activities that
disturb 25 or more
acres of land.

PA Act 283 of 1982:
PA Scenic Rivers Act

Establish the PA
Scenic Rivers System
by prescribing
procedures for
protecting and
administering the
system.

To preserve and improve
the purity of the waters
of the Commonwealth
for the protections of
public health, animal
and aquatic life, and for
industrial consumption,
and recreation.

http://www.depgreenport.state.
pa.us/elibrary/GetDocument

To wild, scenic, pastoral,
and recreational or
modified recreational
rivers.
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PADEP
Local Districts

https://www.pacode.com/
secure/data/025/chapter102/
chap102toc.html

DCNR

http://www.docs.dcnr.pa.gov/
cs/groups/public/documents/
document/dcnr_20033064.pdf
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Agriculture
Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Applicability

PA Agriculture Land
Preservation Policy
(ALPP)

ALPP outlines
an agricultural
preservation policy
that all State
Agencies must
support.

To protect and preserve
the Commonwealth’s
primary agricultural land.

Gives landowners
the right to propose
the creation of
Agricultural Security
Areas to municipal
governments.

Agricultural security areas
are intended to promote
more permanent and
viable farming operations
over the long term by
strengthening the farming
community’s sense of
security in land use and
the right to farm.

PA Act 43:
Agricultural Area Security
Law

General
Procedures

Agency for
Coordination and
Consultation

Primary URL

State Agencies

https://www.pabulletin.com/
secure/data/vol33/33-29/1397.
html

https://www.pabulletin.com/
secure/data/vol28/28-4/117.html
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Pollution Prevention
Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Applicability

General
Procedures

Agency for
Coordination and
Consultation

Primary URL

https://www.legis.state.
pa.us/WU01/LI/LI/US/
HTM/1989/0/0032..HTM

Act 32 of 1989:
Storage Tank and Spill
Prevention Act

Act 68 of 2007:
Uniform Environmental
Covenants Act

Provide a
standardized
process for creating,
documenting,
and assuring the
enforceability of
activity, and use
limitations on
contaminated sites.

Act 2 of 1995:
Land Recycling

Focus on elimination
of Public &
Environmental
hazards on existing
land across the
Commonwealth

This helps DEP to
This measure helps to
track whether actions
protect the public health
taken to remediate
and gives investors the
regulated substances at
confidence they need
contaminated industrial,
to develop these sites
commercial or residential
and return them to
sites to appropriate cleanup
productive use.
standards are maintained
over time.

PADEP

https://www.dep.pa.gov/
Business/Land/LandRecycling/
OneCleanup/Pages/UniformEnvironmental-Covenants-Act.
aspx

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/
cfdocs/legis/li/uconsCheck.
cfm?yr=1995&sessInd=0&act=2
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Historical
Legislative
Reference

Purpose

General
Procedures

Applicability

Agency for
Coordination and
Consultation

https://www.legis.state.pa.us/
cfdocs/legis/LI/consCheck.
cfm?txtType=HTM&ttl=37

PA Title 37:
The Pennsylvania History
Code
Assure PA’s
preservation of the
historic values of
environment including
natural heritage,
public records,
historic documents
and objects of
interest.

Protect historical areas,
promotes the public
prosperity, education and
general welfare.

Legislative
Reference

Purpose

Applicability

PA 58, Chapter 75:
Endangered and
Threatened Species
Protection

Permit requirement
for individuals &
institutions. (related
to threatened and
endangered species)

PA Act 170 of 1982:
Wild Resources
Conservation Act

Agencies - Funding
(Appropriate/
allocation)

Conservation of species is in
the interest of public health
and safety or promotes
essential research on pubic
education/information.
To rehabilitate, repair, develop
state parts, forest lands
facilities and acquisition of
interior lands. Also provide
grants to a county or
municipality, conservation
districts & authorized
organizations

Act 167 of 1961:
Historic District Act

Primary URL

PHMC

http://www.phmc.state.pa.us/
Portal/Communities/BHP/
historic_district_act.pdf

Agency for
Coordination and
Consultation

Primary URL

Biological
General
Procedures

https://www.pacode.com/
secure/data/058/chapter75/
chap75toc.html

DCNR
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http://www.docs.dcnr.pa.gov/
cs/groups/public/documents/
document/dcnr_20031042.pdf
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) District 8-0, in coordination with the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), is pursuing the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower
Interchange Reconstruction Project to evaluate improvements to Interstate 83 beginning just
south of the SR 3020 (Union Deposit Road) Interchange and continuing to the SR 3013 (29th
Street) overpass, including the Eisenhower Interchange and portions of SR 0283, SR 0322, and
SR 3001 (Eisenhower Boulevard) in Lower Paxton Township, Paxtang Borough, and Swatara
Township in Dauphin County, Pennsylvania. See Section 1.1: Project Description and Figure 1,
Project Location Map in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project
Environmental Assessment for a description of the project and a map of the project area.
This Section 4(f) Evaluation has been prepared pursuant to Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department
of Transportation Act of 1966, 49 U.S.C. §303 as amended, implementing regulations at 23 CFR
Part 774, and FHWA policies and guidance. Section 4(f) applies to publicly owned land within
parks, recreation areas, and wildlife and waterfowl refuges and historic sites, whether publicly
or privately owned. For purposes of Section 4(f), historic sites are Section 4(f) properties if they
are listed in or determined to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places
(NRHP) and/or if they are contributing elements to a historic district. FHWA may approve the
use of a Section 4(f) property only if it determined that:
(1) There is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land; and
(2) The program or project includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the park, recreation
area, wildlife and waterfowl refuge, or historic site resulting from the use, or...
The Secretary may also approve such use if the FHWA determines that the use of the property
will have a de minimis (negligible) impact.
A project could “use” land from a Section 4(f) property in one of three ways:
(1) When land is permanently incorporated into a transportation facility;
(2) When there is a temporary occupancy of land that is adverse in terms of the statute's
preservation purpose as determined by the criteria set forth at 23 CFR §774.13(d); or
(3) When there is a constructive use of a Section 4(f) property as determined by the criteria set
forth at 23 CFR §774.15.
This Draft Individual Section 4(f) Evaluation documents the design alternative considered and
its anticipated impacts to Section 4(f) properties. This document also describes the alternatives
that were considered in order to avoid and minimize impacts to Section 4(f) properties.

II.

PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED

A project needs analysis was completed and is documented in a technical memo for the project
dated June 27, 2018 and in the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction
Project Environmental Assessment – Section 1.3. The existing SR 0083 corridor was originally
designed and constructed over 50 years ago, although some widening and other improvements
have occurred over the years. Consequently, many of the design elements, including number
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of lanes, ramp radii, weave distances, and lengths of acceleration/deceleration lanes were
structured for conditions, including much lower traffic volumes and speeds, that no longer exist
today. Secondly, the physical condition of the pavement has deteriorated over time and needs
to be addressed to keep the roadway functional.
The purpose of the project is to improve traffic flow and safety around the City of Harrisburg by
providing upgraded transportation facilities. The project needs include aging pavement,
congestion, safety, and insufficient north/south local access as summarized below:
1. The existing pavement for the majority of the project corridor is over 50 years old (specifically

SR 0083) and has reached the end of its serviceable life span.

From the western limit at the 29th Street Overpass to the Eisenhower Interchange, the
pavement was originally built in 1961, with four overlays since then. Pavement from the
Eisenhower Interchange to the Derry Street ramps was originally built in 1967, also with four
overlays. Between the Derry Street ramps and the Union Deposit Road ramps the pavement
was widened in 1994, and full-depth reconstruction of that section occurred at that time. SR
0322 was built in 1967, with two overlays. SR 0283 was built in 1969, with two overlays. Except
for the section north of the Derry Street ramps, traffic is running on overlays covering the original
pavement constructed in the 1960s within this section.
2. The existing roadway configuration will not accommodate existing traffic volumes at some

locations and will fail system-wide with future traffic volumes.

The project Traffic Modeling Report included a summary of existing traffic conditions, futureyear travel demand forecasts, and traffic operational analyses. Notable findings from this report
include:


During 2016, average daily traffic (ADT) was 88,000 vehicles on SR 0083 north of the 19 th
Street Interchange, 107,100 on SR 0083 south of the Union Deposit interchange, 68,800
on SR 0283 north of the PA-441 interchange, and 49,800 on SR 0322 west of the Penhar
Drive Interchange.



Travel forecasts for the 2050 design year indicate an average annual growth rate of
0.69% per year within the project area. On average, the traffic volumes in 2050 are
forecasted to be 26% higher than in 2016.



The results of highway capacity analyses for mainline SR 0083 indicate that, by 2050,
travel demand would exceed the existing available roadway capacity during the morning
and afternoon peak hours on 90% of the roadway segments within the project area.



Compared to the off-peak free-flow speeds that exceed 60 mph, Inrix travel time records
from 2016 indicate heavily congested travel speeds within the project area during the
peak morning and afternoon commuting hours. Average travel speeds for northbound
travel was 51 mph during the morning peak hour and 37 mph during the afternoon peak
hour. Average speeds for southbound travel were 43 mph during the morning peak hour
and 34 mph during the afternoon peak hour.
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3. The existing roadway system features design elements from 50 years ago which do not

afford the safety characteristics of modern roadway design for high speed, high volume
facilities. As a consequence, there are operational safety concerns with the existing mainline
and interchange configurations.

The existing roadway system features in the project corridor include lack of acceleration and
deceleration lanes, substandard number of interstate lanes, and narrow shoulder widths, which
present safety concerns and ultimately lead to congestion in the project area.
The crash history for the project area from January 1, 2012 to December 31, 2016 was reviewed
and documented in the Crash Analysis Report. The calculated crash rates were compared to
the Homogenous Report for State Road Crashes in Years 2012 to 2016. Notable findings
include:


Crashes that occur on the SR 0083 mainline are spread out through the study area, with
noticeable concentrations at the interchanges in both northbound and southbound
directions.



The crash data reveals that seven of the 14 mainline segments experience crash rates
greater than 50% more than the state average. Two other segments are above the
statewide average by less than 50%.



All segments of SR 8027 (ramps connecting SR 0083, SR 0283, and SR 0322) have a
crash rate greater than 100% more than the state average.



All segments of SR 8030 (the ramps connecting SR 0322 and SR 3001/Eisenhower
Boulevard) have a crash rate greater than 50% more than the state average.

4. The existing local roadway network impedes north/south mobility, both east and west of the

Eisenhower Interchange. Bridge restrictions and traffic congestion on existing local
connections inhibit access for emergency services, transit, and school buses, as well as the
general traveling public.

Public outreach with project stakeholders confirmed that there are concerns with the local
connections and mobility in the project area. Bridge restrictions crossing SR 0083 limit certain
sized vehicles, including buses, transit and emergency vehicles access in the project area,
which ultimately lead to delays in service. SR 0083 and the Eisenhower Interchange are located
in a dense residential and commercial area and the limited crossings of SR 0083 cause local
interruptions in traffic. Currently, the 63rd Street bridge has restrictions for vehicles above Class
3 vehicles (box truck, heavy duty pick up) and vehicles with trailers causing disruptions in local
traffic needing to find alternative routes. Additionally, the limited number of crossings lead to
congestion at the existing north/south connections like City Park Drive, which eventually cause
disruptions in the performance of the local network.
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III. IDENTIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE SECTION 4(f)
PROPERTIES
Ten Section 4(f) properties are present within the project study area:


The Capital Area Greenbelt



Gerald H. Vanatta Park



Lawnton Athletic Association Tee-ball Fields



Paxtang Park

The following Section 4(f) properties are also NRHP eligible:


AMP, Inc. (Aetna Building) 3705 Paxton Street



Forster-Rutherford House



Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan



Paxtang Municipal Building



Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, and



Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery.

See Figure 4(f)-1, Section 4(f) Properties.

The project alternatives avoid Section 4(f) use of the following six properties:


Gerald H. Vanatta Park



Lawnton Athletic Association Tee-ball Fields



AMP, Inc. (Aetna Building) 3705 Paxton Street



Forster-Rutherford House



Paxtang Municipal Building



Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery
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A.

Paxtang Park

Paxtang Park is owned by the City of Harrisburg and was formerly used as a park, but had been
vacant for many years. In the last few years, improvements have begun to take place in the park
for its use as a trailhead and parking for the Susquehanna Area Mountain Bike Association
(SAMBA) and the CAGA. Amenities include a parking area and pavilion. As the park is currently
planning for its renovation and reuse as a recreational resource, it is being considered a Section
4(f) property by FHWA. Paxtang Park is located to the east of City Park Drive and south of and
adjacent to SR 0083. See Figure 4(f)-1, Section 4(f) Properties and Photo 4(f)-1.

Photo 4(f)-1: Pavilion within Paxtang Park.
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B.

Capital Area Greenbelt

The Capital Area Greenbelt (Greenbelt) is a 20-mile multiuse trail that forms a loop around the
City of Harrisburg and travels through several adjacent municipalities. It passes along the
Susquehanna River through Riverfront Park, through wooded areas, urban offices areas,
residential areas, and scenic parks, including Reservoir Park and Wildwood Park. Parts of the
trail share the road with motorized vehicles, but most of the loop is on dedicated paths. Most
of the trail is paved, but some portions are gravel or crushed stone.
The Greenbelt is operated by the non-profit Capital Area Greenbelt Association (CAGA) in
coordination with the Harrisburg Bureau of Parks & Recreation and the Dauphin County Parks
Department. The Greenbelt is present within the project area along Parkview Lane and City Park
Drive. A portion of the Greenbelt within the study area is located within the NRHP boundary for
the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan. See Photo 4(f)-2. For a map of the Greenbelt within
the project area, see Figure 4(f)-1 Section 4(f) Properties. For a map of the Greenbelt encircling
the City of Harrisburg, please see Figure 4(f)-2, Capital Area Greenbelt Trail Map.

Photo 4(f)-2: Facing south on City Park Drive. The Greenbelt trail and wooden bridge are
present on the right side of the photograph and continue under the SR 0083 structure.
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C.

Forster-Rutherford House

The Forster-Rutherford House is located along the west side of City Park Drive in a mixed-use
neighborhood within an urban setting. A low concrete wall topped with wrought-iron fencing
along the west side of City Park Drive encloses the property from the east. There is also a
coursed limestone wall at the western edge of historic boundary. The house is a component of
a larger property; however only the Forster-Rutherford House is eligible. The property is
adjacent to the Greenbelt, a connecting park system surrounding the greater Harrisburg area.
(The Greenbelt is also known as Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan which was determined
eligible for listing in the NRHP in 1996.) The Forster-Rutherford House is a contributing element
of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan as well as individually eligible for the NRHP. See
Figure 4(f)-1, Section 4(f) Properties.
The Forster-Rutherford House was determined individually eligible for the NRHP under Criterion
A for its association with the early settlement patterns of the Scotch-Irish in South Central
Pennsylvania from the early through the late eighteenth century and Criterion C for its mideighteenth century, Scotch-Irish influenced Vernacular style dwelling and is a rare surviving
example of its type in South Central Pennsylvania. The Forster-Rutherford House is a three-bay,
one-and-a-half story, rough-faced, random ashlar limestone house with a moderate roof pitch.
Built circa (c.) 1740 over a large spring, the house is banked to the north into limestone bedrock.
The structure uses limestone from the nearby outcrop and illustrates both vernacular early-tomid eighteenth-century Scotch-Irish settlement architecture as well as twentieth-century
Colonial Revival style elements. See Photo 4(f)-3.

Photo 4(f)-3: View looking northwest at the south and east elevations of the ForsterRutherford House
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D.

Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan

The Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan is a c. 1904 plan for a string of parks to encircle the
City of Harrisburg. Within the project area, the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan roughly
follows the southeasterly flow of a tributary to Spring Creek from the south side of Derry Street,
crossing beneath Norfolk Southern Railway and SR 0083, to the north side of Parkview Lane.
This portion of the resource is known as the Paxtang Parkway section (Photo 4(f)-4). The
Greenbelt was built based on the parkway plan; however, some portions of the Greenbelt
currently encircle the city via a slightly different route than originally planned in the Harrisburg
City Parks 7 Parkway Plan. See Figure 4(f)-2, Capital Area Greenbelt Trail Map. This situation
occurs within the project study area, where the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan north of
the Forster-Rutherford House follows a different route than the Greenbelt. The Greenbelt
follows alongside City Park Drive/Paxtang Avenue and Derry Street while the Harrisburg City
Parks 7 Parkway Plan turns west along SR 0083, before turning north to Derry Street (refer to
Figure 4(f)-1, Section 4(f) Properties for the alignments of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway
Plan and the Greenbelt). The Forster-Rutherford House is a contributing element to the
Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan.
The Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan was evaluated for NRHP eligibility in 1996 and was
determined eligible under Criterion A in the area of entertainment/recreation for its association
with the early twentieth century development of Harrisburg’s park system and the City Beautiful
Movement of that era. Noted Harrisburg civic and environmental leaders Mira Lloyd Dock and
J. Horace McFarland led the campaign for a ring of city parks that would encircle the city.

Photo 4(f)-4: View looking southeast within Parkway. Foot bridge across a branch of Spring
Creek is to the left.
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E.

Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross
Cemetery

The Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church is located on Derry Street. The church is adjacent
to the on and off ramps for SR 0083 and SR 0322/Eisenhower Boulevard. The church is located
to the north of Derry Street while the cemetery is located to the south of Derry Street. See
Figure 4(f)-1 Section 4(f) Properties. The Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross
Cemetery is eligible for the NRHP under Criterion Consideration G, for properties that are less
than 50 years in age, for its architecture (Criterion C). The NRHP eligible boundary for the Saint
Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery corresponds only to the current
tax parcel on the north side of Derry Street and does not actually contain the cemetery. The
Shrine of the Miraculous Medal was determined to be the only historic element within the NRHP
boundary. The remaining buildings of the church complex do not meet the requirements of
Criterion Consideration G and will require reevaluation upon reaching the 50-year age mark. See
Photo 4(f)-5.

Photo 4(f)-5: View looking southwest at the primary entrance of the Shrine of the Miraculous
Medal.
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F.

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

The Philadelphia & Reading Railroad (Philadelphia to Harrisburg) is located to the north of SR
0083 in the western portion of the project study area and then passes directly through the
Eisenhower Interchange, crossing over SR 0322/Eisenhower Boulevard. The Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad was determined eligible for the NRHP by the PA State Historic Preservation
Office (SHPO) in 1993 under Criterion A, for its importance to the development of transportation
in the area, and under Criterion C, for its engineering significance. The NRHP status of the
railroad was updated on June 25, 2018 and determined eligible under Criterion A, as it was
significant for its importance to the development of transportation and industry, specifically
coal, within the region. The railroad provided a vital connection between the Schuylkill County
coal fields and the markets in Harrisburg, Lebanon, Reading, Philadelphia, and beyond. The
period of significance for the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad spanned from 1833, the year the
line was chartered, through 1971, when the company ceased operations. The NRHP boundary
for the railroad was established to include the historical line of the railroad, as well as the
associated structures that were vital to its execution. Because historic railroads are looked at as
historic districts, only elements contributing to the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad NRHP
eligibility are applicable to Section 4(f). Within the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange
Reconstruction Project study area, this includes the following five elements:






RR-1 - Culvert at the juncture of railroad right-of-way and an unnamed branch of Spring
Creek
RR-2 - Culvert located at the railroad right-of-way, west of City Park Drive/Paxtang Avenue
RR-3 - Railroad bridge over City Park Drive/Paxtang Avenue
RR-4 - Culvert at the juncture of the railroad right-of-way and Spring Creek
RR-5 - Railroad bridge over SR 0322/Eisenhower Boulevard

See Figure 4(f)-1, Section 4(f) Properties (contributing elements labeled RR-1 through RR-5) and
Photo 4(f)-6.

Photo 4(f)-6: Contributing railroad bridge over SR 0322/Eisenhower Boulevard.
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IV.

ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS

The Alternatives Analysis looks at the potential solutions to address the project purpose and
need and assesses the Section 4(f) use(s) associated with each alternative. Alternatives
considered for this project included the No-Build Alternative, the Non-Capacity Adding
Alternative and the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction (preferred
alternative). This Section 4(f) evaluation also assesses three total avoidance alternatives.

A. SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction
Alternative (preferred alternative)
The SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Alternative (preferred
alternative) includes the reconstruction and widening of SR 0083 to a minimum of three through
lanes plus auxiliary lanes in each direction throughout the project limits. The preferred
alternative, is shown in Figure 4(f)-3. The preferred alternative addresses the identified project
purpose and needs (refer to Section 1.3 Purpose and Need and Section 2 Alternatives
Considered in the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project
Environmental Assessment).
Beginning at the western project limit near the 29th Street overpass, the SR 0083 reconstruction
and widening begins with the alignment shifting to the south to minimize impacts to the Norfolk
Southern Railway. Progressing to the east, the proposed alignment pulls away from the railroad
and traverses near several historic and environmental resources and community facilities. The
alignment in this area was set to minimize impacts to these resources.
Once past this area, the location of the proposed alignment is controlled by existing Paxton
Street to the south adjacent to the TecPort Business Center. The northern edge of existing
Paxton Street will be minimally impacted with all widening and reconstruction occurring to the
north. From this point, mainline SR 0083 utilizes a horizontal curve to realign and shift the
alignment to the west beginning at approximately 40th Street.
Proceeding northeast, the alignment crosses over Derry Street west of the existing mainline
structure where two auxiliary ramp lanes carrying traffic from SR 0283 Northbound (NB) and SR
0322 Westbound (WB) join the mainline section. The proposed alignment ties back in with the
existing alignment approximately 1.1 miles south of Union Deposit Road. From this point to the
north the widening and reconstruction follows the existing baseline.
At the northern project limit, just south of Union Deposit Road Interchange, the mainline section
will tie in with the SR 0083 Section 043 project currently under construction. The two
northbound auxiliary lanes will drop at the Union Deposit Interchange becoming the off-ramp.
The design includes a collector-distributor (CD) system for northbound SR 0083 traffic that runs
parallel to the mainline section separated by a barrier. The CD system develops just past the
Rutherford House Senior Center and extends approximately three quarters of a mile to 40th
Street, diverging into several ramps at the Eisenhower Interchange. All movements from SR
0083 NB to Paxton Street, SR 0283 Southbound (SB), SR 0322 Eastbound (EB), and Derry Street
will utilize the CD system.
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It will also provide the movements from Paxton Street to SR 0083 NB, SR 0283 SB, SR 0322 EB,
and Derry Street. The CD system typical section will vary between three and four lanes.
Access to Paxton Street from SR 0083 will be provided by a new modified trumpet style
interchange with a loop ramp in the northeast quadrant and parallel style ramps in the other
quadrants. The loop ramp will provide the SR 0083 SB to Paxton Street movement. The ramps
will tie into Paxton Street at the existing signal locations across from the Harrisburg Mall. Major
improvements to Boyd Road, to the north of SR 0083, will provide a local connection between
40th Street to the Paxton Street interchange and Paxton Street.
Within the Eisenhower Interchange, all directional connections between SR 0083, SR 0283 and
SR 0322 will be reconstructed and reconfigured. The reconfiguration will provide improved
geometry and design speed consistent with a system-to-system interchange. These
improvements are also necessary to provide required lane configurations for design traffic
operation parameters.
The Derry Street Interchange will be reconstructed and reconfigured into a single point urban
interchange (SPUI) providing local access connections for all movements. The ramp
connections at Derry Street and the traffic signal will be located at existing grade, under
proposed SR 0083. Currently the sidewalk is intermittent and bike accommodations are not
clearly marked via signs or pavement markings throughout the project area along Derry Street.
A dedicated bike lane will be provided in each direction through the SPUI to accommodate
bicyclists. Other improvements along the Derry Street corridor within the project limits will
include pavement rehabilitation, lane reconfigurations, traffic signal alterations, and sidewalk
improvements.
Two new local connections are included to improve the local roadway network for motorists,
pedestrians, and bicyclists. Both connections will provide sidewalk for pedestrian traffic and
provide minimum 6’-0” wide shoulders to accommodate bicycle traffic.
The 40th Street improvements will connect the two segments of 40th Street currently bisected
by existing SR 0083 via new structures over the Norfolk Southern Railroad, SR 0083 and the CD
system. This will provide a direct local connection from Derry Street in the north to Chambers
Hill Road in the south and will be designed to minor arterial functional classification criteria.
A second new local connection, referred to as the Paxton Street Connector, will be provided on
the east side of the Eisenhower Interchange via a new section of state roadway. It will provide
a north to south connection across the Norfolk Southern Railroad and SR 0322 by connecting
Derry Street in the north with a local portion of Paxton Street in the south and will be designed
to minor collector functional classification criteria.
Improvements will be made to City Park Drive, which passes under SR 0083. The alignment will
be shifted in order to accommodate the required SR 0083 structure piers, stream realignment,
and Greenbelt improvements. The Greenbelt improvements will include trail re-alignment and
reconstruction from the Norfolk Southern Railway to the Paxton Street/32nd Street intersection.
Portions of SR 0283 and SR 0322 will be reconstructed and widened in both directions in order
to accommodate required ramp geometry and lane configurations. SR 0283 reconstruction will
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end just north of the SR 0441, Lindle Road Interchange. SR 0322 reconstruction will end to the
east of the Penhar Drive Interchange.
The preferred alternative would impact six Section 4(f) properties:


Capital Area Greenbelt



Paxtang Park



Forster-Rutherford House



Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan



Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery



Philadelphia & Reading Railroad

The use of the Capital Area Greenbelt and the Harrisburg City Park 7 Parkway Plan are de
minimis impacts under the regulations. The impacts to the Forster-Rutherford House and Saint
Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery meet the criteria for temporary
occupancy.
Figures 4(f)-4, 4(f)-5, 4(f)-6, 4(f)-7, 4(f)-8, and 4(f)-9, illustrate the proposed areas of permanent
right-of-way required from the Section 4(f) properties identified above.

Paxtang Park
As part of the preferred alternative, SR 0083 will be widened to a minimum of three lanes in
each direction. This will result in the BR-1 over City Park Drive being replaced and widened to
accommodate the additional lanes. The proposed widening will encroach on the Paxtang Park
parcels approximately 75 to 80 feet beyond the existing legal right-of-way line. This impacted
area includes the existing wooden pavilion. This area includes proposed retaining walls which
aided in minimizing the impacts.
In order to provide a constructible design for the proposed bridge (BR-1), the UNTs to Spring
Creek need to be relocated and City Park Drive realigned. The stream relocation will result in the
replacement of the existing culvert which carries the tributaries under City Park Drive onto the
Paxtang Park parcel where it joins Spring Creek. The confluence with Spring Creek will be
relocated further to the west.
In addition to the stream relocation work, the entrance to Paxtang Park will need to be relocated
further south along City Park Drive. Approximately 0.55 acres of the 1.25 acre property will be
acquired to accommodate the widening of the highway. Some areas of the park are already
within PennDOT right-of-way and slope easements. Refer to Figure 4(f)-4 for the use of Paxtang
Park.
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Capital Area Greenbelt
As part of the preferred alternative, SR 0083 will be widened to a minimum of three mainline
lanes in each direction. This will result in the SR 0083 bridge (BR-1) over City Park Drive being
replaced and widened to accommodate the additional lanes. The Greenbelt is present
underneath BR-1. In order to construct the preferred alternative, the Greenbelt will be impacted.
Approximately 1,000 feet of the Greenbelt will be realigned (note that the Greenbelt does not
own the property in this area, it is owned by Dauphin County, the City of Harrisburg and
PennDOT at this location). PennDOT owns 120 feet of right-of-way in the area of existing SR
0083. This includes the area below the highway.
The area of land beneath existing SR 0083 is already in transportation use and therefore any
impacts to Section 4(f) properties within PennDOT right-of-way are not considered a use.
Additionally PennDOT has slope easements and channel easements in the area as identified on
Figure 4(f)-5. These areas are also considered to already be set aside for transportation use and
any impacts to Section 4(f) properties within these easements are not considered a use. These
impacts are necessary in order to provide a constructible design for the BR-1 since the new
bridge pier will be unable to be placed in the same location as the existing. The existing wooden
trail bridge located beneath the BR-1, which carries the Greenbelt across the unnamed tributary
to Spring Creek (UNT-4) will be removed and replaced. Realignment of the Greenbelt in this area
will remove the hairpin turn that has been noted as safety issue by Greenbelt users.
Improvements to the Greenbelt and surrounding bicycle/pedestrian connections are also
planned as part of this alternative, including:


Realigning the Greenbelt trail within the project area, including eliminating a hairpin turn
which was difficult for bicycles to navigate.



Designing and constructing stream improvements adjacent to the Greenbelt underneath
the SR 0083 structure.



Providing lighting underneath the SR 0083 structure.



Providing a pull off area near the SR 0083 structure for Greenbelt users.



Providing improvements along City Park Drive to create safer connections for
pedestrians and bicycles to access the Greenbelt.



Realigning and resurfacing the Greenbelt trail within the project area.

On March 27, 2019, the proposed trail concept plan was posted on the CAGA and Dauphin
County Parks & Recreation Facebook pages and sent by email to the Dauphin County Parks &
Recreation mailing list to share the proposed improvements to the Greenbelt and request any
feedback that the public may have regarding the proposals. The City of Harrisburg, as the official
with jurisdiction, agreed that the impact to the Greenbelt would be de minimis, meaning the
activities, features and attributes would not be adversely affected, in a letter signed July 1, 2019.
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CAGA and the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) also
noted their support for the project and associated improvements. (Correspondence is
included in Appendix D, Agency Correspondence in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower
Interchange Reconstruction Project Environmental Assessment). The impact to the Greenbelt
is therefore considered de minimis. Refer to Figure 4(f)-5 for the Section 4(f) use of the
Greenbelt.

Forster-Rutherford House
As part of the preferred alternative, SR 0083 will be widened to a minimum of three mainline
lanes in each direction. This will result in the BR-1 over City Park Drive being replaced and
widened to accommodate the additional lanes. The proposed BR-1 will be approximately 32
feet closer to the Forster-Rutherford House than the existing SR 0083 structure. The elevated
new structure (BR-1) will encroach upon the NRHP boundary, but will not result in the
construction of any features on the ground level within the boundary. PennDOT will acquire an
aerial easement for the portion of the structure that will encroach upon the NRHP boundary.
The design team will take into consideration measures to ensure the replacement structure
does not have potential to result in drainage or maintenance issues (snow removal, stormwater,
etc.) that could impact the Forster-Rutherford House due to its proximity to the replacement
structure.
In order to provide a constructible design for the BR-1, the new bridge pier will be unable to be
placed in the same location as the existing pier. The new pier will be outside the NRHP
boundary, but within the viewshed. UNT-4 to Spring Creek and UNT-5 to Spring Creek, which
flow along the west side of City Park Drive and the Forster-Rutherford House are currently
divided by the existing pier of BR-1. In addition, the Greenbelt trail traverses this area adjacent
to the existing pier. The UNTs to Spring Creek and the Greenbelt trail will need to be relocated
to pass under the bridge and avoid the proposed pier.
The portion of the tributaries to Spring Creek that pass beneath BR-1 will be relocated, but will
not result in the alteration of the stream originating from the Forster-Rutherford House. The
stream setting will not be substantially altered from its current condition. The stream relocation
will result in the replacement of the current culvert carrying the tributaries under City Park Drive.
The stream relocation work will require temporary construction easements within the ForsterRutherford House’s NRHP boundary anticipated to total approximately 0.07 acres, but would
not impact the house or its surrounding features. Note that a small portion of the land within
the NRHP boundary is within PennDOT right-of-way and slope easement. As determined by the
criteria set forth at 23 CFR §774.13(d), the temporary construction easement would not result
in a use since it will be a temporary occupancy. The duration of the use is temporary, the scope
of the work is minor, there is no permanent, adverse physical impacts anticipated, and the land
is being fully restored to a condition equal to what existed prior to the project.
As part of the proposed project, the existing City Park Drive will be realigned to the east and
away from the Forster-Rutherford House’s NRHP boundary.
The section of the Greenbelt trail within the NRHP boundary for the Forster-Rutherford House
will be realigned, mostly relocated outside the NRHP boundary for the Forster-Rutherford House
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but within the NRHP boundary for the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan, and may be
resurfaced.
A Section 106 finding of No Adverse Effect was made for the Forster-Rutherford House, and
concurrence was provided by the PA SHPO (see letter dated May 9, 2019 in Appendix D, Agency
Correspondence in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project
Environmental Assessment). The use of the Forster-Rutherford House is a temporary
occupancy. Refer to Figure 4(f)-6 for the use of Forster-Rutherford House.

Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan
The Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan was previously disturbed by the initial construction of
SR 0083. The NRHP boundary for the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan incorporates areas
that were historically open space and conform to the known design. No built features that date
to the resource’s period of significance, 1903 to 1968, are found within the project study area.
As part of the preferred alternative, SR 0083 will be widened to a minimum of three mainline
lanes in each direction. This will result in BR-1 over City Park Drive being replaced and widened
to accommodate the additional lanes. These activities will take place partially within the NRHP
boundary of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan. This alternative will also result in
modification of existing City Park Drive, which is immediately adjacent to the NRHP boundary
of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan.
SR 0083 will be widened to the immediate north and south of the existing roadway near City
Park Drive. The southbound and northbound lanes will each be widened to five and six lanes
respectively in the immediate vicinity of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan. East of City
Park Drive, SR 0083 NB widens to accommodate additional lanes that exit to Paxton Street. The
widening will result in new roadway construction within the NRHP boundary.
As part of the widening, a proposed retaining wall (RW-2) will be constructed along SR 0083 SB
to the west of BR-1. The retaining wall will be approximately 780 feet in length along the north
side of SR 0083 between BR-1 and an existing culvert under the Norfolk Southern Railway (near
S. Park Terrace) and will help to minimize impacts to the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan.
The retaining wall will be within the NRHP boundary. The setting will be returned to a similar
condition following completion of construction.
In order to provide a constructible design for the BR-1, the new bridge pier will be unable to be
placed in the same location as the existing pier. The new pier will be located near the site of the
current pier and will be within the NRHP boundary. The portion of unnamed tributary (UNT) 4 to
Spring Creek and UNT-5 to Spring Creek that pass beneath BR-1 will be relocated. The two
tributaries will be relocated to pass beneath City Park Drive approximately 140 feet from their
current culvert location. This will not result in the alteration of the stream originating from the
Forster-Rutherford House, a contributing element of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan.
The stream activities for UNT-4 will include: approximately 200 feet of stream relocation for UNT
4 to Spring Creek due to roadway widening and potential stream improvements along UNT 4 to
Spring Creek for approximately 700 feet. The confluence of UNT 4 and UNT 5 will be relocated
further upstream.
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A total of approximately 1.9 acres of permanent impacts will occur within the Harrisburg City
Parks 7 Parkway Plan NRHP boundary for this alternative. These impacts are associated with
the widening of SR 0083 which includes replacing the existing bridge, the creation of the
retaining wall, stream relocations, utility relocation, and realignment of the Greenbelt.
Additionally, approximately 0.6 acres will be temporarily used for stream and wetland mitigation.
This includes the temporary occupancy of the Forster-Rutherford House. The total acreage of
the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan is 155 acres.
The current Greenbelt trail, located within the NRHP boundary for the Harrisburg City Parks 7
Parkway Plan, will be realigned and improved in order to provide a constructible design for the
BR-1. The existing modern wood bridge, which carries the trail under BR-1, will be removed as
part of the improvements. PennDOT is currently in consultation with CAGA and other
organizations to improve the quality and function of the Greenbelt within the project’s APE. The
project will include the introduction of new sidewalk and pedestrian access improvements along
City Park Drive. The project will require potential underground utility relocation. Refer to the
Capital Area Greenbelt section in the preferred alternative for more detail on Greenbelt impacts
and minimization measures.
Figure 4(f)-7 shows the use of the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan. Some areas of the
Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan including the area under existing SR 0083 are already
within PennDOT right-of-way, channel and slope easements. A Section 106 finding of No
Adverse Effect was made for the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan NRHP property, and
concurrence was provided by the PA SHPO (see letter dated May 9, 2019 in Appendix D, Agency
Correspondence in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project
Environmental Assessment). Again, by the PA SHPO’s March 27, 2017 agreement of FHWA’s
March 24, 2017 de minimis Section 4(f) impact letter, the PA SHPO acknowledges that it has
been notified of the intent of FHWA to make de minimis findings when a no adverse effect
determination is made. The impact to the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan property is
therefore considered de minimis.

Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross Cemetery
As part of the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project Alternative,
there will be pavement rehabilitation and lane re-configuration along Derry Street immediately
adjacent to the NRHP boundary for the Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross
Cemetery property. The project may include sidewalk adjustments along the north side of Derry
Street within the NRHP boundary. No permanent right-of-way is required, only temporary
construction easements will be necessary from the Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy
Cross Cemetery.
As part of the alternative, Eisenhower Boulevard/SR 0322 will be reconfigured to be a one-way
interstate ramp, heading south. The existing ramps between Derry Street and Eisenhower
Boulevard/SR 0322 will be removed and provided in new locations. The existing ramps are
located along the eastern NRHP boundary of the Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross
Cemetery property, but are over 300 feet east of the Shrine of the Miraculous Medal. The project
will include traffic signal removal at the Derry Street intersection with these ramps. No right-ofway is required for the removal of the existing ramps.
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In addition, there will be intersection improvements at Derry Street and North 40th
Street/Francis L. Cadden Parkway. The minor intersection improvement may be partially within
the NRHP boundary, but will not impact the Shrine of the Miraculous Medal or result in any
changes to the setting and will not require any permanent right-of-way. A temporary
construction easement totaling 0.05 acres may be required for sidewalk improvements. No
permanent acquisition of land is anticipated.
The temporary construction easement would not result in a use because the duration of the use
is temporary, the scope of the work is minor, there is no permanent, adverse physical impacts
anticipated, and the land is being fully restored to a condition equal to what existed prior to the
project.
The characteristics and attributes that qualify the Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and
Holy Cross Cemetery property for listing in the NRHP will not be altered by the preferred
alternative.
Refer to Figure 4(f)-8 for the use of Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross
Cemetery property. A Section 106 finding of No Effect was made for the Saint Catherine Laboure
Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery property, and concurrence was provided by the PA
SHPO (see letter dated May 9, 2019 in Appendix D, Agency Correspondence in SR 0083 Section
078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project Environmental Assessment). The use of
the Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery property is a temporary
occupancy.

Philadelphia & Reading Railroad
As part of the preferred alternative, several existing bridges over the Norfolk Southern Railway
(formerly Philadelphia & Reading Railroad) will be removed and new structures will be
constructed over the railroad corridor at multiple locations. The current bridge carrying the
railroad over existing Eisenhower Boulevard/SR 0322 (BR-29) will be replaced to accommodate
the reconfigured Eisenhower Interchange. The removal of highway bridges and introduction of
seven new structures will not substantially impact the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. The
removal of the Norfolk Southern Railway Bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard, a contributing
element of the historic railroad, will be an adverse impact. None of the other contributing
resources to the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad listed on page 10 will be used. A use of 0.18
acres from the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad NRHP boundary will be necessary for removal
of the existing and construction of the new railway bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard.
Temporary track work may be needed to keep the tracks open for service during construction.
Specific locations will be identified as design progresses.
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Refer to Figure 4(f)-9 for the use of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. A Section 106 finding
of Adverse Effect was made for the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, and concurrence was
provided by the PA SHPO (see letter dated May 9, 2019 in Appendix D, Agency Correspondence
in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project Environmental
Assessment).
The environmental consequences of the preferred alternative are detailed in Section 3.0
Environmental Resources, Impacts, and Mitigation in the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower
Interchange Reconstruction Project Environmental Assessment) and are summarized in Table
4(f)-1, Summary of Impacts associated with Build and Total Avoidance Alternatives.

B.

Identification and Evaluation of Alternatives that Totally Avoid
All Section 4(f) Properties

When a project involves a Section 4(f) use, alternatives that totally avoid the use of Section 4(f)
property must be analyzed to determine if they are feasible and prudent.
As defined in 23 CFR §774.17, an alternative is not feasible if it cannot be built as a matter of
sound engineering judgment. An alternative is not prudent if:
(i) It compromises the project to a degree that it is unreasonable to proceed with the
project in light of its stated purpose and need;
(ii) It results in unacceptable safety or operational problems;
(iii) After reasonable mitigation, it still causes:
(A) Severe social, economic, or environmental impacts;
(B) Severe disruption to established communities;
(C) Severe disproportionate impacts to minority or low income populations; or
(D) Severe impacts to environmental resources protected under other Federal
statutes;
(iv) It results in additional construction, maintenance, or operational costs of an
extraordinary magnitude;
(v) It causes other unique problems or unusual factors; or
(vi) It involves multiple factors in paragraphs (i) through (v) of this definition, that while
individually minor, cumulatively cause unique problems or impacts of extraordinary
magnitude.
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The first step in the alternatives analysis is to examine whether a feasible and prudent total
avoidance alternative exists. If there is a feasible and prudent total avoidance alternative, it must
be selected. If a feasible and prudent total avoidance alternative does not exist, an alternatives
analysis (not required for de minimis use findings) and assessment of least overall harm must
be performed.

The No Build Alternative

The No Build Alternative would avoid impacts to all Section 4(f) properties; however, it would
not meet any of the identified project needs including improving pavement condition, reducing
congestion, improving safety, and improving local north/south access. This alternative does not
meet the project purpose or needs - Refer to Section II Purpose and Need, - and; therefore,
does not appear to be a feasible and prudent total avoidance alternative.

Non-Capacity Adding Alternative

Congestion management initiatives are vital steps in maximizing the effectiveness of the overall
transportation system. Transportation Systems Management (TSM) operational improvement
techniques include carpooling, staggered work schedules, park-n-ride, high occupancy vehicle
(HOV) lanes, and other techniques to increase vehicle occupancy and reduce the number of
single-occupant vehicles on the road. Many of these initiatives are already in place or planned,
such as carpooling incentives and park-n-ride lots. Some have been shown to have limited utility,
and may not be applicable to the situation on SR 0083 around Harrisburg. For example, HOV
lanes are a good idea where there is considerable distance between major access points, but
are less useful in a situation where there are many access points within a relatively short
distance. In the SR 0083 corridor, traffic analysis has indicated that only 12 percent of the traffic
is through traffic, so the overall benefit from HOV lanes would be minimal. These TSM
strategies, such as carpooling and staggered work hours, are being actively promoted in the
region. However, many people do not have the opportunity to carpool, and many businesses
do not have the option to drastically change work hours, so it is not anticipated that TSM
initiatives alone would solve the traffic congestion problems on SR 0083. Rather these ideas
will continue to be promoted as a way to maximize the efficiency of the existing and future
highway systems.
Within the local area, Capitol Area Transit (CAT) provides fixed route bus transportation service.
The CAT fixed route system is supported by 35 park and ride facilities in the service area, and
specifically three facilities are in close proximity to our project limits. There are no future longterm planned changes or initiatives to expand the fixed route system along the SR 0083 corridor.
For purposes of the alternatives analysis, transit forecasts were built into the travel demand
model process used for the project. Any significant changes to routes or improvements in
service would need to be incorporated, but current routes and assumptions related to the traffic
and ridership forecasts in the no-build analysis did not show an ability to meet the need. The
build alternative will allow for additional connections that do not exist today as well as remove
traffic from adjacent surface streets that will allow transit to function more efficiently in the
future but transit on its own will not address the needs of the project.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) involves the use of various technologies to maximize
the use of the highway system by managing traffic more effectively, thereby improving the
operational characteristics of the existing roadway. From an interstate highway perspective
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such as SR 0083, ITS focuses on managing incidents, such as crashes, construction activity or
special events. These incidents can cause rapid degradation of the system, especially in the
peak periods when the highway has reached capacity and does not require much of a slowdown
to result in major congestion. Some of the common ITS technologies focus on collecting
pertinent roadway information, such as traffic volumes and speeds through the use of cameras
and vehicle detection systems. Other technologies such as variable message signs (VMS),
highway advisory radio (HAR) and advanced signal systems focus on traffic control and traveler
information during highway occurrences and provide warning and diversionary options, such as
alternate routes. There are currently several permanent VMS in place at key decision points
around the Capital Beltway and HAR transmitters have been deployed providing audio coverage
on SR 0083. PennDOT’s current ITS deployment initiatives include various devices and a
dedicated communications backbone. These devices include VMS, queue detection, Closed
Circuit Television (CCTV) cameras, and traffic signal coordination for adjacent arterial streets.
The data feeds are evaluated by PennDOT at the District 8-0 Regional Traffic Management
Center (RTMC) and disseminated back to the traveling public in real-time. The information is
disseminated by VMS, HAR, and PA511 for use on the website or mobile device. While the
RTMC and other ITS initiatives can greatly assist the traveling public by lessening the impacts
associated with incidents or construction, it is not anticipated that they could, without additional
highway capacity, accommodate the anticipated high future traffic volumes or the other needs
of the project.
The transportation system management and transit components would consolidate and
distribute ridership, resulting in decreased highway demand, especially in the peak periods. The
intelligent transportation systems measures would increase the efficiency of the highway
system by notifying, routing, and redirecting traffic. While all of these are an important adjunct
to the highway system, none of these measures, alone or in combination, would alleviate the
need to add roadway capacity and improved ramp configurations on the SR 0083 corridor. Refer
to the SR 0083 Section 078 Dauphin County Alternative Analysis Report for additional detail.
This alternative does not meet the project purpose or needs - Refer to Section II Purpose and
Need, - and; therefore, does not appear to be a feasible and prudent total avoidance alternative.

Total Avoidance Build Alternative Considerations

The project team considered an alternative that essentially mirrors the preferred alternative,
except for avoiding impacts to Section 4(f) resources. However due to the presence of multiple
Section 4(f) properties including Paxtang Park, the Capital Area Greenbelt, the Harrisburg 7 Parks
Parkway Plan, the Forster-Rutherford House, and the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad it is not
possible to make any shifts in the area of City Park Drive to avoid all Section 4(f) properties.
Therefore total avoidance alternatives on new alignments were considered and are discussed
in Total Avoidance Build Alternative 1 and Total Avoidance Build Alternative 2.
The Feasibility Analysis Report for the Norfolk Southern Railway Bridge over Eisenhower
Boulevard was prepared to evaluate rehabilitation options for the Norfolk Southern Railway
Bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard. Several options were studied, including Rehabilitation
Option 1 (modify and remove a portion of the eastern abutment footing, raise the
superstructure, and re-profile the tracks), Rehabilitation Option 2 (replace the superstructure
with a new single span superstructure, remove the existing pier, modify/retrofit the existing
abutments to accommodate new superstructure and load changes, and re-profile the tracks),
Avoidance Option A (Eisenhower Ramp over Norfolk Southern Bridge and SR 0083 flyover
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bridges), and Avoidance Option B (shifting SR 0083 southbound ramp east under Norfolk
Southern Railway using a bridge). Rehabilitation Option 1 is not considered feasible or prudent
because the duration of impacts to Norfolk Southern rail operations will be significantly more
that the replacement option, the existing pier will remain and will require splitting one directional
traffic (this is an undesirable safety condition), and the bridge will still be 67+ years old and not
meet current loading criteria.
Rehabilitation Option 1 would not meet the safety requirements of the purpose and need
statement. Rehabilitation Option 2 includes the complete replacement of the superstructure
and pier, with only a modified abutment remaining in place. This option is not considered a
feasible or prudent solution because the cost will far exceed the cost of the full replacement
option, rehabilitation would require the removal of the character defining elements of the bridge
would result in an adverse effect finding, and the duration of impacts to Norfolk Southern rail
operations will be significantly more that the replacement option. Neither avoidance option
(Option A and Option B) could be implemented without resulting in grades that do not meet
criteria and insufficient on-ramp acceleration length, which would not meet the purpose and
need of the overall project as they would not create a safe design and do not meet the safety
characteristics of modern roadway design for high speed, high volume facilities. None of the
options considered were able to meet the project purpose and needs and retain the existing
structure without resulting in substandard designs.

Total Avoidance Build Alternative 1

In order to attempt to avoid the use of Section 4(f) properties, one alternative would be to create
a new western alignment for SR 0083. This new alignment would start to the north of the East
Park Gardens apartments and would extend through the neighborhoods of Oakleigh and
Paxtang before reconnecting with existing SR 0083 in the area of 29th Street (Figure 4(f)-10).
The existing alignment of SR 0083 would be left in place with no improvements to the
Eisenhower Interchange. The new alignment of SR 0083 will be approximately 126 feet wide
(300 feet impact area assumed) in order to accommodate six lanes of traffic (plus median and
shoulders). The Pennsylvania Historical & Museum Commission’s (PHMC) CRGIS
(https://www.dot7.state.pa.us/CRGIS) was reviewed to identify NRHP listed or eligible
properties within the footprint of this alternative. None are present at this time; however it is
anticipated that there would likely be some eligible properties present and there is the potential
for a NRHP eligible residential and commercial district in Paxtang Borough. This area is heavily
residential and this alternative would have large impacts on Paxtang Borough and Swatara
Township. This alternative would displace Paxtang Elementary School, approximately 10-20
businesses and approximately 290 residences. This alternative would need to bridge the
Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan and the Greenbelt to avoid Section 4(f) use of these
properties. This alternative would introduce two new stream crossings and impact Slotznick
Run and Spring Creek. Following a delineation study, new stream crossings and additional
wetland impacts are possible with a new alignment.
Based on the above facts, the Total Avoidance Build Alternative 1 does not appear to be a
feasible and prudent total avoidance alternative because this alternative does not satisfy the
purpose and need as the Eisenhower Interchange will not be improved and the deteriorating
pavement and outdated design items would remain . This alternative results in impacts of an
extraordinary magnitude compared to the preferred alternative. Impacts of an extraordinary
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magnitude include the displacement of Paxtang Elementary School, residential impacts
approximately five times greater than the preferred alternative and two new stream crossings.
See Table 4(f)-1.

Total Avoidance Build Alternative 2

In order to attempt to avoid the use of Section 4(f) properties, another alternative would be to
create a new southern alignment for SR 0083 (Figure 4(f)-10). This alternative would not change
the location of existing connections and ramps within the Eisenhower Interchange, but would
change the alignment of SR 0083 south of the Eisenhower Interchange. This alternative would
include a new alignment south of Paxton Street to function as an interstate in the area between
the Eisenhower Interchange and 29th Street, tying back into existing SR 0083 south of 29th
Street. The Paxton Street Interchange would be eliminated in this scenario. The new alignment
of SR 0083 will be approximately 126 feet wide (300 feet impact area assumed) in order to
accommodate six lanes of traffic (plus median and shoulders). PHMC’s CRGIS was reviewed to
identify NRHP listed or eligible properties within the footprint of this alternative. None are
present at this time; however there is the potential for there to be historic properties that have
not yet been evaluated for eligibility. This alternative would result in the displacement of
approximately 25 residences, 50-60 businesses, including the Harrisburg Mall and partial
displacements of the Dauphin County Prison and Spring Creek Rehabilitation and Health Care
Center.
Based on the above facts, the Total Avoidance Build Alternative 2 does not appear to be a
reasonable, feasible, and prudent total avoidance alternative because this alternative does not
satisfy the purpose and need as it does not improve the Eisenhower Interchange and the
deteriorating pavement and outdated design items would remain. This alternative results in
impacts of an extraordinary magnitude compared to the preferred alternative. Impacts of an
extraordinary magnitude include the displacement of the Harrisburg Mall and partial
displacements of the Dauphin County Prison and Spring Creek Rehabilitation and Health Care
Center and 50-60 businesses (approximately 1.5 times the business displacements associated
with the preferred alternative) and four new stream crossings. See Table 4(f)-1.
In analyzing the above alternatives, it does not appear that there is a feasible and prudent Total
Avoidance Alternative for the SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction
Project.
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Table 4(f)-1, Summary of Impacts Associated with Build and Total Avoidance Build Alternatives
provides a comparison of the impacts associated with the preferred alternative and Total
Avoidance Build Alternatives 1 and 2. As described above and as shown in the table below, the
Total Avoidance Build Alternatives 1 and 2 would result in severe environmental and
socioeconomic impacts, rising to the level of extraordinary magnitude.
TABLE 4(f)-1: Summary of Impacts Associated with Build and Total
Avoidance Alternatives
Resource
Preferred
Total Avoidance
Total
Alternative
Build Alternative 1
Avoidance Build
Alternative 2
Overall
Acreage of
Disturbance
Wetlands

340 acres

95 acres

225 acres

0.033 acres of
palustrine emergent
(PEM) exceptional
value (EV) wetlands
impacted. 0.099 acres
of PEM wetlands
impacts

Exact acreage
unknown – wetlands
likely associated with
streams and tributaries
present within
approximately 95 acres
of new disturbance.
Would likely include
both wetland impacts
and EV wetland
impacts.
Exact number of
stream crossings
unknown. At least 2
new stream crossings
of tributaries to Spring
Creek each estimated
to be 300 feet = 600
linear feet.

Exact acreage unknown
– wetlands likely
associated with streams
and tributaries present
within new disturbance
areas. Would include
both wetland impacts
and EV wetland impacts

Streams

2,801 LF of stream
impacts and 2,448 LF
of stream or pipe
relocation of Spring
Creek and its
tributaries

Threatened &
Endangered
Species

70 acres of tree
removal, which is
considered potential
federal and state
threatened and
endangered bat
habitat. Avoidance
measure may include:
-all tree clearing
activities will take
place between
October 15 and
March 31.

Approximately 25
acres of tree removal,
which is considered
potential federal and
state threatened and
endangered bat
habitat.
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Exact number of stream
crossings unknown. At
least 2 new stream
crossings of tributaries
to Spring Creek each
estimated to be 300
feet = 600 linear feet.
Additionally, 2 stream
crossings of Spring
Creek, which is a
stream supporting
natural trout
reproduction.
Approximately 35 acres
of tree removal, which
is considered potential
federal and state
threatened and
endangered bat habitat.
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TABLE 4(f)-1: Summary of Impacts Associated with Build and Total
Avoidance Alternatives
Resource
Preferred
Total Avoidance
Total
Alternative
Build Alternative 1
Avoidance Build
Alternative 2

Full
Displacements

C.

Coordination with
USFWS and PGC will
continue throughout
project design.
Approximately 58
residential and 38
commercial mostly in
environmental justice
areas

Approximately 290
residential and 10-20
commercial mostly in
environmental justice
areas

Approximately 25
residential and 50-60
commercial mostly in
environmental justice
areas

All Possible Planning to Minimize Harm to Section 4(f)
Properties

The preferred alternative includes all possible planning to minimize harm to Section 4(f)
properties. The preferred alternative follows the existing interstate corridor for the majority of
improvements unless a shift was required to meet design criteria. This maximizes the use of
the legal right-of-way and minimizes displacements, acquisitions and impacts to Section 4(f)
properties. The area where the mainline alignment does not follow the existing corridor is due
to existing radii being substandard for a high speed facility.
Beginning at the western project limit near the 29th Street overpass, the SR 0083 reconstruction
and widening begins with the alignment shifting to the south to minimize impacts to the
Pennsylvania & Reading Railroad. Progressing to the east, the proposed alignment follows the
existing and pulls away from the railroad, crossing over City Park Drive near Harrisburg City
Parks 7 Parkway Plan, the Greenbelt, Paxtang Park and the Forster-Rutherford House. With
Section 4(f) properties being located in all directions, the proposed alignment was threaded
between the properties in order to minimize the Section 4(f) use. All design elements currently
meet existing design criteria and the needs of the project. Retaining walls were incorporated
into the design to minimize the impact to adjacent properties and resources.
In order to avoid the use of Paxtang Park, it would be necessary to shift the widening of SR
0083 to the north in the area of BR-1 or to not replace BR-1. Not replacing BR-1 would result in
a bottleneck along SR 0083 as traffic would be forced to go from approximately four to five
lanes in each direction to two lanes and then back to five lanes. Shifting the widening to the
north into the existing quarry would cause additional impacts to the Forster-Rutherford House,
likely including removal of the existing building, which would result in an Adverse Effect and
use of the Forster-Rutherford House and possibly of the Harrisburg 7 Parks Parkway Plan (the
Forster-Rutherford House is individually eligible for the NRHP and a contributing resource to the
Harrisburg 7 Parks Parkway Plan).
With respect to the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, the proposed design includes several
crossings over the resource including the mainline. Most of the crossings occur within the
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reconfigured Eisenhower Interchange or adjacent to. The location of the SR 0083 mainline
within the interchange is controlled by the location of Holy Cross Cemetery and the need to
meet horizontal design criteria for a 60 mph design speed. The SR 0083 mainline alignment
shifts to the west and crosses over the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad in this area at the
southeast corner of the cemetery. All the proposed structures crossing the railroad meet the
vertical clearance requirements and will utilize appropriate span lengths to minimize the impact
to the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad right-of-way.
As previously noted, the Eisenhower Interchange will be reconfigured including all direct
connections between SR 0083, SR 0283 and SR 0322. The reconfiguration will provide improved
geometry and design speed consistent with a system to system interchange. These
improvements are also necessary to provide required lane configurations for design traffic
operation parameters. The existing section of SR 0322/Eisenhower Boulevard within the
interchange, which traverses under the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, will be converted from
a two-way local connection to a direct connection ramp providing access to SR 0283 SB and
SR0322 EB from SR 0083 SB. As documented in the Feasibility Analysis Report for the structure
that carries the railroad over these routes, alternative options were investigated but it was
concluded that the structure would need to be replaced.
The proposed improvements adjacent to the Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross
Cemetery property were minimized to lane reconfiguration and minimal pavement restoration
with only minor adjustments to curb and sidewalk where the existing Derry Street ramps are
being removed.
During the development of the project, coordination was conducted with the PA SHPO and
Consulting Parties. A draft Project Specific Programmatic Agreement (PA) has been developed
for the preferred alternative in compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation
Act (refer to Attachment D, Agency Correspondence in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower
Interchange Reconstruction Project Environmental Assessment for the PA). The following
measures to mitigate the adverse effect on the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad have been
proposed and are being discussed as potential options in the draft PA:


Develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which will carry SR 0083 over Spring
Creek. Minimally this will consist of concrete form-liners with a stone appearance that
mimic the Forster-Rutherford House on the substructure elements of the structure.
PennDOT will consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the design of the
replacement bridge as the project progresses.



Develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which will replace the existing Norfolk
Southern Bridge. The design will include an element, or elements, which relate to its
association with the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. PennDOT will consult with the
SHPO and consulting parties on the design of the replacement bridge as the project
progresses.



Develop and erect a single panel kiosk near the Forster-Rutherford House which will
contain information on the Forster-Rutherford House and its history. PennDOT will
consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the content and layout of the panel.
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Develop and erect a single panel kiosk near the Forster-Rutherford House which will
contain information on the history of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. PennDOT will
consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the content and layout of the panel.

Coordination has taken place with the City of Harrisburg, CAGA, DCNR, Dauphin County Parks
& Recreation, and SAMBA regarding impacts to the Greenbelt and Paxtang Park. As a result of
this coordination, a conceptual plan for improvements to the Greenbelt was developed.
Improvements to the Greenbelt will include:


Realigning the Greenbelt trail within the project area, including eliminating a hairpin turn
which was difficult for bicyclists to navigate.



Designing and constructing stream improvements adjacent to the Greenbelt underneath
the SR 0083 structure.



Providing lighting underneath the SR 0083 structure.



Providing a pull off area near the SR 0083 structure for Greenbelt users.



Providing improvements along City Park Drive to create safer connections for
pedestrians and bicycles to access the Greenbelt.



Realigning and resurfacing the Greenbelt trail within the project area.

One or more of these options, or other options proposed, will be developed in coordination with
the City of Harrisburg, DCNR, Dauphin County Parks & Recreation and CAGA as mitigation for
impacts to the Greenbelt.
The project team will continue investigating design opportunities within Paxtang Park, in order
to replace trailhead and parking access to the Greenbelt. It is anticipated that the proposed
parking lot will be located along the south side of the proposed SR 0083 improvements and
accessed from City Park Drive. Retaining walls were used to minimize impacts to Paxtang Park.
Based on this Section 4(f) Evaluation, it appears that:

V.



There is no feasible and prudent alternative that avoids the use of Section 4(f) property



All possible planning to minimize harm has been incorporated into the project; and



A least overall harm analysis is not required considering only one alternative is being
carried forward.

COORDINATION WITH OFFICIALS WITH JURISDICTION

Coordination has taken place with the PA SHPO, as the official with jurisdiction over the
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross
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Cemetery, Forster-Rutherford House and Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan, as well as the
other NRHP eligible resources mentioned in Section IV.
As part of the Section 106 process, a reconnaissance survey was conducted to identify potential
historic resources within the Area of Potential Effect (APE). Following the reconnaissance survey
the Historic Structures Survey and Determination of Eligibility Report was prepared and
submitted to the PA SHPO. The PA SHPO was provided with the Determination of Effects
Report which presented the findings on the potential of the project to affect historic properties.
The PA SHPO concurred with the finding that the project would have No Effect on the Saint
Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery, Paxtang Municipal Building, and
AMP, Inc./Aetna Building, a No Adverse Effect on the Forster-Rutherford House and Harrisburg
City Parks 7 Parkway Plan, and an Adverse Effect on the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad.
A total of 22 agencies, organizations, and individuals requested consulting party status as part
of the project. The following have accepted the role of consulting party for the SR 0083 Section
078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project: 4098 Derry LLC, Terry L. Barish, Capital
Area Greenbelt Association, Dauphin County Parks & Recreation, Ernest R. Fontaine & C. Michael
Simonetti, Historical Society of Dauphin County, 4099 Associates, Harrisburg Area
Transportation Study, Jason & Steve Herndon, Leo D. & Joan M. Hoffman, Harrisburg Mall LP,
International Iron Workers Local 404, Vincent J. & Lorraine K. Laporte, Matthew J. Leonard,
Paxtang Historical Society, Pennsylvania Archaeological Council, First Amendment Properties
LLC, Chambers Hill Road Center LLC, Doug Reynolds, Anthony T. Spagnolo, Weavers Glass &
Building, Guy R. & Carol M. Weaver, and David Wilson.
PennDOT District 8-0, in coordination with FHWA, held an Open House Public Plans Display
(Open House) and a Public Officials’ Meeting on October 18, 2018 at the Harrisburg Mall. The
Open House and Public Officials’ Meeting were conducted to share project information and
gather public input. The meeting included a display for cultural resources found in the study
area. The display noted NRHP eligible and listed resources that were previously identified or
determined eligible as part of the project. The board also identified resources that were
surveyed as part of the eligibility phase of the project. The PennDOT District 8-0 architectural
historian and McCormick Taylor, Inc. architectural historians were present.
A consulting party meeting was held on March 26, 2019 at the Swatara Township Office
Building. The purpose of the meeting was to inform consulting parties about the status of the
project and solicit their opinions related to the Section 106 process. The meeting was attended
by representatives from PennDOT, McCormick Taylor, Inc. and seven consulting parties. The
meeting minutes from the consulting party meeting were prepared and posted to ProjectPATH.
The meeting provided the PA SHPO and consulting parties in attendance the opportunity to
discuss potential mitigation measures. Meeting minutes are also included in Attachment D,
Agency Correspondence in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction
Project Environmental Assessment).
PennDOT, in consultation with the PA SHPO and consulting parties, developed mitigation
measures. The mitigation measures were defined in a project specific draft Programmatic
Agreement developed in consultation with FHWA and PA SHPO.
Coordination has taken place with the City of Harrisburg, Dauphin County Parks & Recreation,
CAGA and DCNR regarding impacts to the Greenbelt. The project team met with CAGA
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representatives on three occasions – April 18, 2018, January 15, 2019, and February 19, 2019.
On March 27, 2019, the proposed trail concept plan was posted on the CAGA and Dauphin
County Parks & Recreation Facebook pages and sent by email to the Dauphin County Parks &
Recreation mailing list to share the proposed improvements to the Greenbelt and request any
feedback that the public may have regarding the proposals. The CAGA issued a letter on May
6, 2019 acknowledging the board approval of the proposed redesign of the trail and stating that
they felt the proposed plans would improve the trail. DCNR has provided numerous Community
Conservation Partnership Program grants to assist with the planning, acquisition, and
development of the Greenbelt. In a letter dated June 17, 2019, DCNR stated that they appreciate
PennDOT’s proactive planning to ensure SR 0083 improvements will provide positive benefits
to areas of the Greenbelt trail that will be affected and that they support the conceptual plan for
the proposed trail improvements associated with it. The City of Harrisburg, as the official with
jurisdiction, documented their concurrence with the de minimis finding in a letter signed July 1,
2019.
The project team met with representatives of the City of Harrisburg and SAMBA to discuss the
impacts to Paxtang Park and anticipated mitigation conceptual plans on January 15, 2019 and
February 19, 2019. Coordination will continue throughout final design.
Meeting minutes and the letters referenced above are included in Appendix D, Agency
Correspondence in SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Reconstruction Project
Environmental Assessment.
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Index of Appendix D - Agency Correspondence

Date

Coordination Type

Topic/
Coordination
Purpose

Agency

Result

General Projects

8/8/2017

Approval/Concurrence

PennDOT/FHWA

Logical Termini

Approved

7/26/2018

Approval/Concurrence

PennDOT/FHWA

Purpose and Need

Approved

Wildlife and Plants

10/21/2019

Response Received

DCNR, PGC,
PFBC, USFWS

Threatened or
Endangered
Species

No Known Impact – DCNR, PFBC
Conservation Measure – PGC
Avoidance Measure - USFWS

Above Ground Historic Properites and Archaeology Resources

5/5/2017

8/15/2018

Letter Received

Letter Received

Above Ground
Resources
-Reconnaissance
Survey

SHPO

Above Ground
Resources Eligibility

SHPO

Additional investigations recommended
Not Eligible: 3631 Derry St., 3725
Derry St., 3747 Derry St., AFSCME
Health & Welfare, Foxconn Building,
Iron Workers 404 Building, M&T Bank
More Information Requested: AMP,
Inc. AETNA Building, W.C. Eshenaur &
Son Building (Carlisle Shoe Company),
2905-3223 Derry St.
Eligible Resources: Paxtang
Municipal Building, Forster-Rutherford
House

8/27/2018

Letter Received

Above Ground
Resources Eligibility

SHPO

Not Eligible: AMP, Inc., Capital
Bakers, Inc./Stroehmann Brothers
Company, Henry Landis House,
Lawnton Elementary School,
Rutherford Tenant House, Samuel S.
Rutherford House, Town of Lawton,
Oakleigh Neighborhood, Parkway
Estates Neighborhood, Sunnydale
Neighborhood, William Espy House
More Information Requested: Saint
Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and
Holy Cross Cemetery
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Index of Appendix D - Agency Correspondence continued

Date

Coordination Type

Topic/
Coordination
Purpose

Agency

Result

Above Ground Historic Properites and Archaeology Resources

10/4/2018

Letter Received

SHPO

10/5/2018

Letter Received

SHPO

12/11/2018

Letter Received

SHPO

Above Ground
Resources –
Eligibility
Above Ground
Resources –
Eligibility
Above Ground
Resources –
Eligibility

Eligible Resources: Saint Catherine
Laboure Catholic Church and Holy
Cross Cemetery
Not Eligible: W.C. Eshenaur & Son
Building (Carlisle Shoe Company)
Eligible Resources: AMP, Inc. AETNA
Building
Evaluation of Effects on Historic
Resources: Philadelphia & Reading
Railroad, Harrisburg City Parks 7
Parkway Plan, Forster-Rutherford
House, Paxtang Municipal Building,
Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic
Church and Holy Cross Cemetery,
AMP, Inc. AETNA Building
Philadelphia & Reading Railroad bridge
cannot be rehabilitated in accordance
with the Secretary of Interior’s
Standards to meet the project purpose
and needs.

3/26/2019

Meeting Minutes

SHPO and
Consulting Parties

Above Ground
Resources Effects

4/2/2019

Email Notification

SHPO

Above Ground
Resources –
Feasibility Report

4/19/2019

Letter Sent

SHPO and
Consulting Parties

Archaeology
Resources

Deferral of Archaeological Testing

5/9/2019

Letter Received

SHPO

Above Ground
Resources –
Effects

Adverse Effect: Philadelphia &
Reading Railroad
No Adverse Effect: Harrisburg
City Parks 7 Parkway Plan, ForsterRutherford House
No Effect: Saint Catherine Laboure
Catholic Church and Holy Cross
Cemetery, Paxtang Municipal Building,
AMP, Inc. AETNA Building
Request for Programmatic
Agreement

6/27/2019

Draft Programmatic
Agreement

SHPO and
Consulting Parties

Above Ground
Resources,
Archaeology
Resources

Deferral of Archaeological Testing,
Avoidance and Minimization of Impacts,
Mitigation of Adverse Effects

8/13/2019

Letter Received

ACHP

Above Ground
Resource – Effects

Declined consultation to resolve
adverse effects. Request for final
Programmatic Agreement.
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Index of Appendix D - Agency Correspondence continued

Date

Coordination Type

Topic/
Coordination
Purpose

Agency

Result

Section 4(f) Evaluation

PennDOT
(McCormick
Taylor), CAGA
PennDOT, FHWA,
CAGA,SAMBA,
Dauphin County
PennDOT, FHWA,
CAGA,SAMBA,
Dauphin County,
City of Harrisburg

4/18/2018

Meeting Minutes

1/15/2019

Meeting Minutes

2/19/2019

Meeting Minutes

5/6/2019

Letter Received

CAGA

6/17/2019

Letter Received

DCNR

6/21/2019

Letter Received

City of Harrisburg
(Official with
Jurisdiction)
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Section 4(f) public recreation
resources
Section 4(f) public recreation
resources

Discussion of impacts and potential
mitigation for the Capital Area
Greenbelt and Paxtang Park

Section 4(f) public recreation
resources

Discussion of impacts and potential
mitigation for the Capital Area
Greenbelt and Paxtang Park

Section 4(f) public recreation
resources
Section 4(f) public recreation
resources
Section 4(f) public recreation
resources

Information gathering for resources
within project area and future plans

Support of mitigation conceptual plan
Support of mitigation conceptual plan
De minimis use of Capital Area
Greenbelt
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-626299

1.
PROJECT
INFORMATION
Pennsylvania
Department
of Conservation and Natural Resources

Project Search ID: PNDI-626299
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf
Project Name: SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Project
1. PROJECT
INFORMATION
Date
of Review: 10/21/2019
11:28:34 AM
Project Category: Transportation, Roads, Widening, adding lanes with disturbance beyond existing shoulders
Project Name: SR 0083 Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Project
WITH drainage pipe replacements
Date of Review: 10/21/2019 11:28:34 AM
Project Area: 296.41 acres
Project Category: Transportation, Roads, Widening, adding lanes with disturbance beyond existing shoulders
County(s): Dauphin
WITH drainage pipe replacements
Township/Municipality(s): LOWER PAXTON; SWATARA
Project Area: 296.41 acres
ZIP Code: 17109; 17111
County(s): Dauphin
Quadrangle Name(s): HARRISBURG EAST; STEELTON
Township/Municipality(s): LOWER PAXTON; SWATARA
Watersheds HUC 8: Lower Susquehanna-Swatara
ZIP Code: 17109; 17111
Watersheds HUC 12: Spring Creek
Quadrangle Name(s): HARRISBURG EAST; STEELTON
Decimal Degrees: 40.254496, -76.818917
Watersheds HUC 8: Lower Susquehanna-Swatara
Degrees Minutes Seconds: 40° 15' 16.1858" N, 76° 49' 8.1013" W
Watersheds HUC 12: Spring Creek
Decimal Degrees: 40.254496, -76.818917
2.
SEARCH RESULTS
Degrees Minutes Seconds: 40° 15' 16.1858" N, 76° 49' 8.1013" W

Agency
2.
SEARCH RESULTS

Results

Response

PA Game Commission

Conservation Measure

No Further Review Required, See Agency
Comments

Agency

Results

PA Department of Conservation and
PA Game
Commission
Natural
Resources

No Known Impact
Conservation Measure

PA Fish and Boat Commission
PA Department of Conservation and
U.S.
Fish
and Wildlife Service
Natural
Resources

No Known Impact
No Known Impact
Avoidance Measure

Response

No Further Review Required
No Further Review Required, See Agency
Comments
No Further Review Required
No Further Review Required
See Agency Response

PA Fish and Boat Commission
No Known Impact
No Further Review Required
As summarized above, Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) records indicate there may be potential
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Avoidance Measure
See Agency Response
impacts to threatened and endangered and/or special concern species and resources within the project area. If the
response above indicates "No Further Review Required" no additional communication with the respective agency is
required.
If the response
is "Further Review
"See Agency
refer to
the may
appropriate
agency
As summarized
above, Pennsylvania
NaturalRequired"
Diversity or
Inventory
(PNDI)Response,"
records indicate
there
be potential
comments
below. Please
the DEP Information
Section
of this
receipt
if aresources
PA Department
of Environmental
impacts to threatened
andsee
endangered
and/or special
concern
species
and
within the
project area. If the
Protection
Permitindicates
is required.
response above
"No Further Review Required" no additional communication with the respective agency is
required. If the response is "Further Review Required" or "See Agency Response," refer to the appropriate agency
comments below. Please see the DEP Information Section of this receipt if a PA Department of Environmental
Protection Permit is required.
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-626299

Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-626299
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-626299
Project Search ID: PNDI-626299
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Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf

Project Search ID: PNDI-626299

SPECIAL NOTE: If you agree to implement the above Avoidance Measure, no further coordination with this
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Project Search ID: PNDI-626299
agency regarding threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources is
PNDI Receipt: project_receipt_sr_0083_section_078_eisen_626299_FINAL_1.pdf
required. If you are not able to comply with the Avoidance Measures, you are required to coordinate with this agency SPECIAL
NOTE:
If you
agree totoimplement
Measure,
no further coordination with this
please send
project
information
this agencythe
for above
review Avoidance
(see "What to
Send" section).
agency regarding threatened and endangered species and/or special concern species and resources is
required. If you are not able to comply with the Avoidance Measures, you are required to coordinate with this agency WHAT TO SEND TO JURISDICTIONAL AGENCIES
please send project information to this agency for review (see "What to Send" section).
If project information was requested by one or more of the agencies above, upload* or email* the following

WHAT
SEND
TOInstructions
JURISDICTIONAL
AGENCIES
informationTO
to the
agency(s).
for uploading project
materials can be found here. This option provides the
applicant with the convenience of sending project materials to a single location accessible to all three state agencies.
If
project information
by one
morematerials
of the agencies
above,CONTACT
upload* or INFORMATION).
email* the following
Alternatively,
applicantswas
mayrequested
email or mail
their or
project
(see AGENCY
information
to theand
agency(s).
Instructions
for uploading
can be found
This PA
option
the
*Note: U.S.Fish
Wildlife Service
requires
applicantsproject
to mailmaterials
project materials
to thehere.
USFWS
fieldprovides
office (see
applicant
the convenience
of sending
projectwill
materials
to aproject
single location
all three state
AGENCYwith
CONTACT
INFORMATION).
USFWS
not accept
materialsaccessible
submittedto
electronically
(byagencies.
upload or
Alternatively,
applicants may email or mail their project materials (see AGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION).
email).
*Note: U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service requires applicants to mail project materials to the USFWS PA field office (see
AGENCY
INFORMATION).
USFWS
will not accept project materials submitted electronically (by upload or
Check-listCONTACT
of Minimum
Materials to be
submitted:
email).
____Project narrative with a description of the overall project, the work to be performed, current physical characteristics
of the site and acreage to be impacted.
Check-list
Minimum
Materials
to be
submitted:
____A mapof
with
the project
boundary
and/or
a basic site plan(particularly showing the relationship of the project to the
____Project
narrative
a description
of theponds,
overallrock
project,
the work
to be performed, current physical characteristics
physical features
suchwith
as wetlands,
streams,
outcrops,
etc.)
of
site and
to be impacted.
In the
addition
to acreage
the materials
listed above, USFWS REQUIRES the following
____A
map with
theofproject
and/or a basic Review
site plan(particularly
showing the relationship of the project to the
____SIGNED
copy
a Finalboundary
Project Environmental
Receipt
physical features such as wetlands, streams, ponds, rock outcrops, etc.)
In
addition
to the
materials
listed
above, USFWS
REQUIRES
the following
The
inclusion
of the
following
information
may expedite
the review
process.
____SIGNED
copykeyed
of a Final
Project
Reviewon
Receipt
____Color photos
to the
basic Environmental
site plan (i.e. showing
the site plan where and in what direction each photo
was taken and the date of the photos)
The
inclusion ofabout
the following
information
mayofexpedite
review
process.
____Information
the presence
and location
wetlandsthe
in the
project
area, and how this was determined (e.g.,
____Color
photos
keyedbiologist),
to the basic
site planare
(i.e.present
showing
on the
site plan
and
in what
direction
each
by a qualified
wetlands
if wetlands
in the
project
area,where
provide
project
plans
showing
thephoto
location
was
and
the dateasofwell
the as
photos)
of alltaken
project
features,
wetlands and streams.
____Information about the presence and location of wetlands in the project area, and how this was determined (e.g.,
by
qualified
wetlands biologist), if wetlands are present in the project area, provide project plans showing the location
4. aDEP
INFORMATION
of all project features, as well as wetlands and streams.
The Pa Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) requires that a signed copy of this receipt, along with any
required documentation from jurisdictional agencies concerning resolution of potential impacts, be submitted with
4.
DEP INFORMATION
applications
for permits requiring PNDI review. Two review options are available to permit applicants for handling PNDI
The
Pa Department
of Environmental
(DEP)
requires
that a signed
copySpecies
of this receipt,
along
any
coordination
in conjunction
with DEP’sProtection
permit review
process
involving
either T&E
or species
of with
special
required
from
jurisdictional
agencies
concerning
of potential
be submitted
with with
concern. documentation
Under sequential
review,
the permit
applicant
performsresolution
a PNDI screening
andimpacts,
completes
all coordination
applications
for permits
requiring
PNDIprior
review.
Two review
options
available to
permit
applicants
for handling
the appropriate
jurisdictional
agencies
to submitting
the
permitare
application.
The
applicant
will include
with itsPNDI
coordination
in conjunction
with DEP’s
reviewletter
process
either T&E
Species
orPNDI
species
of special
application, both
a PNDI receipt
and/orpermit
a clearance
frominvolving
the jurisdictional
agency
if the
Receipt
shows a
concern.
review,
permit applicant
performs
a PNDIdirectly
screening
allagencies.
coordination
with
Potential Under
Impactsequential
to a species
or thethe
applicant
chooses to
obtain letters
fromand
the completes
jurisdictional
Under
the
appropriate
jurisdictional
agencies
prior
submitting
thereview
permitof
application.
The
applicant
will include
its
concurrent
review,
DEP, where
feasible,
willtoallow
technical
the permit to
occur
concurrently
with with
the T&E
application,
both a PNDI
and/or a clearance
letterapplicant
from the must
jurisdictional
agency
if the
PNDI
Receipt
shows
species consultation
withreceipt
the jurisdictional
agency. The
still supply
a copy
of the
PNDI
Receipt
withaits
Potential
Impact to aThe
species
the applicant
to obtain letters
directly fromagency
the jurisdictional
Under
permit application.
PNDIor
Receipt
should chooses
also be submitted
to the appropriate
according agencies.
to directions
on
concurrent
review, The
DEP,applicant
where feasible,
allow technical
review
of the
permit to occur
concurrently
with
the T&ESee
the PNDI Receipt.
and the will
jurisdictional
agency
will work
together
resolve
the potential
impact(s).
species
the jurisdictional agency. The applicant must still supply a copy of the PNDI Receipt with its
the DEPconsultation
PNDI policywith
at https://conservationexplorer.dcnr.pa.gov/content/resources.
permit application. The PNDI Receipt should also be submitted to the appropriate agency according to directions on
the PNDI Receipt. The applicant and the jurisdictional agency will work together to resolve the potential impact(s). See
the DEP PNDI policy at https://conservationexplorer.dcnr.pa.gov/content/resources.
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May 5, 2017
May Thompson,
5, 2017
Brian
Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
Brian
Thompson,
Director
Attn:
Jeremy
Ammerman
Bureau
of
Project
Delivery
PA Department of Transportation
Attn:
Jeremy
Ammerman
PO Box 2966
PA Department
of Transportation
Harrisburg,
PA 17105
PO Box 2966
Harrisburg,
PA 17105Eisenhower Interchange, MPMS 92931, SR 0083, Section 078, Lower
ER
2016-8478-043-H:
Paxton Township Dauphin County, Above Ground Resource Reconnaissance Survey
ER 2016-8478-043-H: Eisenhower Interchange, MPMS 92931, SR 0083, Section 078, Lower
Paxton
Dauphin County, Above Ground Resource Reconnaissance Survey
Dear
Mr. Township
Thompson,
Dear Mr.
Thank
you Thompson,
for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Bureau for
Historic Preservation (the State Historic Preservation Office) reviews projects in accordance with
Thank
for submitting
information
concerning
abovePreservation
referenced project.
The Bureau
state
andyou
federal
laws. Section
106 of the
Nationalthe
Historic
Act of 1966,
and thefor
Historic
Preservation
(the
State
Historic
Preservation
Office)
reviews
projects
in
accordance
implementing regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, with
is
state
and federal
Section
106
of the National
Historic
Preservation
Act 1,
of Section
1966, and
the
primary
federallaws.
legislation.
The
Environmental
Rights
amendment,
Article
27 the
of the
implementingConstitution
regulations and
(36 CFR
Part 800) of the
Advisory
Historic
is
Pennsylvania
the Pennsylvania
History
Code,Council
37 Pa. on
Cons.
Stat.Preservation,
Section 500 et
the
primary
federal
legislation.
The
Environmental
Rights
amendment,
Article
1,
Section
27
of
the
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
Pennsylvania
and the
History
Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
potential
effectsConstitution
on both historic
andPennsylvania
archaeological
resources.
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential
on both information
historic andconcerning
archaeological
resources.
Thank
youeffects
for submitting
the above
referenced project. This project is in
its planning stages, therefore since potential effects are unknown as well as the specific APE, it
submitting
concerning
the above
project.
project
is in
isThank
difficultyou
forfor
both
agenciesinformation
to determine
an appropriate
levelreferenced
of additional
aboveThis
ground
survey.
its planning
since
potential
effects
are unknown as well as the specific APE, it
Below,
pleasestages,
see ourtherefore
comments
regarding
the
submission.
is difficult for both agencies to determine an appropriate level of additional above ground survey.
Below, please
our comments regarding the submission.
Web-based
GISsee
application
Please contact Noel Strattan and Elizabeth Shultz regarding the compatibility of the web-based
Web-based
GIS
application
GIS
application
with
the PA SHPO’s CRGIS. Please contact them also regarding the use of the
Please
contact
NoelApplication
Strattan and
Shultz
compatibility
of the web-based
PA
SHPO’s
Portable
orElizabeth
web based
data regarding
entry if thethe
intensive
level survey
will result
GIS
application
with
the
PA
SHPO’s
CRGIS.
Please
contact
them
also
regarding
the use of the
in the compilation of 20 or more abbreviated and/or full HRSFs.
PA SHPO’s Portable Application or web based data entry if the intensive level survey will result
in the compilation of 20 or more abbreviated and/or full HRSFs.
APE
Please contact Noel Strattan and Elizabeth Shultz regarding the submission of a Shapefile for
APE
the
APE if the intensive level survey will result in the submission of 20 or more abbreviated
Please
Noel Strattan and Elizabeth Shultz regarding the submission of a Shapefile for
and/or
fullcontact
HRSFs.
the APE if the intensive level survey will result in the submission of 20 or more abbreviated
and/orInvolvement/Consultation
full HRSFs.
Public
Consideration should be made to concerns raised regarding specific properties by the public
Publicother
Involvement/Consultation
and/or
consulting parties, this includes identification of historic resources.
Consideration should be made to concerns raised regarding specific properties by the public
and/or other
consulting parties,
includes
identification
of historic resources.
Agency
Recommendations
for this
Formal
Evaluations
of Eligibility
The PA SHPO concurs with the list of twenty-two (22) properties that merit documentation for
Agencyindividual
Recommendations
Formal
potential
eligibility as for
denoted
onEvaluations
pages 32-33 of
of Eligibility
the Reconnaissance Survey Report.
The PA SHPO concurs with the list of twenty-two (22) properties that merit documentation for
potential
individual
eligibility
as denoted
pages 32-33
of the
Reconnaissance
Survey
Report.
The
PA SHPO
concurs
that there
may be on
a Paxtang
Historic
District
that would merit
evaluation
if as part of the project development, it is determined that a district is present and within the APE.
The
PA SHPO
concursthe
that
there maycontact
be a Paxtang
Historic
District
thatsite
would
We
strongly
encourage
consultant
our office
to be part
of the
visit.merit evaluation
if as part of the project development, it is determined that a district is present and within the APE.
We strongly encourage the consultant contact our office to be part of the site visit.
Commonwealth Keystone Building | 400 North Street | 2nd Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17120 | 717.783.8947
Commonwealth Keystone Building | 400 North Street | 2nd Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17120 | 717.783.8947
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Page 2, May 05, 2017
2016-8478-043-H
Agency Recommendations for Further Survey (potential historic district)
The PA SHPO concurs that the Parkway Estates Neighborhood, Oakleigh Neighborhood,
Sunnydale Neighborhood, and Lawnton Neighborhood, should be surveyed as historic districts.
Agency Recommendations for Previously Surveyed Resources
We concur that the existing eligibility status of the five (5) previously evaluated resources remain
for both individually eligible and ineligible resources. However, if the ineligible resources are
within a potential historic district, they would need to be evaluated for contributing status.
PA SHPO opinion regarding Reconnaissance Survey recommendations
As per the PennDOT Cultural Resources Handbook, “the level of effort required, pursuant to the
Section 106 PA, is dependent on anticipated effects.” If the alternative(s)/refined APE will have
the potential to affect these areas, then it would be prudent to conduct these further studies. If
the alternative(s) will not have the potential to affect these areas, it may be prudent to consider
waiting for a more refined APE before conducting further studies.
Potential Historic Districts/Groupings
In our opinion, the reconnaissance survey report did not provide adequate documentation for the
lack of potential for an industrial/commercial historic district along Paxton Street, which could
include but is not limited to Librandi, Stroehmann, Stewart-Amos Steel, Oak Park, Penhar,
Cleveland Brothers, Foxconn, etc.
As grouping of industrial/commercial properties this area may have significance under other
NRHP criterion than Architecture. Per the National Park Service guidance, PA SHPO guidance
and PennDOT Cultural Resources Handbook, “if properties are related spatially and through
shared historic development they should be evaluated as a potential historic district.”
At a minimum, it is our opinion that the following should be reviewed, summarized, and provided
to our office for the various groupings/areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sanborn maps
Comparison of current and historic aerials
Minimal research into the development of the corridor as related to transportation and
industrial zoning planning, etc.
Street view photographs
Brief discussion of integrity (large amount of demolitions, new construction, etc.)
Lack of significance (no cohesive development, etc.)

In our opinion, the reconnaissance survey did not provide adequate documentation for the lack of
potential of the Derry Street Rowhomes. Dependent upon potential for effect, then they should
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be documented either as a grouping or as part of the Paxtang Historic District; or part of JMT’s
grouping of Derry Street if they are interrelated geographically/development.
In addition, if the alternative(s) should require that any of the buildings that are not being
documented will be directly affected (i.e. Demolished), then at a minimum, an abbreviated survey
form should be provided.
If you need further information on this matter, please contact Cheryl L. Nagle at 717-772-4519 or
chnagle@pa.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Archaeology and Protection
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August 15, 2018
Brian Thompson, Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
Attn: Jeremy Ammerman, District 8-0
PA Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 2966
Harrisburg, PA 17105
RE: ER 2016-8478-043-K; S.R. 83, Section 078 (MPMS 92931); I-83 from US 322 (Paxton
Street) to SR 3020 (Union Deposit Road) Interchange; Lower Paxton Township, Dauphin
County; 10 Abbreviated HRSFs
Dear Mr. Thompson,
Thank you for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
federal laws. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the implementing
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federal legislation. The Environmental Rights amendment, Article 1, Section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the Pennsylvania History Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential effects on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above Ground Resources
Not Eligible
Based on the additional information received, we concur with the findings of the agency that the
following properties are Not Eligible due to a lack of significance and/or integrity:
3631 Derry Street (Key No. 208856)
3725 Derry Street (Key No. 208857)
3747 Derry Street (Key No. 208858)
AFSCME Health & Welfare (Key No. 208887)
Foxconn Building (Key No. 208860)
Iron Workers 404 Building (Key No. 208886)
M&T Bank (Key No. 208863)
More Information Requested
We are requesting full Historic Resource Survey Forms for the following properties, depending
on the potential for direct effects: AMP, Inc. AETNA Building (Key No. 208859); W.C.
Eshenaur & Son Building (Key No. 208865). Based on the information provided, the properties
appear to retain sufficient integrity to be eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic
Places under Criterion C in the area of architecture, if significant.
With regards to the Derry Street grouping (2905-3223 Derry Street; Key No. 208855), we are
requesting the additional information previously requested in our May 5, 2017 letter. Specifically,
our letter noted the following “Dependent upon the potential for effect, the [Derry Street grouping]
should be documented either as a grouping or as part of the Paxtang Historic District; or part of
JMT’s grouping of Derry Street if they are interrelated geographically/development.” Please note
as per page 27 of our Guidelines for Architectural Investigations in Pennsylvania, abbreviated
Commonwealth Keystone Building | 400 North Street | 2nd Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17120 | 717.783.8947
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HRSFs “may not be used for properties that include multiple buildings that are united historically
or aesthetically by plan or physical development” (2014). Therefore, please provide a full HRSF
for the Derry Street grouping, whether as an individual group or as part of the other
aforementioned groupings noted in our May 2017 letter.
Our determination of eligibility is based upon the information provided and available in our files
for review. If National Register listing for this property is sought in the future, additional
documentation of the property’s significance and integrity may be required to both verify this
determination of eligibility and satisfy the requirements of the National Park Service (36 CFR Part
60). Thus, the outcome of the National Register listing process cannot be assured by this
determination of eligibility.
For questions concerning this review, please contact Emma Diehl at emdiehl@pa.gov or (717)
787-9121.
Sincerely,
Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review
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August 27, 2018
Brian Thompson, Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
Attn: Jeremy Ammerman, District 8-0
PA Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 2966
Harrisburg, PA 17105
RE: ER 2016-8478-073-L; SR 83, Section 078 (MPMS 92931), Lower Paxton TWP, Dauphin
County, 83 from US 322 to SR 3020 Interchange Reconstruction, Lane Addition, 14 HRSFs
Dear Mr. Thompson,
Thank you for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
federal laws. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the implementing
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federal legislation. The Environmental Rights amendment, Article 1, Section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the Pennsylvania History Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential effects on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above Ground Resources
We offer the following comments with regards to the submission of 14 Historic Resource Survey
Forms (HRSFS).
More Information Requested
We are requesting additional information to complete our review for the Saint Catherine
Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery (Key No. 208881). Please provide a
comparative analysis including photographs of contemporary Neo-Expressionist architectural
style in the local region.
Eligible Resources
We concur with the finding of the federal agency that Paxtang Municipal Building (Key No.
213331) is Eligible for the listing in the National Register under Criteria A, for Community
Planning and Development, and C, for Architecture. The Paxtang Municipal Building, built in
1932, is associated with the development of the Paxtang Borough, having continuously
functioned as the fire department facilities, municipal government offices, and community center.
The building, with its sleek appearance, distinctive sharp-edged look and stylized geometrical
decorative details, is a good example of Art Deco style architecture. The period of significance is
ca. 1932 to 1968, representing the approximate date of construction of the building and
extending to 50 years from the present as the property continues to convey significance to the
present day under Criterion A; the boundary is the tax parcel.
We concur with the finding of the agency that Forster-Rutherford House (Key No. 208869) is
Eligible for the National Register under Criteria A, for Settlement and C, for Architecture. The
Forster-Rutherford House, built ca. 1740 over a large spring, is associated with the early
settlement patterns of the Scotch-Irish in South Central Pennsylvania. The building is also a rare
example of a mid-18th century Scotch-Irish influenced Vernacular style dwelling with
asymmetrical fenestration and opposing doors that open in the hearth/kitchen/hall and is typical
Commonwealth Keystone Building | 400 North Street | 2nd Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17120 | 717.783.8947
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of the British Isles. The period of significance is 1740 and the boundary is as shown in Figure 2
and includes the house, the spring, and part of the stream.
Not Eligible Resources
Based on the information received and available within our files, we concur with the findings of
the agency that the following properties are Not Eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places due to a lack of integrity and/or significance:
AMP, Inc (Key No. 208866)
Capital Bakers, Inc./Stroehmann Brothers Company (Key No. 208868)
Henry Landis House (Key No. 208870)
Lawnton Elementary School (Key No. 208871)
Rutherford Tenant House (Key No. 208879)
Samuel S. Rutherford House (Key No. 208882)
Town of Lawton (Key No. 208873)
Oakleigh Neighborhood (Key No. 213328)
Parkway Estates Neighborhood (Key No. 208875)
Sunnydale Neighborhood (Key No. 208883)
William Espy House (Key No. 208885)

Our determination of eligibility is based upon the information provided and available in our files
for review. If National Register listing for these properties is sought in the future, additional
documentation of a properties’ significance and integrity may be required to both verify this
determination of eligibility and satisfy the requirements of the National Park Service (36 CFR Part
60). Thus, the outcome of the National Register listing process cannot be assured by this
determination of eligibility.
If you have questions concerning this review, please contact Tyra Guyton at 717-346-0617 or

tyguyton@pa.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review
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October 4, 2018
Brian Thompson, Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
Attn: Jeremy Ammerman, District 8-0
PA Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 2966
Harrisburg, PA 17105
RE: ER 2016-8478-043-N; SR 83, Section 078 (MPMS 92931) Dauphin County, I-83 from US
322 (Paxton Street) to SR 3020 (Union Deposit Road) Interchange Swatara and Lower Paxton
Townships Interchange Reconstruction Lane Addition, Saint Catherine Laboure Memo
Dear Mr. Thompson,
Thank you for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
federal laws. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the implementing
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federal legislation. The Environmental Rights amendment, Article 1, Section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the Pennsylvania History Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential effects on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above Ground Resources
Based on the additional information received and available within our files, we disagree with the
findings of the agency. In our opinion, Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy
Cross Cemetery (Key No. 208881) is eligible for listing in the National Register under Criterion
C, in the area of Architecture. According to the National Register Bulletin 15, “How to Apply the
National Register Criteria for Evaluation”, under Criterion Consideration G, a property achieving
significance within the past 50 years must be of exceptional importance and “in justifying
exceptional importance, it is necessary to identify other properties within the geographical area
that reflect the same significance or historic associations and to determine which properties best
represent the historic context in question.” Based on the comparisons provided, it is our opinion
that the Shrine of the Miraculous Medal at Saint Catherine Laboure is among those properties
that are exceptionally important local examples of Neo-Expressionist style architecture. The
property features a continuity of form and dynamism illustrated through a domed roofline with
repetition of elliptical arches on both the interior and exterior, curvilinear walls, and an almost
continuous block of Gabrielle Loire stained glass windows. The period of significance is 1976
and corresponds with the construction of the shrine. The boundary is the current tax parcel,
however, other portions of the church do not meet the requirements of Criterion Consideration G
and will require re-evaluation upon reaching the 50 year age mark.
Our determination of eligibility is based upon the information provided and available in our files
for review. If National Register listing for this property is sought in the future, additional
documentation of the property’s significance and integrity may be required to both verify this
determination of eligibility and satisfy the requirements of the National Park Service (36 CFR Part
60). Thus, the outcome of the National Register listing process cannot be assured by this
determination of eligibility.
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If you have questions concerning this review, please contact Tyra Guyton at 717-346-0617 or

tyguyton@pa.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review
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October 5, 2018
Brian Thompson, Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
Attn: Jeremy Ammerman, District 8-0
PA Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 2966
Harrisburg, PA 17105
RE: ER 2016-8478-043-O; SR 83, Section 078 (MPMS 92931) Dauphin County, I-83 from US
322 (Paxton Street) to SR 3020 (Union Deposit Road) Interchange Swatara and Lower Paxton
Townships Interchange Reconstruction Lane Addition, Carlisle Shoe Company HRSF
Dear Mr. Thompson,
Thank you for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
federal laws. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the implementing
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federal legislation. The Environmental Rights amendment, Article 1, Section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the Pennsylvania History Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential effects on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above Ground Resources
Based on the information received and available within our files, we concur with the finding of the
federal agency that the Carlisle Shoe Company (Key No. 208865) is not eligible for listing in
the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A, B, or C due to a lack of significance.
This resource has not been evaluated for archaeological potential.
Our determination of eligibility is based upon the information provided and available in our files
for review. If National Register listing for this property is sought in the future, additional
documentation of the property’s significance and integrity may be required to both verify this
determination of eligibility and satisfy the requirements of the National Park Service (36 CFR Part
60). Thus, the outcome of the National Register listing process cannot be assured by this
determination of eligibility.
If you have questions concerning this review, please contact Tyra Guyton at 717-346-0617 or

tyguyton@pa.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review
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December 11, 2018
Brian Thompson, Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
Attn: Jeremy Ammerman, District 8-0
PA Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 2966
Harrisburg, PA 17105
RE: ER 2016-8478-043-R; SR 83, Section 078 (MPMS 92931) Dauphin County, I-83 from
Paxton Street to Union Deposit Road Interchange Swatara and Lower Paxton Townships
Interchange Reconstruction, Lane Addition, AMP Inc. HRSF
Dear Mr. Thompson,
Thank you for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
federal laws. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the implementing
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federal legislation. The Environmental Rights amendment, Article 1, Section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the Pennsylvania History Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential effects on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above Ground Resources
Based on the information received and available within our files, we disagree with the finding of
the federal agency. It is our opinion that AMP Inc. (Key No. 208859) is eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places under Criterion C for Architecture, as a significant local
example of Brutalist style. Designed by the Harrisburg architectural firm of Lawrie and Green, the
building emphasizes a bulky, unornamented, concrete façade with recessed windows in vertical
slits, all characteristics of the Brutalist style. The period of significance is 1966, the date of
construction of the building, and the boundary is as shown in figure 2, site map. This resource
has not been evaluated for archaeological potential.
Our determination of eligibility is based upon the information provided and available in our files
for review. If National Register listing for this property is sought in the future, additional
documentation of the property’s significance and integrity may be required to both verify this
determination of eligibility and satisfy the requirements of the National Park Service (36 CFR Part
60). Thus, the outcome of the National Register listing process cannot be assured by this
determination of eligibility.
If you have questions concerning this review, please contact Tyra Guyton at 717-346-0617 or

tyguyton@pa.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review
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December 11, 2018
Brian Thompson, Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
Attn: Jeremy Ammerman, District 8-0
PA Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 2966
Harrisburg, PA 17105
RE: ER 2016-8478-043-S; SR 83, Section 078 (MPMS 92931) Dauphin County, I-83 from
Paxton Street to Union Deposit Road Interchange Swatara and Lower Paxton Townships
Interchange Reconstruction, Lane Addition, 2905-3223 Derry Street Historic District HRSF
Dear Mr. Thompson,
Thank you for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
federal laws. Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, and the implementing
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federal legislation. The Environmental Rights amendment, Article 1, Section 27 of the
Pennsylvania Constitution and the Pennsylvania History Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential effects on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above Ground Resources
Based on the information received and available within our files, we concur with the finding of the
federal agency that 2905-3223 Derry Street Historic District (Key No. 208855) is not eligible
for listing in the National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A, B, or C due to a lack of
significance and integrity. This resource has not been evaluated for archaeological potential.
Our determination of eligibility is based upon the information provided and available in our files
for review. If National Register listing for this property is sought in the future, additional
documentation of the property’s significance and integrity may be required to both verify this
determination of eligibility and satisfy the requirements of the National Park Service (36 CFR Part
60). Thus, the outcome of the National Register listing process cannot be assured by this
determination of eligibility.
If you have questions concerning this review, please contact Tyra Guyton at 717-346-0617 or

tyguyton@pa.gov.
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review
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Consulting Party Meeting
Date:
Time:
Location:

March 26, 2019
5:30 PM
Swatara Township Municipal Building

ATTENDEES

John Bachman
Jeremy Ammerman
Becky Mease
Diane Crispino
Charles Richmond
Emma Diehl
Carl Dickson
Ernest Fontaine
Vicki Keating
Michael Simonetti
Micki Weaver
David Wilson

REPRESENTING

PennDOT 8-0-Project Manager
PennDOT Architectural Historian
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Pennsylvania State Historic
Preservation Office (PA SHPO)
Consulting Party, Dauphin Co. Parks
& Rec/Capital Area Greenbelt Assoc.
Consulting Party
Consulting Party, Harrisburg Mall
Consulting Party
Consulting Party, Weaver Glass
Consulting Party, 471 Ad Assoc.

EMAIL

jobachman@pa.gov
jammerma@pa.gov
bsmease@mccormicktaylor.com
djcrispino@mccormicktaylor.com
carichmond@mccormicktaylor.com
emdiehl@pa.gov
cdickson@dauphinc.org
ernie.fontaine@me.com
vkeating@sjpi.com
michaelsimonetti@verizon.net
micweaver@aol.com
dwilson@jplcreative.com

MEETING DISCUSSION
1. Introductions. Jeremy Ammerman, PennDOT’s architectural historian, introduced
members of the project team and welcomed the consulting parties. Jeremy explained that
the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the project in relation to historic resources. He
provided a handout that included the agenda, the PennDOT Section 106 review process,
photographs of the Forster-Rutherford House (Spring House), and logo of the Philadelphia
& Reading Railroad.
2. Project Overview. John Bachman, PennDOT’s Project Manager, provided an overview
of the project. John noted that the project originated with a Master Plan of Interstate 83
(I-83) developed in 2002. The plan looked at transportation improvements between I-81
and New Cumberland. The project was divided into four sections. He noted that
preliminary engineering began approximately two years ago on the sections from Union
Deposit to 29th Street and 29th Street to the Susquehanna River, which constitutes the
current SR 0083 Section 078 and Section 079, respectively. The project is currently
working towards environmental clearance. The right-of-way acquisition process will begin
after environmental clearance. Due to the complexity of the project, several construction
contracts will be needed and are currently being determined. Property owners impacted by
the first construction contract and those requiring total acquisition for the entire project
will be the first to be contacted by PennDOT. The construction is anticipated to start in
late 2022 at the earliest and be complete in 2031/2032 timeframe.
3. Section 106 Snapshot. Jeremy provided an update on the status of the Section 106
process to date for the SR 0083 Section 078 project. Jeremy noted that the Area of
Potential Effects (APE) for the project was established at the start of the project. He noted
that the eligibility phase has been completed, which included the completion of survey
forms and National Register evaluations. Jeremy added that the eligibility forms were on
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display in the room for those interested in reviewing. A feasibility analysis report has been
prepared for the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard and is
currently being reviewed by the PA SHPO and was posted to ProjectPATH on March 5,
2019. There is a 30-day comment period for the report. The consulting party meeting is a
step in the Section 106 process and was being conducted to solicit the input of consulting
parties. The next step in the process will be the completion of effects analysis which will
determine what level of impacts the project may have on historic properties.
4. Public Involvement to Date. Becky Mease, McCormick Taylor, Inc. Project Manager,
provided a summary of the public involvement process to date. She stated that public
outreach began approximately two years ago and built upon the work completed as part
of the I-83 Master Plan. The project team has met with municipal governments, regional
planning agencies, Capital Area Transit, Central Dauphin School District, EMS
organizations and others with an interest in the study area. Becky noted that the public
meeting, held at the Harrisburg Mall in October 2018, had been well attended and
provided an array of information regarding the project. Jeremy noted that two additional
consulting parties were identified at the public meeting. Becky stressed the importance of
the project’s website (http://www.i-83beltway.com/) as a means of providing information
and receiving input from the public. She suggested that any individuals who are interested
in the project should sign up to receive notifications. Becky mentioned that meetings were
recently held with the Capital Area Greenbelt Association, Susquehanna Mountain Biking
Association (SAMBA), Dauphin County and the City of Harrisburg.
5. Project Constraints. Jeremy discussed the project constraints which directly affected
the available alternatives of the project. He noted that the Norfolk Southern Railway, to
the north, and existing SR 0083 had significant roles in the development of the project. He
noted that any off alignment concepts would have potentially resulted in significant
impacts to historic resources within the APE. The APE development process impacted the
identification of historic resources, which slightly shifted as the preferred alternative was
refined during the design process. Potential impacts to historic resources have been
developed far enough to allow the Department to present and hold this meeting.
6. Modifications to Existing Exits. Becky provided a detailed description of the
Recommended Preferred Alternative. She noted the project would include widening of the
main line of SR 0083 to a minimum of three mainline lanes in both directions. The project
would also include a collector distributor system (CD) in the northbound direction, which
would be separated from the main line of SR 0083. The CD system would allow for
connections to get to SR 0283, SR 0322, and Derry Street. Becky detailed several of the
current and proposed exits from SR 0083 and how the proposed exits would improve
safety and traffic flow. She also noted the Eisenhower Interchange will be re-configured to
help with congestion and will continue to allow access to the same connections. Becky
indicated that a Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) has been proposed along Derry
Street. Becky also discussed the future use of Eisenhower Boulevard, which will be reconfigured as a one-way interstate ramp which will connect SR 0083 to SR 0283 and SR
0322 and will not have direct connections to local roadways. Jeremy added that enhancing
the north-south connection in the area is a project need that is wanted by the local
community.
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7. Greenbelt Area Impacts. Jeremy discussed the impact to the Capital Area Greenbelt
(parts of the Greenbelt are found within the National Register boundary of the eligible
Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan). Becky discussed the widening of SR 0083 in the
vicinity of the Forster-Rutherford House and Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan. Due to
the widening of SR 0083, the project will require a new SR 0083 bridge over City Park
Drive. In order to provide a constructable design, the new bridge pier will be unable to be
placed in the same location as the existing pier. Currently, the stream along the west side
of City Park Drive and the Forster-Rutherford House is divided by the existing pier. The
Greenbelt path also traverses through this area adjacent to the existing pier. As part of
the proposed project, the stream and Greenbelt will need to be relocated to pass under
the bridge and avoid the new pier.
Jeremy said that while the bridge will be replaced and a new pier will be constructed, it is
not expected that the aesthetics of the Forster-Rutherford House or its setting will be
significantly changed from its current condition.
John noted that the project team is working with the Capital Area Greenbelt Association
and Dauphin County in relation to the Greenbelt. The goal is to relocate the stream and
the Capital Area Greenbelt’s path to one side of the new pier. Other activities will be
undertaken to improve the condition of the path. A handout of the proposed improvement
concept to the Greenbelt in the area of City Park Drive was provided to the group.
8. Railroad Bridge. Jeremy explained that the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad is a
National Register eligible resource and the bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard, which was
built within the railroad’s period of significance, is a contributing element. He stated that a
feasibility analysis report was recently completed and recommended the replacement of
the current bridge. The study determined that the bridge cannot be rehabilitated to meet
the purpose and need of the project.
Coordination with the Norfolk Southern Railway, the current owner of the rail line, is
ongoing. Jeremy noted that the railway is an independent utility that has specific
needs/requirements that the project team will strive to meet.
9. Overall Project Impacts (Cumulative, Noise, Vibration). Jeremy discussed a
variety of potential impacts to historic resources within the APE. He indicated that noise
studies are currently in progress. Noise barriers will be considered in areas that are
impacted by noise and warrant them. Jeremy also discussed vibration impacts as a result
of the project. He stated that while the project will add capacity to the roadways, it is not
expected that this will result in vibration increases that would cause physical damage to
historic resources. Jeremy stated that cumulative impacts were investigated as part of the
studies. The project activities are expected to aid in connecting neighborhoods. It is not
anticipated that neighborhoods and communities will be isolated as a result of the project.
10. Proposed Design Mitigation. Jeremy led the discussion regarding potential
mitigation measures. The opportunity to incorporate stone form liners in the vicinity of the
Forster-Rutherford House and Paxtang Park was suggested. The stone form liners would
be designed to complement and blend with the existing stonework of the ForsterRutherford House. Emma Diehl (PA SHPO) noted that her agency has apprehensions about
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INTERSTATE 83
SR 0083 Section 078, Dauphin County, PA
the application of stone form liners as mitigation. There is a concern if form liners are
appropriate and aesthetically complimentary to the setting and historic resources. She
asked that there be an opportunity to view and comment on plans if form liners are
intended as minimization.
Emma asked about the spring that flows from the Forster-Rutherford House and if any
consideration will be taken to assure the spring is not altered in any manner that would
compromise the setting of the historic resource. John, Becky and Jeremy noted that the
spring and stream will be taken into consideration as part of the design analysis process.
John indicated that several agencies will have input on the spring/stream as part of the
design and permitting review.
Jeremy led the discussion related to potential mitigation for the Philadelphia & Reading
Railroad. He provided a copy of the logo for the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad and
indicated that incorporating the logo on any replacement bridge was being considered.
Jeremy stated that incorporating the logo would pay homage to the significance of the
railroad and may peak interest in the history of the railroad among the public. The logo
would be cast into concrete and become a permanent feature of the bridge. The group
discussed the challenges of the design, including the intricate detailing of the logo and
safety concerns for attaching plaques to bridges. If this mitigation measure is pursued,
further information will be provided to consulting parties for their input.
11. Mitigation Idea Discussion. The concept of including information kiosks/panels at a
location along the Greenbelt was proposed as a potential mitigation measure by Jeremy.
Jeremy opened discussion to the attendees regarding potential mitigation measures they
would like to see as part of the project. Emma asked if the interpretive kiosk/panel along
the Greenbelt path could include information on the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad, due
to its close proximity to the Forster-Rutherford House and Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway
Plan. She also questioned if it would be possible to include multiple kiosks/interpretive
panels in the Greenbelt setting. The understanding is that the area along the Greenbelt
may include stops for pedestrians and path users. Carl Dickson asked if lighting along the
Greenbelt in the vicinity of the new SR 0083 bridge was being considered. John indicated
that street type lighting will be included at the bridge.
Jeremy suggested the possibility of including historic images and information as part of
the project’s official website as a means to educate and inform the public. He suggested
adding a page to the website to illustrate the history of SR 0083.
Emma and Jeremy both indicated that consulting parties have the opportunity to provide
additional mitigation measures concepts and their opinions regarding the mitigation
measures presented at this meeting. If attendees have additional ideas regarding potential
mitigation they would like to be considered, they should provide those concepts to
Jeremy. Any mitigation suggestions will be documented in ProjectPATH. In addition, the
meeting minutes from this consulting party meeting will be posted in ProjectPATH and
consulting parties will have an opportunity to review and comment.
Jeremy stated that the next step in the project, following the review of the feasibility
report for the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad Bridge over Eisenhower Boulevard, would

4
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Schreffler, Angela M.
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richmond, Charles A.
Wednesday, October 23, 2019 2:25 PM
Schreffler, Angela M.
FW: PennDOT Request for PHMC Response: ER2016-8478-043 - MPMS92931

We received email notification of the feasibility report.
4/2/2019

Email Notification

SHPO

Feasibility Report

Concurred with findings of
feasibility report.

Charles Richmond, MA
Senior Historian
O 717.540.6040 | D 717.525.3351 | C 7175253351
CARichmond@mccormicktaylor.com
McCormick Taylor | 5 Capital Drive, Suite 400 | Harrisburg, PA 17110
Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn | Instagram | www.mccormicktaylor.com

From: Ammerman, Jeremy D <jerammerma@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 10:21 AM
To: Bachman, John <JOBACHMAN@pa.gov>
Cc: Mease, Becky S. <BSMease@mccormicktaylor.com>; Richmond, Charles A. <CARichmond@mccormicktaylor.com>;
Crispino, Diane J. <DJCrispino@mccormicktaylor.com>
Subject: FW: PennDOT Request for PHMC Response: ER2016-8478-043 - MPMS92931
PHMC concurred with our feasibility report.
Jeremy Ammerman | Architectural Historian
PA Department of Transportation
PennDOT Engineering District 8
2140 Herr Street | Harrisburg PA 17103-1699
Phone: 717.705.2667 | Fax: 717.705.2662
www.penndot.gov
From: emdiehl@pa.gov <emdiehl@pa.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2019 9:50 AM
To: Ammerman, Jeremy D <jerammerma@pa.gov>
Subject: PennDOT Request for PHMC Response: ER2016-8478-043 - MPMS92931

PennDOT has posted updated information on the Project PATH website for the project listed below.
COUNTY: Dauphin
MUNICIPALITY: LOWER PAXTON TWP (Dauphin)
1
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SR: 83
SECTION: 078
PROJECT NAME: Eisenhower Interchange
MPMS: 92931
ER NUMBER: 2016-8478-043
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: I83 from US 322 (Paxton Street) to SR 3020 (Union Deposit Road) Interchange Swatara and Lower Paxton Townships Inter
change Reconstruction, Lane Addition
SECTION 106 Effect:
SECTION 106 Stage: Evaluation for Eligibility
Posting Name: Feasibility Report
PHMC COMMENT: Based on the information received, we concur that adequate consideration has been given to investig
ate the rehabilitation alternatives and that the bridge, which is considered a contributing resource to the National Regist
er-eligible Philadelphia & Reading Railroad (Philadelphia to Harrisburg, Key No.
112375), cannot be rehabilitated in accordance with the Secretary of Interior's Standards to meet the project purpose an
d needs.
We look forward to continued consultation with you and other consulting parties regarding effects, minimization, and m
itigation for not only this specific project component but the larger SR 0083, Section 078 Eisenhower Interchange Recons
truction Project.
The associated documents for this consultation are available at: https://search.paprojectpath.org/PostingDetails.aspx?P
rojectID=47382&PostingID=28265
The PHMC Contact is Emma Diehl and can be reached at emdiehl@pa.gov.
TO UNSUBSCRIBE
If you would like to stop receiving these notifications, please click the link below, or copy and paste it into your browser.
https://search.paprojectpath.org/Unsubscribe.aspx?U=V3RmaFIvUW5HdU1YOXdEYStsNWMwUysyTTF0ZENhZFA1

2
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PennDOT

Deferral of Archaeological Testing
For Identification/Evaluation*
Per 36 CFR 800.4(b)(2) and Stipulation III.B.6.c

County: Dauphin

SR/SEC: 0083-078

MPMS: 92931
ER#: 2016-8478-043

Name of Project: I-83 East Shore Section 2
Lead
Municipality: Lower Paxton, Paxton,
and Agency:
Swatara Twps.
FHWA

Funding Source: FHWA

Brief Description of Project:
The proposed I-83 East Shore Section 2 project is located in Lower Paxton Township, Paxtang Borough and
Swatara Township in Dauphin County. The project begins just south of the Union Deposit Interchange and
extends westward to 29th Street. Proposed improvements include mainline widening and reconstruction,
improved interchange and regional connections with I-283 and US 322, improved local access connections
to Derry Street and Harrisburg Mall, bridge replacements, storm water improvements, and local roadway
Reason for Deferring Archaeological Testing
improvements.
(Select all that apply)

✔

Multiple Alternatives under consideration
Access to property restricted
APE is not known for the locations of items typically included as part of final
design and permitting, including bridge piers, wetland mitigation sites, or storm
water detention basins (specify)

Proposed Plan for Archaeological Testing
(Describe the location(s) and method(s) for testing the APE, or reference a Predictive Model or
Archaeological Sensitivity Study or Geomorphology Report, as appropriate)
A location of sensitivity for historic archaeology in the middle of the project area cannot be
accessed until final design. An historic house (the William Espy House) is surrounded by paved
surfaces under which could be historic artifact middens and/or historic archaeological features.
Testing will include ground penetrating radar followed by ground truthing as warranted and
necessary.

____________________________________________
District Archaeologist

04/19/2019
____________________
Date

* If Data Recovery excavations cannot be completed before NEPA approval, a MOA or LOA must be prepared.
Revised: 09/18/2018
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May 9, 2019
May 9,
2019
Brian
Thompson,
Director
Bureau of Project Delivery
BrianJeremy
Thompson,
DirectorDistrict 8-0
Attn:
Ammerman,
Bureau
of Project
Delivery
PA
Department
of Transportation
Attn:
Jeremy
Ammerman,
District 8-0
P.O. Box 2966
PA Department
of Transportation
Harrisburg,
PA 17105
P.O. Box 2966
Harrisburg,
PA 17105
RE:
ER 2016-8478-043-X;
S.R. 83, Section 78 (MPMS 92931; Eisenhower Interchange); Lower
Paxton Township, Dauphin County; Determination of Effects - Above Ground Resources
RE: ER 2016-8478-043-X; S.R. 83, Section 78 (MPMS 92931; Eisenhower Interchange); Lower
Paxton Township, Dauphin County; Determination of Effects - Above Ground Resources
Dear Mr. Thompson,
Dear Mr.
Thank
youThompson,
for submitting information concerning the above referenced project. The Pennsylvania
State Historic Preservation Office (PA SHPO) reviews projects in accordance with state and
Thank laws.
you for
submitting
information
concerning
the above referenced
project.
Theimplementing
Pennsylvania
federal
Section
106 of
the National
Historic Preservation
Act of 1966,
and the
State
Historic
Preservation
Office
(PA
SHPO)
reviews
projects
in
accordance
with
state
and
regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, is the primary
federallegislation.
laws. Section
of the National
Historic
Preservation
Act
1966, and
federal
The106
Environmental
Rights
amendment,
Article
1,of
Section
27 ofthe
theimplementing
regulations (36
CFR Part 800)
of the
Advisory Council
Historic
Preservation,
the primary
Pennsylvania
Constitution
and the
Pennsylvania
Historyon
Code,
37 Pa.
Cons. Stat.isSection
500 et
federal
legislation.
The
Environmental
Rights
amendment,
Article
1,
Section
27
of
the
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
Pennsylvania
and the
History
Code, 37 Pa. Cons. Stat. Section 500 et
potential
effectsConstitution
on both historic
andPennsylvania
archaeological
resources.
seq. (1988) is the primary state legislation. These laws include consideration of the project's
potential
effectsResources
on both historic and archaeological resources.
Above
Ground
Based on the information received and available within our files, we concur with the findings of
Above
Ground
Resources
the
agency
that the
proposed project will have an Adverse Effect on historic properties.
Based on the
and available
our files,project
we concur
with No
the Effect
findings
Specifically,
weinformation
concur withreceived
the following
findings: within
the proposed
will have
onof
the
agency
that
the
proposed
project
will
have
an
Adverse
Effect
on
historic
properties.
the Saint Catherine Laboure Catholic Church and Holy Cross Cemetery (Key No. 208881);
Specifically,
we concur
with(Key
the following
findings:
theAMP,
proposed
project will
have (Key
No Effect
Paxtang
Municipal
Building
No.208877);
and the
Inc./AETNA
Building
No. on
the
Saint
Catherine
Laboure
Catholic
Church
and
Holy
Cross
Cemetery
(Key
No.
208881);
208859).; No Adverse Effect on the Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan (Key No. 110669) and
Paxtang MunicipalHouse
Building
(Key
No.208877);
and
AMP, Inc./AETNA
No.
Forster-Rutherford
(Key
No.208869);
and
thethe
proposed
project will Building
have an (Key
Adverse
208859).;
NoPhiladelphia
Adverse Effect
the Harrisburg
Parks 7 Parkway
Plan (KeyKey
No. No.
110669) and
Effect
on the
& on
Reading
RailroadCity
(Philadelphia
to Harrisburg,
Forster-Rutherford House (Key No.208869); and the proposed project will have an Adverse
112375).
Effect on the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad (Philadelphia to Harrisburg, Key No.
112375).
With
regards to mitigation, we agree with the proposed mitigation as outlined on page 7 of the
finding form to include: form liners (a test panel to be reviewed prior to fabrication); informational
With regards to mitigation,
agreethe
with
the proposed mitigation
as outlined
on page 7&of the
kiosks/interpretative
panels we
on both
Forster-Rutherford
House and
the Philadelphia
finding
form
to
include:
form
liners
(a
test
panel
to
be
reviewed
prior
to
fabrication);
Reading Railroad; and the incorporation of the Philadelphia & Reading Railroad logoinformational
on the
kiosks/interpretative
panels onwe
both
andStandard
the Philadelphia
&
replacement
bridge; however,
do the
not Forster-Rutherford
agree that these allHouse
meet the
Treatments
Reading
Railroad;
and
the
incorporation
of
the
Philadelphia
&
Reading
Railroad
logo
on
(Mitigation). Therefore, in our opinion, we request preparation of a Letter of Agreement to the
replacement
bridge;
however,
we do not
that these
all meet the
Standard
Treatments
capture
the agreed
upon
minimization
andagree
mitigation
commitments.
Please
note these
comments
(Mitigation).
Therefore,
in
our
opinion,
we
request
preparation
of
a
Letter
of
Agreement
should not preclude consideration of other consulting party comments.We look forward toto
capture the
agreed upon
andconsulting
mitigationparties
commitments.
these comments
continued
consultation
withminimization
you and other
regardingPlease
designnote
minimization
and
should not preclude consideration of other consulting party comments.We look forward to
mitigation.
continued consultation with you and other consulting parties regarding design minimization and
mitigation.
For
questions concerning this review and/or for future consultation, please contact Emma Diehl
at emdiehl@pa.gov or (717) 787-9121.
For questions concerning this review and/or for future consultation, please contact Emma Diehl
at emdiehl@pa.gov or (717) 787-9121.

Commonwealth Keystone Building | 400 North Street | 2nd Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17120 | 717.783.8947
Commonwealth Keystone Building | 400 North Street | 2nd Floor | Harrisburg, PA 17120 | 717.783.8947
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ER 2016-8478-043-X
B. Thompson
Page 2 of 2
Sincerely,

Douglas C. McLearen, Chief
Division of Environmental Review
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PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION AND
THE PENNSYLVANIA HISTORICAL AND MUSEUM COMMISSION, THROUGH ITS
STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICE, PURSUANT TO 36 CFR § 800.14(b)(1),
REGARDING THE STATE ROUTE 0083 SECTION 78 TRANSPORTATION PROJECT
IN SWATARA TOWNSHIP, DAUPHIN, PENNSYLVANIA
WHEREAS, the Federal Highway Administration (“FHWA”) proposes to widen and reconstruct
Interstate 83 and improve regional connection through changes to the Eisenhower interchange,
including improvements to local access connections. The project will include bridge replacements,
storm water improvements, and upgrading portions of the local roadway network in Swatara
Township, Dauphin County (hereafter referred to as “the Project”);
WHEREAS, the FHWA, in consultation with the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Officer
(“SHPO”), has established the Project’s area of potential effects (“APE”), as defined at 36 CFR §
800.16(d) (attached as Appendix A);
WHEREAS, the FHWA, pursuant to 36 CFR § 800.4(b), has completed a geomorphological
reconnaissance and Phase I archaeological investigation and identified one archaeological site
(36DA0266– Rutherford Estate Site), and the site has not been evaluated for the listing in the National
Register of Historic Places (NRHP);
WHEREAS, the FWHA has been unable to make a good faith effort at identifying archaeological
resources that may be affected by the Project due to the complexity of the undertaking and property
access restrictions;
WHEREAS, the FHWA has determined the following as eligible for listing in the NRHP: Philadelphia
and Reading Railroad, Harrisburg City Parks 7 Parkway Plan, Paxtang Municipal Building,
Forester-Rutherford House, Saint Catherine Laboure Church and Holy Cross Cemetery, and
Amp, Inc./Aetna Building;
WHEREAS, the FHWA, pursuant to 36 CFR § 800.5, has determined that the Project will have
an adverse effect on the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad through the replacement of a bridge
that is contributing to the NRHP significance of the railroad;
WHEREAS, the FHWA has initiated consultation, as stipulated under 36 CFR § 800.2(c)(2),
with, and will continue to consult with, federally recognized Indian Tribes and Nations with
ancestral ties to Pennsylvania that may attach religious and/or cultural significance to historic
properties within the Project APE to participate in consultation on this Project; namely the
Absentee-Shawnee Tribe of Oklahoma, Delaware Nation, Delaware Tribe, Eastern Shawnee of
Oklahoma, Seneca-Cayuga Nation, Shawnee Tribe, and Tuscarora Nation;
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WHEREAS, the FHWA, pursuant to 36 CFR § 800.3, has made an effort to seek consulting parties,
and has accepted the following as consulting parties: Richard Avtell, Terry Barish, Capital Area
Greenbelt Association, Ernest Fontaine, Robert Grubic, Harrisburg Area Transportation Study,
Jason Herndon, Joan Hoffman, Vicki Keating, Lorraine LaPorte, Matthew Leonard, Pennsylvania
Archaeological Council, Joshua Reed, David Renton, Doug Reynolds, Anthony Spagnolo, Micki
Weaver, and David Wilson. PennDOT will continue to involve the public and consulting parties as
stipulated under the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) of 1969, as amended, and Section
106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (“NHPA”), as amended [54 U.S.C. § 306108)], and
its implementing regulations (36 CFR § 800), in a manner consistent with PennDOT’s Public
Involvement Procedures;
WHEREAS, the FHWA and the SHPO have invited the Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation (“PennDOT”) to participate in the consultation and to sign this Programmatic
Agreement (“PA”), thus becoming a party upon execution of this PA;
WHEREAS the FHWA has notified the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (“ACHP”) of
the adverse effect of the Project on historic properties and has invited the ACHP to participate in
consultation and the ACHP accepted/declined;

NOW, THEREFORE, the FHWA and the SHPO agree that upon FHWA’s decision to proceed
with the Project, the FHWA shall ensure that PennDOT implements the following stipulations
in order to take into account the effects of the undertaking on historic properties:
1. RECITALS
The recitals set forth above are incorporated by reference as a material part of the PA.
2. STIPULATIONS
A. PennDOT will complete additional Phase I investigations and if necessary Phase II
National Register evaluations on sites identified within the APE that may be affected by
the proposed Project, in keeping with 36CFR§800.4(c), National Register Bulletin 36:
Guidelines for Evaluating and Registering Archaeological Properties (NPS 2000), and
Assessing Site Significance: A Guide for Archaeologists and Historians (Hardesty and
Little 2002). PennDOT will prepare a Phase II report detailing the results and
recommendations for review by FHWA, SHPO, interested Tribes & Nations, and other
consulting parties. The report will be consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards and Guidelines for Identification (46 FR 44720-23), the State Historic
Preservation Office’s Guidelines for Archaeological Investigations (July 2017), and
PennDOT’s The Transportation Project Development Process: Cultural Resources
Handbook, Publication 689 (March 2013) while also taking into account the National Park
Service’s publication The Archaeological Survey: Methods and Uses (1978: GPO).
B. If any archaeological sites that have been previously determined eligible for the National
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Register may be affected by the proposed Project, PennDOT will make a reasonable effort
to avoid or minimize effects to these sites. If the eligible sites cannot be avoided,
PennDOT will apply the Criteria of Adverse Effect in accordance with 36CFR§800.5.
C. If the Project will have an adverse effect on archaeological sites, and if these resources are
eligible chiefly under National Register Criterion D (36CFR§63) for the significant
information in prehistory or history they are likely to yield through data recovery,
PennDOT will ensure that a data recovery plan or a plan for alternative mitigation is
developed in consultation with the FHWA and the SHPO and any interested Tribes and
Nations or other consulting parties. Any data recovery plan will be consistent with the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for Archaeological Documentation
(48 FR 44734-37) and also will take into account the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservations (ACHP) publication Recommended Approach for Consultation on Recovery
of Significant Information from Archaeological Sites and conform to the State Historic
Preservation Office’s Guidelines for Archaeological Investigations (July 2017), and
PennDOT’s The Transportation Project Development Process: Cultural Resources
Handbook, Publication 689 (March 2013). The data recovery or alternative mitigation plan
will be submitted to the FHWA, the SHPO, interested Tribes & Nations, and other
consulting parties, as appropriate, for their review and/or comment. The review period
will be thirty (30) days.
D. If mitigation of adverse effects to archaeological resources is necessary, the mitigation
plan may also include preparation of information for the general public. The specific
materials to be produced will be determined individually for each site and may include but
not be limited to pamphlets, brochures, artifact displays, exhibits, story maps, websites, or
booklets on the results of the excavations. The public information materials should explain
the purpose of the Project and the significance of the excavation of eligible sites. PennDOT
shall consult with the FHWA, SHPO, interested Tribes & Nations, and other consulting
parties, on the proposed public information materials and will provide a draft of any public
information materials to the FHWA, SHPO, interested Tribes & Nations, and other
consulting parties, for their review and/or comment prior to the finalization of the
materials. The review period will be thirty (30) days.
E. PennDOT shall ensure that any human remains and/or grave-associated artifacts
encountered during the archaeological investigations are brought to the immediate
attention of the FHWA, the SHPO, and any federally recognized Tribes that may attach
religious and/or cultural significance to the affected property. Notification will be within
48 hours of the discovery. No activities which might disturb or damage the remains will be
conducted until FHWA, in consultation with the appropriate parties, has developed a
treatment plan that considers the comments of the appropriate parties. All procedures will
follow the guidance outlined in the National Park Service publication National Register
Bulletin 41: Guidelines for Evaluating and Registering Cemeteries and Burial Places,
taking into account the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990
(PL 101-601) and the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission’s Policy for the
Treatment of Burials and Human Remains (1993).
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F. All records and materials resulting from the archaeological investigations will be curated
in accordance with 36CFR§79 and the curation guidelines developed by the Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission (June 2006). Artifacts recovered from
Commonwealth property and all associated records will be curated at the State Museum
of Pennsylvania or their designee. When artifacts recovered from property not owned by
the Commonwealth, PennDOT will explain to the property owner the importance of
artifact donation and will request that the owner sign a gift agreement donating the artifacts
to the State Museum. If the property owner does not wish to donate the artifacts, PennDOT
will complete the necessary analyses prior to returning the artifacts and will submit all
records to the State Museum.
G. Should a federally recognized Tribe or Nation request artifacts, FHWA will consider the
request in consultation with the State Museum of Pennsylvania.
H. PennDOT will submit archeological collections to the SHPO within three months of
acceptance of the final report. PennDOT will be responsible for the curation fee of three
hundred-fifty dollars ($350) per cubic foot.
I. PennDOT will develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which will carry State
Route 0083 over Spring Creek. Minimally this will consist of concrete form-liners with a
stone appearance that mimic the Forster-Rutherford house. on the substructure elements
of the structure. PennDOT will consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the design
of the replacement bridge as the project progresses.
J. PennDOT will develop a context sensitive design for the bridge which will replace the
existing Norfolk Southern Bridge. The design will include an element, or elements, which
relate to its association with the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad. PennDOT will
consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the design of the replacement bridge as
the project progresses.
K. PennDOT will develop and erect a single panel kiosk near the Forster-Rutherford property
which will contain information on the Forster-Rutherford house and its history. PennDOT
will consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the content and layout of the panel.
L. PennDOT will develop and erect a single panel kiosk near the Forster-Rutherford property
which will contain information on the history of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad.
PennDOT will consult with the SHPO and consulting parties on the content and layout of
the panel.
3. ADMINISTRATIVE STIPULATIONS
A. Personnel Qualifications
PennDOT shall ensure that all archaeological work carried out pursuant to this PA is
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carried out by, or under the direct supervision of, a person or persons meeting at a minimum
the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualifications Standards for Archaeologists and
that all historic preservation work is carried out by or under the direct supervision of a
person or persons meeting, at a minimum, The Secretary of the Interior’s Professional
Qualification
Standards
for
Architectural
Historian
Professionals
(see
http://www.nps.gov/history/local-law/arch_stnds_9.htm).
B. Late Discoveries
If any unanticipated discoveries of historic properties or archaeological sites are
encountered during the implementation of this undertaking, PennDOT shall suspend work
in the area of the discovery, and PennDOT shall immediately notify the FHWA. In
compliance with 36CFR§800.13, FHWA shall notify, within 24 hours, the ACHP, the
SHPO, and, if applicable, federally recognized tribal organizations that attach religious
and/or cultural significance to the affected property. The SHPO, the FHWA, PennDOT,
and Tribal representatives, as appropriate, may conduct a joint field view within 72 hours
of the notification to the FHWA. The FHWA, in consultation with the appropriate parties,
will determine an appropriate treatment of the discovery prior to the resumption of
construction activities in the area of the discovery.
C. Amendments
Any party to this PA may propose to FHWA that the PA be amended, whereupon FHWA
shall consult with the other parties to this PA to consider such an amendment in accordance
with Section 36 CFR § 800.6(c)(7).
D. Resolving Objections
Should any party to this PA object in writing to the FHWA regarding any action carried
out or proposed with respect to the Project, or implementation of this PA, the FHWA shall
consult with the objecting party to resolve the objection. If after initiating such
consultation the FHWA determines that the objection cannot be resolved through
consultation, the FHWA shall forward all documentation relevant to the objection to the
ACHP including the FHWA’s proposed response to the objection. Within thirty (30) days
after receipt of all pertinent documentation, the ACHP shall exercise one of the following
options:
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1)

Advise the FHWA that the ACHP concurs with FHWA’s proposed response
to the objection, whereupon FHWA shall respond to the objection
accordingly;

2)

Provide the FHWA with recommendations, which the FHWA shall take into
account in reaching a final decision regarding its response to the objection;
or

3)

Notify the FHWA that the objection will be referred for comment pursuant
to 36 CFR § 800.7, and proceed to refer the objection and comment. The
resulting comment shall be taken into account by the FHWA in accordance
with 36 CFR § 800.7(c)(4) and §110(1) of the NHPA.
a. Should the ACHP not exercise one of the above options within thirty (30)
days after receipt of all pertinent documentation, the FHWA may assume
the ACHP’s concurrence in its proposed response to the objection.
b. The FHWA shall take into account any ACHP recommendation or
comment provided in accordance with this stipulation with reference
only to the subject of the objection; FHWA’s responsibility to carry out
all actions under this Programmatic Agreement that are not the subject
of the objection shall remain unchanged.

E. Resolution of Objections by the Public
At any time during implementation of the measures stipulated in this PA, should any
objection pertaining to any such measure, or its manner of implementation be raised by a
member of the public, the FHWA shall notify the parties of this PA and take the objection
into account, consulting with the objector and, should the objector so request, with any of
the parties to this PA to resolve the objection.
F. Duration
This PA will expire if its terms are not carried out within ten (10) years from the date of
its execution. Prior to such time the FHWA may consult with the other signatories to
reconsider the terms of the PA and amend it in accordance with Administrative Stipulation
C above.
G. Termination
1.

Any signatory may terminate this PA by providing notice to the other parties,
provided that the parties will consult during the period prior to termination to seek
agreement on amendments or other actions that would avoid termination.
Termination of this PA will require compliance with 36 CFR § 800.

2.

If at any time during the course of the Project, the PennDOT cancels the Project, or
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withdraws its request for federal funding, PennDOT will notify the FHWA. The
FHWA will notify the other signatories to the PA and the ACHP, that it is
terminating the Agreement. The FHWA, in consultation with those parties, will
consider the effects of any project related activities undertaken prior to project
cancellation or withdrawal of the federal funding request and will assess its
responsibilities and obligations pursuant to 36CFR § 800 and determine steps to
terminate the PA.
H. Severability
The provisions of this PA shall be severable. If any phrase, clause, sentence or
provision of this PA is declared to be contrary to the Constitution of Pennsylvania or
of the United States or of the laws of the Commonwealth the applicability thereof to
any government, agency, person or circumstance is held invalid, the validity of the
remainder of this PA and the applicability thereof to any government, agency, person
or circumstance shall not be affected thereby.
I. Assignment
The responsibilities included in this PA may not be assigned by any party to this PA,
either in whole or in part, without the written consent of the Signatories.
J. Notices
a.

The contact person for each of the signatories of the PA shall be the following:
1)

For FHWA: Director of Program Development, 228 Walnut Street, 5th Floor,
Harrisburg, PA 17101, Telephone Number: (717) 221-4545.

2)

For PennDOT: Director, Bureau of Project Delivery 400 North Street, 7th
Floor, Harrisburg, PA 17120, Telephone Number: (717) 787-6875.
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3)
b.

For SHPO: Deputy SHPO, 400 North Street, 2nd Floor, Harrisburg, PA
17120, Telephone Number: (717) 787-4215.

Any signatory may change its designated contact person by providing written notice
to the other signatories.

K. Counterparts
This PA may be executed in counterparts, each of which shall be deemed an original, but
all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument.
[Signature Page Follows]
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SIGNATORIES:
FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION

By: _

Date:

Name & Title:

PENNSYLVANIA STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION OFFICER

By: _

Date:

Name & Title:

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

By: _

Date:

Name & Title:
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Approved as to Legality and Form

By: _

By: _

By: _

By: _

for PennDOT Chief Counsel

Date:

Date:

for PHMC Counsel

Deputy General Counsel

Deputy Attorney General
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August 13, 2019

Mr. Jonathan Crum
Environmental Protection Specialist
Federal Highway Administration
228 Walnut Street, Room 508
Harrisburg, PA 17108
Ref:

Proposed Eisenhower Interchange Project on State Route (SR) 0083, Section 078
Dauphin County, Pennsylvania
ACHPConnect Log Number: 014269

Dear Mr. Crum:
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) has received your notification and supporting
documentation regarding the adverse effects of the referenced undertaking on a property or properties listed or
eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. Based upon the information you provided, we
have concluded that Appendix A, Criteria for Council Involvement in Reviewing Individual Section 106 Cases,
of our regulations, “Protection of Historic Properties” (36 CFR Part 800), does not apply to this undertaking.
Accordingly, we do not believe that our participation in the consultation to resolve adverse effects is needed.
However, if we receive a request for participation from the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), Tribal
Historic Preservation Officer, affected Indian tribe, a consulting party, or other party, we may reconsider this
decision. Additionally, should circumstances change, and you determine that our participation is needed to
conclude the consultation process, please notify us.
Pursuant to 36 CFR §800.6(b)(1)(iv), you will need to file the final Programmatic Agreement (PA), developed
in consultation with the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and any other consulting
parties, and related documentation with the ACHP at the conclusion of the consultation process. The filing of
the PA and supporting documentation with the ACHP is required in order to complete the requirements of
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
Thank you for providing us with your notification of adverse effect. If you have any questions or require
further assistance, please contact Ms. Mandy Ranslow at (202) 517-0218 or by email at mranslow@achp.gov.
Sincerely,

LaShavio Johnson
Historic Preservation Technician
Office of Federal Agency Programs
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Capital Area Greenbelt Meeting, April 18, 2018 Minutes
Attendance: Board members: Marcia Nye, Shannon Gority, Carl Dickson, Michael Shaull, Dick Norford,
Capital
Area Greenbelt
Meeting,
April 18,
2018 Keldeen
Minutes
Tom Connolly,
Scott Shepler,
MaryAnn
Furedi,
Stambaugh, Barry Schoch, Cindy Hogeman.
Members/visitors:
Marianne
Babcock,
Mike
Krempasky,
JackCarl
Alfieri
(HNTBMichael
Corp), Michelle
Goddard
Attendance: Board members: Marcia Nye, Shannon Gority,
Dickson,
Shaull, Dick
Norford,
(McCormickTaylor),
Becky
S.
Mease
(McCormickTaylor),
Al
Saxton,
Todd
Moses,
Diane
Kripas,
Karen
Tom Connolly, Scott Shepler, MaryAnn Furedi, Keldeen Stambaugh, Barry Schoch, Cindy Hogeman.
Isaacman,
Liz
Gonzales
(CRW).
Members/visitors: Marianne Babcock, Mike Krempasky, Jack Alfieri (HNTB Corp), Michelle Goddard
(McCormickTaylor),
S. president
Mease (McCormickTaylor), Al Saxton, Todd Moses, Diane Kripas, Karen
Call to Order: Barry Becky
Schoch,
Isaacman, Liz Gonzales (CRW).
Review/approval of February minutes (March meeting cancelled due to snow): Motion/second to
Call
to Order:
Barry
Schoch,
approve
without
changes
by president
Carl Dickson/Keldeen. Motion passed.

Review/approval
of(Feb
February
minutesMarcia
(MarchNye
meeting
cancelled files).
due toMarcia
snow):requests
Motion/second
to of a
Treasurer’s Report
and March):
(see submitted
assistance
approve
without
changes
by
Carl
Dickson/Keldeen.
Motion
passed.
consultant to assist in areas of new money management. She also requests an additional assistant to

help handleReport
day to (Feb
day management
of deposits
and mail
pickup.files).
Anyone
available
to assist
with these
Treasurer’s
and March): Marcia
Nye (see
submitted
Marcia
requests
assistance
of a
tasks
should
contact
Marcia
Nye.
Requests
for
volunteer
assistance
will
be
circulated
through
the to
consultant to assist in areas of new money management. She also requests an additional assistant
membership
committee
as well as social
media and
coordinator.
Motion/second
help
handle day
to day management
of deposits
andthe
mailvolunteer
pickup. Anyone
available
to assist withtothese
accept
Treasurer's
reports
by
Keldeen/Tom.
Motion
passed.
tasks should contact Marcia Nye. Requests for volunteer assistance will be circulated through the
membership
committee
as well
as social
and the volunteer coordinator. Motion/second to
NEW BUSINESS:
(advanced
in agenda
d/tmedia
visitors):
accept Treasurer's reports by Keldeen/Tom. Motion passed.
Interstate 83 construction information - presented by McCormick Taylor (Becky Mease and Michelle
NEW
BUSINESS:
(advanced
in agenda East
d/t visitors):
Goddard).
Review
of the 4 sections.
Shore Section I: From Interstate 81 to the Union Deposit
Interchange.
Divided
into
two
construction
projectsbywith
ContractTaylor
1 currently
under
construction
with
Interstate 83 construction information - presented
McCormick
(Becky
Mease
and Michelle
an
estimated
completion
by
end
of
2018
or
early
2019.
PennDOT
plans
to
bid
Construction
Contract
Goddard). Review of the 4 sections. East Shore Section I: From Interstate 81 to the Union Deposit 2 in
June 2018 with
construction
in fall of
2018. East
Section
2: Fromunder
just south
of Unionwith
Interchange.
Divided
into twostarting
construction
projects
with Shore
Contract
1 currently
construction
Deposit
to
29th
St:
Currently
developing
alternatives
to
improve
the
highway.
A
public
meeting
is 2 in
an estimated completion by end of 2018 or early 2019. PennDOT plans to bid Construction Contract
anticipated
in
the
fall
of
2018.
East
Shore
Section
3:
From
29th
St
to
River.
Currently
developing
June 2018 with construction starting in fall of 2018. East Shore Section 2: From just south of Union
alternatives
to improve
the highway.
A public
meetingtoisimprove
anticipated
the fall A
ofpublic
2018. meeting
West Shore
Deposit
to 29th
St: Currently
developing
alternatives
the in
highway.
is
Section:
Interchange
Bottleneck
Safety
Project
completed
in
2015.
Master
Plan
design
concept
for the
anticipated in the fall of 2018. East Shore Section 3: From 29th St to River. Currently developing
future.
alternatives
to improve the highway. A public meeting is anticipated in the fall of 2018. West Shore
Section:
Interchange
Bottleneckstudies
Safetyare
Project
in 2015.
Master
Plan design
Environmental
data collection
donecompleted
including Public
lands,
hazardous
areas,concept
historicfor the
future.
buildings, and traffic studies. Historic structures identified: Harrisburg City Parks, Parkway Plan, Phila &

Reading RR (now
Norfolk
Southern)
are
already
eligible for
National
Register.
Theareas,
Forster-Rutherford
Environmental
data
collection
studies
are
done including
Public
lands,
hazardous
historic
House-Spring
House:
eligibility
for
National
Register
under
consideration.
Shannon
Gority Plan,
suggested
Jeb
buildings, and traffic studies. Historic structures identified: Harrisburg City Parks, Parkway
Phila &
Stuart
will
have
more
historic
information
McCormickTaylor
may
need.
Keldeen
discussed
plans
to
Reading RR (now Norfolk Southern) are already eligible for National Register. The Forster-Rutherford
move the current
Greenbelt
trail
Derry St
and reroute
behind businesses
alongGority
Derrysuggested
St parallel Jeb
to
House-Spring
House:
eligibility
foroff
National
Register
underitconsideration.
Shannon
I83. No
time
frame
this change
is scheduled.
Negotiations
with
localKeldeen
businesses
ongoing.
Paxtang
Stuart
will
have
moreforhistoric
information
McCormickTaylor
may
need.
discussed
plans
to
Park –the
Samba
has Greenbelt
been cleaning
prepare
forreroute
a new parking
area.
Donations
of Derry
RR tiesStare
beingto
move
current
trailup
offto
Derry
St and
it behind
businesses
along
parallel
accepted
to create
ConnollyNegotiations
explained that
nolocal
plansbusinesses
were submitted
yet Paxtang
by Samba.
I83.
No time
frameparking
for this spaces.
change isTom
scheduled.
with
ongoing.
Swatara
Twp ishas
aware
this project
is awaiting
the plans.
Some
of the
hasare
been
done.
Park
– Samba
beenofcleaning
up tobut
prepare
for a new
parking
area.cleanup
Donations
of area
RR ties
being
accepted
to create
parking
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Connolly
no plans
yet byHotel
Samba.
Mike K reported
that
the County
hasTom
DCNR
moneyexplained
to pave athat
section
of thewere
trail submitted
near the Lochiel
Swatara
Twp
is
aware
of
this
project
but
is
awaiting
the
plans.
Some
cleanup
of
the
area
has
been
done.
under the I83 overpass. We requested that our trail be protected and possibly upgraded in that area
whenKconstruction
proceeds
to that
is still
~3 yrs of
in the
the trail
future.
Mike
reported that
the County
hasarea.
DCNRConstruction
money to pave
a section
near the Lochiel Hotel
under the I83 overpass. We requested that our trail be protected and possibly upgraded in that area
when construction proceeds to that area. Construction is still ~3 yrs in the future.
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At the Interstate 83 Interchange with 2nd Street, a new exit ramp from 83 Northbound is being
considered that would cross the existing Greenbelt on structure and replace the existing ramp
structure. A preferred alternative will be presented at a Public Meeting anticipated in the fall of 2018.
McCormickTaylor requests the questions submitted to us be answered. (See submitted file). The
Planning committee will be in charge of formulating the answers and submitting them to McCormick
Taylor.
The number of feet the interstate is being widened in the Paxtang Park area is not yet determined. The
construction will effect both the GB trail as well as City Park Drive. They are planning a new bridge at
40th St to go under Interstate 83. There is a public meeting planned for November. Our
communications/PR committee will plan to publicize the details on our social media. Updates will be
available on the website for I83 beltway.
Capital Region Water – Liz Gonzales, rep. Discussed the 2 projects which will impact the trail: 1.) State
Hospital Grounds in front of the Paint Shed. The GB trail will be routed around the construction on the
roadway. The current potholes will be patched either by the township or by CRW when the construction
begins. We will lose some trees in the project but new trees will be planted (2 new trees for each tree
taken down) in a location that will not impact the sewer in the future. The mowers currently being
stored in the Paint Shed will likely need to be moved out for the summer and parked elsewhere since
the Paint Shed will be blocked. Driving mowers over a ramp should be avoided.
2.) Front St in Harrisburg City from Shamokin St to Emerald St. The pedestrian traffic and bicycling traffic
will be safely rerouted possibly to the opposite side of Front St. Discussion RE possible safety
considerations. Temporary traffic signals may be needed. There is no start date for the Front St project.
Concerns RE the impact to Tour de Belt as well as the other 35 scheduled activities planned this summer
along Front St.
Todd Moses: presented concerns about the erosion mitigation projects currently being done along
Paxtang Parkway. He stressed that current BMP (best management practices) should be followed for
riparian restoration and was concerned that BMP was not being followed (soil and plants/shrubs/trees
vs grasses). Keldeen pointed out that the current project was bid with the available funds on hand.
Future bidding could possibly take Todd’s suggestions in consideration if made at the appropriate time
(ie during the planning stage). Future coordination will be needed.
COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Barry requested: 1.) he and Keldeen be kept informed of all committee meetings. They will take turns
sitting in on meetings to provide continuity and coordination between the committees.
2.) all committees are asked to formulate a list of goals or topics of effort they plan to pursue for the
remainder of the year to be discussed at the next meeting.
Governance- Diane Kripas. (See submitted report). Plans in near future include searching for possible
new board directors in preparation for the end of the year in case existing board members are not
interested in continuing on the Board. Barry was asked to appoint a new Director-at - Large for the
Executive committee to replace Carl whose term has ended. Carl was asked to continue until the new
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at-Large Director is appointed. Barry asked Mike Shaull and Marianne Furedi (our newest directors) to
decide between themselves which will fill that position. They will contact Barry with their decision.
Deveopment /Special Events - Diane Kripas (see submitted report).
Tour de Belt - so far $14,000 has been raised with 313 on-line registrants to ride. The next meeting will
be held at HACC's campus, May 9, 6 pm. The Board members are all encouraged to sign up to help. Still
needed are an MC as well as a "cheerleader" to great the riders as they return to HACC. Contact info for
volunteers is located on the CAGA website.
The Greenbelt Weekend Event schedule has been advertised in The Burg as well as published in a
PennLive article. The schedule is also posted on our website. Many activities are planned to
compliment the TdB ride. Carl will also email the event schedule to his County email list.
Wetlands Festival - Donna Finn (HBC) and Karen Isaacman (CAGA) will be manning a shared booth.
Additional volunteers are requested. Contact Karen via email caga@caga.org.
Annual Recognition Dinner - is planned for Friday, Feb 9, 2019 at the Best Western Premier.
Motion/second by Carl/Scott to pay the $500 deposit. Motion passed.
EarthDay - Friday April 20 is the Highmark and Vista litter clean up event. Saturday, April 21, is the East
Harrisburg Cemetery Tire clean- up as well as work at the Five Senses Garden. The Great Harrisburg
clean-up is also on Saturday. A garbage collection dumpster will be placed at the CAGA shed on
Cameron St across from Quigley's. The Rotary Club will be planting 30 trees and shrubs along the Creek
adjacent to the 19th St parking lot. Tom Connolly will be leading a Swatara Twp litter cleanup between
McDonalds and Tony Spagnola garden. Shannon suggested we delegate a spokesperson for a possible
interview by the Patriot News. All groups are asked to take a few photos to commemorate the events
for our Newsletter. Forward photos to Marianne Babcock, editor (Marianne.a.babcock@gmail.com).
MEMBERSHIP - Mike Shaull. MIke and Marcia Nye have been learning the new Wild Apricot computer
program for the upcoming membership drive to enable on-line payments. The committee plans their
next meeting in May, TBA. They will be refreshing the design of the membership brochure. MIke will be
focusing on some corporate recruitment in the future which he believes as great potential.
Mike reported the bike share program in HBG has been quite successful so far with plans to expand to
new locations including the West Shore. Most bikes are being used for an avg trip of 4.6 miles typically
between noon - 5 pm. GPS units are on each bike.
PLANNING - Scott presenting report. Very little feed-back has been received by the planning committee
so far for the Strategic Plan Update. Each committee is requested to provide comment/ideas before the
next Board meeting, May 16.
Paxtang Parkway restoration: Scott requests the contract for the construction to be signed, awarding it
to Skelly & Loy (see submitted file). Discussion followed concerning awarding a contract without
bidding out. Barry thought sole sourcing would be acceptable at this time due to the nature of the
specialized project and the advantages, specifically expedited construction beginning in June, and high
quality of construction. Also noted, DEP does not require that projects are bid out.
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Scott also is requesting the Board vote to affirm a letter of intent from Skelly & Loy (see submitted file)
stating if they help us write the grant for future design and permitting that they would be awarded the
project. Carl supported Skelly & Loy due to their high level of professionalism. Motion/second to sign
the contract by Cindy/ Barry. Motion/second to support the letter of intent by Scott/Tom. Both
motions passed. Barry signed the contract.
FINANCE – Keldeen. no report at this time.
MAINTENANCE - Carl Dickson. First year of the committee was a "mission of diplomacy" in developing
his new team. Motion/second by Carl/Keldeen for CAGA to allocate $3000 to purchase a residential
style zero turn mower as well as to get rid of equipment we either no longer use or is deemed unsafe.
Motion passed. A suggestion was made by Al Saxton to dedicate the Five Senses Garden to Shirley and
Sid Disend. A motion /second to have a plaque made including their names and explanation by
Carl/Keldeen. Motion passed. It was noted that we need to develop a process for awarding dedications.
Diane Kripas will research the Bureau of State Parks policy which may help us formulate our own policy.
For now we will evaluate on a case-by-case basis.
Capital Projects - Mike Krempasky. The construction of intersection safety upgrades is beginning this
month. Announcements of construction sites can be posted on social media.
Mike also reports there is a glitch in the progress of the Ft Hunter Connector. The walkway crossing
Linglestown Rd from the church on the corner of 6th St to their parking lot needs to be established. 3
different locations were suggested. To avoid liability in the future, Mike suggested having a traffic study
to determine the safest location for the crosswalk. Motion/second for up to $8,000, if needed, to
perform the study by Carl/Dick. Motion passed.
PR/COMMUNICATIONS: Dick Norford. Marianne Babcock was introduced as our new (electronic)
Newsletter editor and Instagram guru. She is a recent grad from Shippensburg Univ. Dick reports we
now have Tim Poole as the Facebook administrator with Dick and Scott making posts. Fran
Masciantonio (FX DigitalMedia) assisting with video. Dick will handle the Twitter account. Cindy
Hogeman will post items on the CAGA website with assistance from Jason Ritchey (Round4Creative).
Photos, announcements, and articles for the Newsletter are welcome.
Other New Business: Al Saxton asked for possible Board approval of a 4' x 4' mural to be erected in the
Five Senses Garden designed and donated by Jump Street. Carl requested Al discuss this possibility
within the Maintenance committee.
Motion/second to adjourn by Carl/Keldeen. Motion to adjourn passed.

Next meeting: May 16th.
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INTERSTATE 83
SR 0083 Section 078, Dauphin County, PA
Stakeholder Meeting – CAGA/COH/DAUPHIN/SAMBA
Date:
Time:
Location:

January 15, 2019
9:00 AM
Large Conference Room, McCormick Taylor, Inc.

ATTENDEES
John Bachman
Sharon Okin
Jeremy Ammerman
Ryan Shiffler
Nicole Auker
Jonathan Crum
Jock Alfieri
Lori Cole
Becky Mease
Diane Crispino
Michelle Goddard
Angela Schreffler
Brehan McBride
Travis Arentz
Carl Dickson
Mark Wilson
Nate McCulloch
Nick Loftus

REPRESENTING
PennDOT 8-0-Project Manager
PennDOT 8-0-Env. Manager
PennDOT-EPDS
PennDOT-HDTS
PennDOT-EPDS
FHWA
HNTB (Sec 079)
JMT (Sec 079)
McCormick Taylor (Sec 078)
McCormick Taylor (Sec 078)
McCormick Taylor (Sec 078)
McCormick Taylor (Sec 078)
Gannett Fleming (Sec 078)
Gannett Fleming (Sec 078)
Dauphin Co. Parks and Rec/CAGA
Wilson Consulting Group
Wilson Consulting Group
SAMBA/Bicycle SC PA

Invited, but not in attendance:
Wayne Martin
City of Harrisburg
Glenn Rowe
SAMBA

EMAIL
jobachman@pa.gov
sokin@pa.gov
jerammerma@pa.gov
ryshiffler@pa.gov
nauker@pa.gov
jonathan.crum@dot.gov
jalfieri@HNTB.com
lcole@jmt.com
bsmease@mtmail.biz
djcrispino@mtmail.biz
mlgoddard@mtmail.biz
amschreffler@mtmail.biz
bmcbride@gfnet.com
tarontz@gfnet.com
cdickson@dauphinc.org
markw@wcg-pc.com
natem@wcg-pc.com
SAMBA_president@yahoo.com
wsmartin@harrisburgpa.gov
growe@kittelson.com

MEETING PURPOSE
The primary purpose of this meeting was to receive feedback and brainstorm
mitigation ideas for the Capital Area Greenbelt and Paxtang Park based on the
recommended preferred alternative for the project from the City of Harrisburg,
Dauphin County, Capital Area Greenbelt Association (CAGA), and Susquehanna Area
Mountain Biking Association (SAMBA).
These meeting minutes only reflect information regarding the SR 0083 Sec 078
project. Please refer to additional meeting minutes prepared by the SR 0083 Sec
079 team for details and discussions regarding the SR 0083 Sec 079 project.
MEETING DISCUSSION
Mark stated that Dauphin County received grants from the PA Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) and the PA Department of
Environmental Protection (DEP) to improve the Capital Area Greenbelt. Utilizing the
grant money, three safety projects were completed on the Greenbelt. With the
remaining money, Dauphin County hired Wilson Consulting Group to assist with plans
for the Greenbelt within the SR 0083 Sec 078 project area, potentially including:

1
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INTERSTATE 83
SR 0083 Section 078, Dauphin County, PA


The area of City Park Drive and Paxtang Park

John Bachman summarized project activities over the last couple of years. The
project team met with Harrisburg Area Transportation Study (HATS) bicycle and
pedestrian task force, which included organizations such as SAMBA, to understand
concerns before preliminary design or alternatives analysis started (September
2017). The project team met with CAGA to introduce the project, during the
alternatives analysis process of the project (April 2018). A public meeting was held
in October 2018, which presented a recommended preferred alternative showing a
preferred pavement width and road alignment for the design of both Sec 079 and Sec
078 projects. Items such as retaining walls, slopes, and stormwater controls are
being developed. Construction is anticipated to begin in 2022 and continue through
2030, with several different construction contracts. At this point in design, the
project team is coordinating with different project stakeholders to discuss ideas they
would like to see within the project limits.
Nick identified City Park Drive as being a problem area for cyclists. The Greenbelt in
that area is contradictory to the way cyclists move and are used to interacting with
traffic. The Greenbelt location causes cyclists to be riding close to vehicular traffic,
but against traffic. Nick stated that SAMBA’s project to make improvements to
Paxtang Park was about 75% complete, with 140 tons of gravel just delivered and
placed during the past weekend.
Carl Dickson then joined the group, so the meeting began with introductions and a
brief description of individual roles in the projects. John Bachman summarized what
had been discussed earlier and introduced Jock Alfieri, consultant project manager
for the SR 0083 Sec 079 project.
Please see Sec 079 minutes of this meeting for details regarding discussions
associated with the Sec 079 project. Following discussions specific to Sec 079, Becky
Mease, consultant project manager for Sec 078 introduced the proposed design.
Mapping was given to all attendees.
Becky described the proposed project, focusing on the portion of the project in the
vicinity of City Park Drive, including the Rutherford House senior center (owned by
Dauphin County), the Capital Area Greenbelt, and Paxtang Park. She explained that
the project is very complex and in the area of City Park Drive. There are many
existing resources PennDOT tried to avoid or minimize impacts to. In this area, the
design was described as “threading the needle” in order to meet safety and
geometric requirements of the interstate but minimizing impacts to resources on
either side of the interstate. She noted on mapping that the Rutherford Spring House
historic boundary is shown, and although the project will impact a portion of the
boundary, the project will not impact the building itself. Similarly, although the
project footprint will impact the parcel of the Rutherford House, the building itself
would not be impacted. Two tributaries to Spring Creek currently split flow around
an existing pier of the SR 0083 bridge over City Park Drive. Pier placement for the
new bridge is a challenge with respect to constructability and minimization of impacts
to parks/recreational facilities, community facilities, streams, wetlands, and historic
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resources in the area. On the maps distributed, an option was displayed that
includes realignment of a portion of the Greenbelt, realignment of streams,
realignment of Paxtang Park entrance, and realignment of City Park Drive. She
explained that this was just an option developed for consideration, but the team is
interested in hearing of the goals or concerns of the organizations representing the
resources in the area.
Nate McCulloch stated that he had thought I-83 was planned to be further north,
impacting the quarry, not so much of Paxtang Park. Becky explained that in
attempting to minimize impacts to existing historic resources including the Rutherford
Spring House and geometric requirements associated with the alignment, SR 0083
was always planned in this vicinity and the current location shown today is the same
as what was presented at the public plans display in October 2018.
Carl asked if the Rutherford House was eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP eligible). Becky replied that it was determined not eligible, but
due to the use of the building as a senior center, it was still considered an important
community resource to avoid or minimize impacts.
Becky further explained that a bridge option spanning from the east side of City Park
Drive to the west of the existing tributaries and Greenbelt path was considered.
Unfortunately, the span length to achieve this would result in a deeper superstructure
that would require I-83 to be raised an estimated two foot minimum to maintain the
existing vertical clearance for City Park Drive. Constructability would be a concern
with this. Going with a shorter span configuration, the design includes open piers in
consideration of the viewpoint of cyclists and pedestrians. In addition, the Greenbelt
was proposed to be closer to the stream rather than along City Park Drive, in order to
offer a more natural viewpoint while utilizing the Greenbelt. However, steepness of
the area to the south is an issue with its currently proposed location and the vertical
grade is greater than 10% at some locations. Becky inquired what grades are
acceptable from the CAGA’s point of view. Mark replied that in general, the goal is a
5% vertical grade if making improvements; however, there are existing locations
that exceed this goal. It is considered on a case by case basis. Travis Arentz stated
that the vertical profile of the SR 0083 bridge over City Park Drive is similar to the
existing bridge. A steel I-beam bridge is likely, but type has not been determined at
this point in design.
Mark noted that from CAGA’s perspective, the Greenbelt should be associated with
the Rutherford House and green space, rather than adjacent to City Park Drive.
However, he acknowledged that would require steeper slopes on the Greenbelt. Nick
pointed out that the actual bike route in this area was to utilize City Park Drive and
not the Greenbelt path, which is signed as a pedestrian trail. Carl suggested that the
Greenbelt be relocated adjacent to City Park Drive to eliminate the grade issue.
Travis pointed out that part of this project will be to continue the sidewalk south
along City Park Drive from the railroad to Paxton Street.
Nick expressed concern regarding the design impacts on Paxtang Park. He noted
that SAMBA typically uses this park as a parking area or trailhead where riders meet
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prior to biking on the Greenbelt. The project footprint as shown would impact most
of the work SAMBA has planned and already completed and utilize the only portion of
the park that was available to them due to the floodplain. He mentioned that
relocation of the park entrance would not benefit SAMBA because once the project is
built, the park will be unusable to them as only floodplain and stream would remain.
The team asked Nick if there were other options considered for their project, before
they decided to use Paxtang Park. Nick identified a parking lot associated with
Spring Creek Rehabilitation Center located on Dauphin Manor Drive (google maps
labels it as a “trail parking lot”); however, the private facility has planned
improvements for this area. SAMBA’s focus was to create a trailhead central to Derry
Street and SR 0441. Michelle Goddard inquired if the Rutherford House parking lot
would be suitable for a trailhead. Carl thought it was worth looking into, since
Dauphin County owns the parcel. Nick stated that they were not granted permission
to use their parking lot for the Paxtang Park ground breaking ceremony when
discussed with the senior center staff. Carl indicated that he will look into this parking
lot moving forward. Nick noted that perhaps Paxtang Park could still be used for a
trailhead if Swatara Township would consider use on the southern portion of the park
if grading adjustments were made to the area to reduce the floodplain. Options will
be looked at as design progresses regarding alternative parking, regrading at the
park or other trailhead options for SAMBA. Various ideas as well as scope of project
was discussed with the group.
It was ultimately determined that PennDOT
committed to looking into:
 Options to enhance the southern portion of Paxtang Park for more
usable land.


Options for a trailhead with parking outside of Paxtang Park, but within
the vicinity.

John Bachman asked if an alternative route of the Greenbelt could be 29th Street, as
it is currently being considered as a detour for the Greenbelt during construction.
This would then allow an option for those that want to avoid the narrow “cattle
chute” area. Mark and Nate responded that they would perform a field view and look
into the 29th Street option further. Carl pointed out that the rider perspective on 29th
Street would be a more urban experience than City Park Drive. John noted that
either route could be used depending on the rider or walker’s preference.
Sharon Okin and Becky explained the challenges and restrictions with the alignment
in this vicinity. Due to the location of Norfolk Southern railroad to the north and
proximity to other portions of the project, as well as avoiding and minimizing impacts
to historic resources, there wasn’t much choice involved for the I-83 alignment in this
area of the project. In addition, the quarry depth is unknown and could be a
geotechnical challenge to deal with.
Sharon stated there are a lot of opportunities to enhance the area and PennDOT
wants the project to benefit the community, but keeping in mind that the scale of the
improvements should be compared to the scale of the impacts. Sharon mentioned
that it is her understanding that the Rutherford Spring House is the oldest building in
Dauphin County, but yet there is no signage or anything else to identify this on site.
How can we highlight this historic resource? Currently, there are no sidewalks or
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pathways leading to the building either. Improving 29th Street for pedestrians and
cyclists sounds the most feasible at this point.
John replied that during stakeholder meetings with the municipalities, it was
identified as a project need that there was also insufficient access for emergency
vehicles and motorists going north and south. PennDOT does not own City Park
Drive, so the decision and discussion would ultimately be with the adjacent
townships. In addition, PennDOT’s scope for this project is south of the railroad
bridge to Paxton Street.
Diane Crispino inquired about the wooden bridge for the Greenbelt under the SR
0083 bridge over City Park Drive. The project will impact the bridge anticipating
removal during construction at a minimum. What are the CAGA’s thoughts about the
existing bridge? Carl responded that he spoke with the person who built the bridge
(Norm Lacasse) and he agreed that the best option would be to replace it with
something better and more permanent. Norm Lacasse is considered the grandfather
of the Capital Area Greenbelt and he feels upgrading the bridge is in line with their
goal to improve the trail to the next level.
Nate asked for CADD files for the project, to aid in evaluating what we initially
proposed and preparing conceptual options for the Greenbelt. John agreed that the
team can send them CADD files of the recommended preferred alternative, but to
keep in mind, they are preliminary and will be tweaked as design progresses. Travis
mentioned that the SR 0083 bridge over City Park Drive and roadway width is set,
but piers and slopes and other details are items that can be maneuvered, depending
on the concept.
Wilson Consulting Group will work with Dauphin County to develop a list of needs for
the Greenbelt and look at options between the railroad and Paxton Street. A future
meeting will be scheduled to continue discussions and decide which option will be
pursued.
Coordination should continue to funnel through John Bachman and he will distribute
to the appropriate people. A copy of the sign in sheet and draft minutes will be
prepared by McCormick Taylor and be sent to all attendees for comments, before
finalizing.
Subsequent to the meeting via email correspondence, project scope and the
Greenbelt in the project area was discussed. Please see attached email for additional
information.
Minutes Prepared by:
McCormick Taylor, Inc.

Angela M. Schreffler
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footprint overlaid on existing conditions. The second map displays the project footprint
overlaid on a concept idea for the area of the Greenbelt proposed to be impacted.
The overall goal of CAGA and Dauphin County for the project area is to provide a shared
use path from Paxton to Derry Streets. Please see the attached sketches of existing and
conceptual plan for the Greenbelt in the vicinity of the project area. Some of the major
highlights of the conceptual plan include:
 Parkview Lane currently has discontinuous sidewalks, sidewalks in poor condition,
and vehicles frequently parked on sidewalks.
On Parkview Lane, CAGA is
proposing a shared use path separate from vehicular traffic, including adjacent
pedestrian sidewalks and barrier.
 The conceptual plan would eliminate one entrance to the Rutherford House and
relocate the shared use path adjacent to City Park Drive, thus achieving a 5%
grade.
Carl Dickson noted that he would talk to the Dauphin County
Commissioners about changes on the Rutherford House property.
 The improvements would require a relocation of the existing culvert under City
Park Drive and natural stream restoration.
 City Park Drive would need to shift east further than previously discussed. The
concept plan proposes a different span/pier arrangement that would need to be
reviewed by engineering to determine if it would be constructible.
 The concept plan suggests bridge enhancement recommendations including form
liners to match millstone at the nearby mansion, a mural or 3D relief on the
abutments and a stamped concrete area. The stamped concrete area could
provide a shaded rest spot for bikers or other users of the shared use path. The
bridge could tie together the mansion and spring house and repeat similar
aesthetic designs in other features along City Park Drive, such as retaining walls.
The concept plan additionally suggests a pier cap integral with the superstructure.
These ideas will be considered during the final design phase and, if possible,
incorporated into the project.
At the spring house, the concept plan proposes an improved driveway access with pull off
area that includes benches and a kiosk. CAGA uses the spring house for storage and
would like better access to the resource.
The concept plan presented the idea of painting green bike lanes on both sides of City
Park Drive, to help encourage bikers to ride with traffic, rather than the wrong way on
the sidewalk under the railroad bridge.
John Bachman and Jon Crum expressed concern with the slippery conditions of paint on
the roadway during precipitation events, especially when the lane is not separated from
vehicular traffic. Mark stated that the paint is commonly used in other states. Sharrows
are also utilized to demark a bicycle lane but painting the lane would make it more
obvious to both bicyclists and vehicles. Sharon Okin pointed out that emergency vehicles
could drive over paint to go around traffic on the roadway, but a barricade could prevent
emergency services from getting around traffic.
The attendees discussed other possible ideas taking into consideration the existing width
available for the road and improvements. The discussion concluded with Mark Wilson
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offering to investigate a shared use path separate from traffic with two vehicular travel
lanes from the SR 0083 bridge crossing over City Park Drive up to Derry Street.
Carl Dickson expressed concern with the concept plan’s engineering of the natural stream
and wetlands in the area, as the stream has re-routed itself and naturally flows around
the bridge. Sharon also pointed out that the concept plan calls for rip-rap placement on
the streambanks and this may not be acceptable to the reviewing agencies. Sharon
noted that Parkway Creek restoration projects are being designed by Skelly & Loy on
behalf of CAGA from Kline Plaza to the railroad and any stream restoration in this area
should be coordinated with them. Permanent access points to Parkway Creek may be
necessary for maintenance of stream restoration elements.
Becky Mease noted that due to the removal of the existing bridge pier and abutments,
the project will already impact the stream and require relocation of the channel. The
design team would have to look further into the concept plan, considering constructability
issues, and may need to adjust the location of the relocated stream. John Bachman
noted that the desired location of the trail is the key component for the project team to
take away from the concept plan.
The details of the stream restoration and
improvements under the bridge are details that will be worked through and discussed as
the project design progresses.
Mark noted that there is a pedestrian crossing planned on City Park Drive to the portion
of Paxtang Park north of SR 0083; however, this may not be needed depending on how
the Paxtang Park impacts will be mitigated. If the quarry could be filled, and trailhead
parking provided on this northern section, the pedestrian crossing would be needed in
this area. If the trailhead parking is provided south of SR 0083, it may potentially still be
a good place for a crossing and include a path or sidewalk under the SR 0083 bridge to
the trailhead parking. If Paxtang Park and the area of the quarry are not used for public
recreation areas/parking in the future, there may not be a need for the pedestrian
crossing. This area needs further consideration.
John Bachman asked Nick Loftus what SAMBA’s goals were for Paxtang Park. Nick stated
that the primary interest was to provide trailhead parking for Greenbelt and SAMBA trail
users, but the location also provided an opportunity to highlight the history of the former
amusement park in the area. The trailhead parking currently being constructed has 16
parking spots; although, their goal was to provide 20 parking spots. The area north of
the SR 0083 bridge was planned as a gravel area without designated parking but would
accommodate overflow parking. Nick mentioned that he thought a sewer line crossed
through the project area and wondered if the concept plan would be affected by the
sewer location. Becky stated that the sewer line is anticipated to be relocated due to the
project.
John asked Nick if the pavilion was an important feature in the park. Nick replied that
shelter is a nice bonus, although not something they sought to find when identifying
potential locations for the trailhead parking. Options to move it in the Park can be
investigated if it is structurally okay to do so.
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John noted that the improvements to City Park Drive would need to be approved by
Swatara Township and Paxtang Borough. Carl mentioned that a member of CAGA is also
a member of Swatara Township’s local government.
Mark noted that the traffic signal at Paxton and 32nd Streets is an important component
to the Greenbelt’s conceptual plan. Based on new traffic patterns, he inquired whether
the new traffic signal would be removed. John Bachman explained that a study would
potentially be conducted after 2030 and the Greenbelt use of the signal would be
considered in the analysis.
Wayne felt that City Park Drive should not be considered as a north/south route for
general traffic. The road name reveals the intention of the road as an access to parks.
John Bachman replied that it is a local road and its use/purpose is a decision for Swatara
Township and Paxtang Borough. John pointed out that the reconnection of 40th street will
alleviate some of the vehicular traffic on City Park Drive. The project team will look into
options for traffic calming on City Park Drive (narrow lanes, speed tables, etc.)
All agreed that the proposed concept plan was a great starting point for the project team
and for a presentation to CAGA. Items that could potentially alter the plan include
constructability issues and other agency input. For example, Jon Crum noted that the
State Historic Preservation Office and consulting parties will have an opportunity to
provide comments on any elements within the historic spring house boundary. Michelle
noted that coordination will need to be conducted with DCNR to ensure the conceptual
plan for the Greenbelt is sufficient replacement of the Keystone Grant funded Greenbelt
existing bridge under SR 0083.
Mark will revise the concept plan. He will also extend the narrowing of the vehicular
roadway down to Paxton Street turning lanes. Wayne reiterated that the road should be
utilized for access to the park and other facilities on City Park Drive and not be utilized as
a regular north/south route to avoid traffic in other areas. Sharon noted that emergency
services should be considered when discussing narrowing the vehicular access on City
Park Drive. CAGA board of directors will review the conceptual plan for the Greenbelt in
the project area during their next regularly scheduled commissioners meeting on March
20th.
Minutes Prepared by:
McCormick Taylor, Inc.

Angela M. Schreffler
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BUREAU OF RECREATION AND CONSERVATION

June 17, 2019
Nicole L. Auker
Environmental Planning Supervisor
PA Department of Transportation
400 North Street, 7th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120
RE:

SR 0083, Section 078 Capital Area Greenbelt City Park Drive

Dear Ms. Auker,
This letter is in response to your email of 5/17/2019 which provided a copy of PennDOT’s City Park Drive
Draft Improvements plan dated 4/4/2019, and a letter from the Capital Area Greenbelt Association
dated 5/6/2019 in support of the proposed improvements to the Greenbelt trail as it approaches and
goes under SR 0083 at City Park Drive.
The Department has provided numerous Community Conservation Partnership Program grants to assist
with the planning, acquisition, and development of the Capital Area Greenbelt. Therefore, we
appreciate PennDOT’s proactive planning to ensure SR 0083 improvements will provide positive benefits
to areas of the Greenbelt trail that will be affected. We support the preliminary design plan that is
referenced above, and the proposed trail improvements associated with it.
Please continue to keep the Department informed as plans are finalized and construction begins. If you
have any questions on the above, or if plans change, please email me at arebert@pa.gov or call
717.772.3322.
Sincerely,
Ashley D. Rebert
Chief, Land Conservation & Stewardship Section
Community Parks and Conservation Division
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT DATA INDEX
Technical reports, memos, and/or white papers have been prepared for the following subject areas and
are included in the project technical file (also see Appendix H, References):
• Project Purpose and Need
• Traffic
• Alternatives
• Waters of the US, including Wetlands
• Hazardous Waste Sites
• Air Quality
• Noise
• Historic Resources
• Archaeological Resources
• Socioeconomic Resources
• Section 4(f) Properties
Technical files are also being maintained for the following subject areas:
• Floodplains
• Threatened and Endangered Species
• Geology/Groundwater
• Public Involvement
• Agency Coordination
The project technical file is maintained by PennDOT District 8-0 and can be
reviewed by contacting the PennDOT Project Manager:
John M. Bachman, Senior Project Manager
PennDOT Engineering District 8-0
2140 Herr Street
Harrisburg, PA 17103-1699
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DISTRIBUTION LIST
Federal Agencies

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
Eastern Office of Review
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 809
Washington, DC 20004
Attn: Preservation Specialist
Federal Emergency Management Agency
615 Chestnut Street
One Independence Mall, Sixth Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Attn: Mitigation Division
Federal Highway Administration
Pennsylvania Division
5th Floor Federal Building
228 Walnut Street
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101-1720
Attn: Jon Crum
US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
Baltimore District, Carlisle Field Office
401 East Louther Street, Suite 205
Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013
Attn: John Gibble
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service
359 East Park Drive, Suite 2
Harrisburg, PA 17111
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
Centers for Disease Control & Prevention
National Center for Environmental Health
Special Programs Group, MSF 29
4770 Buford Highway, NE
Atlanta, GA 30341-3724
Attn: Chief, Special Programs Group

U.S. Department of Housing &
Urban Development
Philadelphia Regional Office
The Wanamaker Building
100 Penn Square East
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3380
Attn: Environmental Officer
U.S. Department of Interior
Office of Environmental Policy and Compliance
1849 C Street, NW MS 5538
Washington, DC 20240
Attn: Director
US Department of Transportation
Federal Transit Administration
Office of Planning and Program Development
1835 Market Street, Suite 1910
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2968
Attn: Transportation Program Specialist
US Environmental Protection Agency
Region III
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2029
Attn: Chief, Environmental Assessment and
Protection Division
US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
Pennsylvania Field Office
110 Radnor Road, Suite 101
State College, PA 16801
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State Agencies

PA Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Farmland Preservation
Agriculture Office Building
2301 North Cameron Street, Room 402
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9408
Attn: Director
PA Department of Community and Economic
Development
Policy Office
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street, 4th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Attn: Director
PA Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources
Bureau of Recreation and Conservation
Rachel Carson State Office Building
400 Market Street, 5th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17105-8767
Attn: Director
PA Department of Environmental Protection
Office of Policy
Rachel Carson State Office Building
P.O. Box 2063
400 Market Street, 15th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17105-2063
Attn: Director
PA Department of Environmental Protection
Southcentral Regional Office
909 Elmerton Avenue
Harrisburg, PA 17110-8220

PA Department of Health
Office of Policy
Health and Welfare Building
8th Floor West
625 Forster Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Attn: Executive Policy Assistant
PA Department of Transportation
Bureau of Project Delivery
Environmental Policy and Development Section
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street, 7th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Attn: Section Chief
PA Department of Transportation
Bureau of Project Delivery
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street, 7th Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120
Attn: Ryan Shiffler
PA Department of Transportation
Engineering District 8-0
2140 Herr Street
Harrisburg, PA 17103
Attn: John Bachman, Sharon Okin
PA Fish and Boat Commission
Environmental Services Division
495 East Rolling Ridge Drive
Bellefonte, PA 16823
Attn: Bill Savage
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PA Game Commission
Environmental Planning and Habitat Protection
2001 Elmerton Avenue
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9797
Attn: Tracey Librandi Mumma

Public Utility Commission (PUC)
PO Box 3265
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120

PA Game Commission
South Central Region
8627 William Penn Highway
Huntingdon, PA 16652-0537

MPO

Pennsylvania Governor's Office
Policy Development
506 Finance Building
Harrisburg, PA 17120
PA Historical and Museum Commission
Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building
400 North Street, 2nd Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093

Tri-County Regional Planning Commission
Dauphin County Veterans Memorial Office Building
112 Market Street, 2nd Floor
Harrisburg, PA 17101-2015
Attn: Transportation Planner

OWJ (Section 4(f))

City of Harrisburg
MLK Jr. City Government Center
10 North Second Street, Suite 202
Harrisburg, PA 17101
Attn: Mayor Eric Papenfuse
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LIST OF PREPARERS
FHWA

Jon Crum
FHWA
Environmental Protection Specialist
Years of Experience: 14

PENNDOT

CONSULTANT TEAM

Becky Mease, PE
McCormick Taylor
Project Manager – Project Information and
Alternatives
Years of Experience: 22

John Bachman, PE
PennDOT 8-0
Senior Project Manager
Years of Experience: 33

Diane Crispino
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
NEPA/EA Management and QC
Years of Experience: 20

Sharon E. Okin
PennDOT 8-0
Environmental Manager
Years of Experience: 24

Dawn Schilling, PE, AICP
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Primary Author
Years of Experience: 27

Drew Ames
Central Office
Reviewer
Years of Experience: 22

Michelle Goddard, AICP
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Section 4(f) Primary Author and Socioeconomics
Years of Experience: 11

Ryan Shiffler
Central Office
Reviewer
Years of Experience: 8

Angela Schreffler, PWS, CE
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Wildlife and Plants, Hazardous Waste
Years of Experience: 17
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Camille Fritz, PWS
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Waterways, wetlands and floodplains
Years of Experience: 15

Rodney Martinez
AWK
Hazardous Waste
Years of Experience: 15

Alana Wolfe
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Waterways, wetlands and floodplains
Years of Experience: 2

Robert Kolmansberger
Navarro & Wright
Noise Analysis
Years of Experience: 27

Virginia Bailey
McCormick Taylor, Inc.
Quality Control Reviewer
Years of Experience: 21

Nathaniel Weinstock
Navarro & Wright
Noise Analysis
Years of Experience: 20

John Kerstetter
AWK
Hazardous Waste
Years of Experience: 16

Kyle Brubaker
Navarro & Wright
Hazardous Waste
Years of Experience: 12

Edward Smith
AWK
Hazardous Waste
Years of Experience: 26
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REFERENCES
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, East Shore Section 2 and East Shore Section 3, Open House
Public Plans Display, Meeting Report, October 2018.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin
County, Pennsylvania: Alternative Analysis Report, July 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, I-83 East Shore Section, Crash
Analysis Report, January 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, I-83 East Shore Sections 2 & 3,
Traffic Modeling Report, January 2018.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, I-83 East Shore Section 2, Dauphin
County, Pennsylvania: No-Build Addendum for Traffic Modeling Report, February 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083 Section 078 (Eisenhower
Interchange Reconstruction), Dauphin County, Pennsylvania: Draft Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
Report, October 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, I-83 East Shore Section 2, Wetlands and Watercourses,
Identification and Delineation Report, August 2018.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, I-83/I-283 Interchange Reconstruction Project Watercourses
and Wetlands Historic Mapping/Plans Review and Field Observations Analysis Memorandum, August 24, 2018.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Memo: Evaluation of Logical Termini, SR 0083-078
MPMS #: 92931, SR 0083-079 MPMS #: 97828, Dauphin County, July 26, 2017.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Memo: Evaluation of Purpose and Need, SR 0083-078,
MPMS #92931, Dauphin County, June 27, 2018.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Conceptual Stage
Survey Report, March 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Air Quality
Technical Report, May 2019.
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Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083 Section 078, Eisenhower Interchange Project,
PM2.5 Project Level Air Quality Conformity Determination Level 3 Screening Support Document, March 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Determination of
Effects Report, ER# 2016-8478-043, April 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Engineering District 8, SR 0083 Section 078, Dauphin
County, Preliminary Engineering Noise Analysis Report, August 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Reconnaissance
Survey Report, ER# 2016-8478-043, March 2017.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Socioeconomic
Report, June 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Stream Mitigation
Site Search Report, June 2019.
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, SR 0083, Section 078, Dauphin County: Wetland Mitigation
Site Search Report, June 2019.
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GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS
(Also see Appendix A, Federal & State Environmental Regulations Impacting Transportation
Project Delivery (Appendix A))
Agency Coordination Meeting (ACM) – a regularly scheduled meeting held by PennDOT with the
state and federal environmental agencies, including PaDEP, PaFBC, PGC, DCNR, PHMC, USFWS,
EPA, FHWA and others.
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) – see “Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964…;
Americans with Disabilities Act” in Appendix A.
Area of Potential Effect (APE) – defined by 36 CFR §800.16(d) as “the geographic area or areas
within which an undertaking may directly or indirectly cause alterations in the character or use of
historic properties.” It includes archaeological property as well.
Block group – A US Census Bureau unit of measure/analysis, generally defined to contain between
600 and 3,000 people and between 240 and 1,200 housing units. A block group is the smallest unit for
which the Census Bureau calculates sample data.
Census tract – is a small, relatively permanent statistical subdivision of a county used by the US
Census Bureau. Census tracts generally contain about 4,000 people and 1,600 housing units and their
boundaries normally follow visible features.
Capital Area Greenbelt Association (CAGA) – formed as an IRS 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
to act as a liaison and to organize and plan the continued stewardship of the Capital Area Greenbelt
trail.
Capital Area Transit (CAT) – The Cumberland-Dauphin-Harrisburg Transit Authority (a.k.a. Capital
Area Transit, or CAT) is designated as the public transportation provider in the greater Harrisburg
area.
Carbon Dioxide (CO) – a colorless, odorless, incombustible gas, CO2, present in the atmosphere
and formed during respiration, usually obtained from coal, coke, or natural gas by combustion, from
carbohydrates by fermentation, by reaction of acid with limestone or other carbonates, or naturally
from springs
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) – the codification of the general and permanent rules and
regulations (sometimes called administrative law) published in the Federal Register by the executive
departments and agencies of the federal government of the United States. The CFR is divided into 50
titles that represent broad areas subject to federal regulation.
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Collector-Distributor (CD) System – roads that move vehicle lane changing away from the high-speed
traffic on the interchange and mainline. Lane changes occur on the CD roads as vehicles move from the
freeway to the other side roads.
Conceptual Stage Survey (CSS) – a study completed early in a transportation project that evaluates the
availability of residential and commercial properties should the project require relocations.
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) – The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) established
the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) within the Executive Office of the President to ensure that
Federal agencies meet their obligations under NEPA.
Cultural Resources Professional – A person employed the PennDOT that is knowledgeable in Section 106
(see Appendix A) and responsible for ensuring that the Section 106 requirements are met.
Endangered Species Act (ESA) – See Appendix A
Emergency Management Services (EMS) – an agency or group of agencies responsible for public health
and safety, including police, fire, ambulance, hazardous material response, and others.
Environmental Assessment (EA) – a concise public document that serves to briefly provide sufficient
evidence and analysis for determining whether to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or a
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).
Environmental Due Diligence (EDD) – a formal process that assesses property for potential risk of
environmental contamination, such as soil or groundwater contamination. Standards for conducting
environmental due diligence are set forth by the Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).
Environmental Justice (EJ) – See “Executive Order 12898: Environmental Justice” in Appendix A.
Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) – a study and resulting document summarizing efforts by PennDOT
to identify and handle possible hazardous and residual waste sites within a proposed transportation project
area.
Executive Order (EO) – a rule or order issued by the president to an executive branch of the government and
having the force of law
Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act – FAST Act is a funding and authorization bill to
govern United States federal surface transportation spending. It was passed by Congress on December 3,
2015, and President Barack Obama signed it on December 4. It was the first federal law in over a decade to
provide long-term funding certainty for surface transportation infrastructure planning and investment. FAST
continues provisions for “environmental streamlining” that include the development and implementation of a
coordinated environmental review process and specifications for dispute resolution.
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Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) – coordinates the federal government's role in preparing
for, preventing, mitigating the effects of, responding to, and recovering from all domestic disasters, whether
natural or man-made, including acts of terror. They are responsible for providing and updating the floodplain
mapping used in transportation studies.
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) – an agency within the US Department of Transportation that
supports State and local governments in the design, construction, and maintenance of the Nation’s highway
system (Federal Aid Highway Program) and various federally and tribal owned lands (Federal Lands Highway
Program). Through financial and technical assistance to State and local governments, the Federal Highway
Administration is responsible for ensuring that America’s roads and highways continue to be among the safest
and most technologically sound in the world.
Green House Gases (GHG) – compounds that are able to trap heat in the atmosphere, these gases are the
fundamental cause of the greenhouse effect.
Harrisburg Area Transportation Study (HATS) – a designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO),
an organization of federal, state and local agencies, as well as officials from Cumberland, Dauphin and Perry
Counties, the City of Harrisburg and Capital Area Transit, all of whom are accountable for the 3C process.
Indirect and Cumulative Effects (ICE) – Indirect Effects are generally defined as those that are caused by
a project, but unlike direct effects, occur later in time or are farther removed in distance. These effects are
often called “but for” actions, because they would not or could not occur “but for” the implementation of the
project. Cumulative Effects include “… the impact on the environment which results from the incremental
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions…”
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) – technology, application or platform, that improves the quality
of transportation, or achieves other outcomes based on applications that monitor, manage or enhance
transportation systems.
Level of Service (LOS) – the speed, convenience, comfort and security of transportation facilities and
services as experienced by users.
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) – a term used in the United States that refers to a person who is not
fluent in the English language, often because it is not their native language.
Long Range Transportation Plan – a 25-year plan which provides a list of transportation projects to meet
the future transportation needs of a region.
Mobile Source Air Toxics (MSATS) – a subset of air toxics, which include nine compounds emitted from
highway vehicles, trucks, buses, and non-road equipment.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) – prohibits the taking, killing, possession, transportation, and
importation of migratory birds, their eggs, parts, and nests except as authorized under a valid permit (50 CFR
21.11).
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National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) – The Clean Air Act, which was last amended in 1990,
requires USEPA to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards (40 CFR part 50) for pollutants considered
harmful to public health and the environment. The Clean Air Act identifies two types of national ambient
air quality standards. Primary standards provide public health protection, including protecting the health of
"sensitive" populations such as asthmatics, children, and the elderly. Secondary standards provide public
welfare protection, including protection against decreased visibility and damage to animals, crops, vegetation,
and buildings.
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) – See Appendix A
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) – The National Marine Fisheries Service, informally known
as NOAA Fisheries, is the United States federal agency responsible for the stewardship of national marine
resources. The agency conserves and manages fisheries to promote sustainability and prevent lost economic
potential associated with overfishing, declining species, and degraded habitats.
National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) – an agency within the Department of Commerce
that works to keep the public informed of the changing environment around them.
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) – the United States federal government’s official list of
districts, sites, buildings, structures and objects deemed worthy of preservation for their historical significance.
National Wetland Inventory (NWI) – established by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)
to conduct a nationwide inventory of US wetlands to provide biologists and others with information on the
distribution and type of wetlands to aid in conservation efforts.
Noise Study Area (NSA) – groupings of receptor sites that by location, form distinct communities within the
project area and contain receptors with common traffic noise influences.
Ozone (O3) – a colorless unstable toxic gas with a pungent odor and powerful oxidizing properties, formed
from oxygen by electrical discharges or ultraviolet light. It differs from normal oxygen (O2) in having three
atoms in its molecule (O3).
Particulate Matter (PM) – Material suspended in the air in the form of minute solid particles or liquid
droplets, especially when considered as an atmospheric pollutant.
Pennsylvania Code – a publication of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, listing all rules, regulations, and
other administrative documents from the Government of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR) – An agency of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania responsible for recreation, conservation, forestry and management of state
parks.
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PA DEP) – An agency of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania whose mission is to protect Pennsylvania's air, land and water from pollution and to provide for
the health and safety of its citizens through a cleaner environment.
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Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) – An agency of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania that oversees and manages our state highway system/network.
Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission (PaFBC) – An agency of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
that protects, conserves, and enhances the Commonwealth's aquatic resources and provide fishing and boating
opportunities.
Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC) – An agency of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania that oversees
the state’s game lands, protects terrestrial wildlife species and oversees hunting regulations.
Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) – list of protected wildlife, aquatic and plant species in
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania Natural Heritage Program (PNHP) – Founded in 1982, the PHNP gathers and manages
information regarding the status and location of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s rare species and
habitats and native natural communities. PHNP's goal is to build, maintain, and provide accurate and
accessible ecological information needed for conservation, development planning and natural resource
management.
Pennsylvania Water Trails – recreational and educational corridors between specific locations that can be
used for both single day and multiple day trips on and along waterways.
PATH – provides users with a searchable database of Section 106 documentation and review information for
all transportation projects programmed on the Statewide Transportation Improvement Plan (STIP).
Right-of-way (ROW) – …. Also see Uniform Relocation and Real Properties Acquisition Act of 1970 in
Appendix A.
Section 106 – See Appendix A
Section 4(f) – See Appendix A
Section 6(f) – See Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) in Appendix A
Section 8 – federal government’s housing choice voucher program for assisting very low-income families, the
elderly, and the disabled to afford decent, safe, and sanitary housing in the private market.
Single-point urban interchange (SPUI) – also called a single-point interchange (SPI) or single-point
diamond interchange, is a type of highway interchange. The design was created in order to help move large
volumes of traffic through limited amounts of space safely and efficiently.
Stafford Act – a United States federal law designed to bring an orderly and systemic means of federal natural
disaster assistance for state and local governments in carrying out their responsibilities to aid citizens.
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State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) – a state governmental function created by the United States
federal government in 1966 under Section 101 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). PHMC is
Pennsylvania’s SHPO.
State Implementation Plan (SIP) – the federally approved and enforceable plan by which each state
identifies how it will attain and/or maintain the health-related primary and welfare-related secondary National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) described in Section 109 of the Clean Air Act (CAA) and 40 Code
of Federal Regulations 50.4 through 50.12.
State Route (SR) – any highway and road within the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania owned and maintained
by PennDOT.
Susquehanna Area Mountain Bike Association (SAMBA) – a community minded local Mountain Biking
Association in Central Pennsylvania. They are responsible for maintaining over 65 miles of trails surrounding
Harrisburg Pennsylvania.
System-to-system interchange – carries traffic from one freeway to another via a network of ramps and
connectors
Traffic Incident Management (TIM) – a planned and coordinated multi-disciplinary process to detect,
respond to, and clear traffic incidents so that traffic flow may be restored as safely and quickly as possible.
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) – a federal- and state-mandated program document that
includes information concerning local highway, state highway, and transit projects and services for the
following six years.
Transportation System Management (TSM) – includes those activities which maximize the efficiency of
the present system. Possible subject areas to include in this alternative are options such as fringe parking,
ridesharing, high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes on existing roadways, and traffic signal timing optimization.
Tri-County Regional Planning Commission (TCRPC) – administers four main programs: regional
planning; transportation planning for Cumberland, Dauphin and Perry counties. The mission of TCRPC is to
foster the long-term livability and vitality of our communities, counties and region.
Underground Storage Tank (UST) – one or a combination of tanks including connected underground pipes
that is used to contain regulated substances, and the volume of which including the volume of underground
pipes is 10 percent or more beneath the surface of the ground.
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) – a federal agency that delivers vital public and military
engineering services; partnering in peace and war to strengthen our Nation’s security, energize the economy
and reduce risks from disasters.
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United States Census – A complete enumeration, usually of a population, but also of businesses and
commercial establishments, housing, farms, governments, and so forth.
United States Census Bureau – a division of the federal government of the United States Department of
Commerce that is responsible for conducting the national census at least once every 10 years, in which the
population of the United States is counted.
United States Code – a consolidation and codification by subject matter of the general and permanent laws of
the United States.
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) – a federal agency whose mission is to protect
human health and the environment.
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) – the federal agency charged with overseeing and
administering the Endangered Species Act (see Appendix A).
Unnamed Tributary (UNT) – a stream (watercourse) that flows into a larger stream but is not named.
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